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ABSTRACT 
A system of data acquisition and reduction programs, TXCO 
is described. The programs were written for the transonic com-
pressor test facility at the NPS TUrbopropulsion Laboratory 
which is served by an HPlOOO series computer operating under 
RTE-!YB. However, the structure of the program system (strict 
separation of acquisition and reduction, store raw data as ac-
quired, routines to verify the data system, etc.) is of more 
general interest, and allows the system to be applied to any 
test rig. The introduction of a •program control array• ac-
celerates execution and provides means for communication between 
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This report describes a system of data acquisition and 
reduction programs, designed to acquire data from the TUrbo-
propulsion Laboratory's transonic compressor test facility. 
The computer hardware consists of an HP21MX mini computer 
with various peripheral devices. Both steady-state and high 
speed data are required to be taken as scheduled during a com-
pressor test. The entire hardware configuration is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
At the outset, the system of computer programs was 
required to do the following: 
(it control via the "Interface Bus", measurement devices 
such as Scanivalves (S/V's), Scanivalve controllers, 
scanners, digital voltmeters (OVM), digital counters, 
analog to digital converters, and the acquisition 
timing device called PACER. 
(ii)· Perform data acquisition as efficiently as possible, 
store data in disc files, and .document the test con-
ditions. 
(iii) Provide a means to check the data system (e.g., SUB-
ROUTINE CHECK, Section 6.2). 
(iv)· Provide a means to verify the raw data (e.g., SUB-
ROUTINE PICTR, called -from SUBROUTINE PACER, Section 
4.5. PICTR uses the auxiliary terminal to e.1splay 




(v) Provide a means for the operator to communicate 
interactively. Since the operator at the system 
console is usually the investigator or research 
engineer and not a computer specialist, the program 
flow and the programmed interactive messages were 
required to be clear, logical and easy to under-
stand. 
The demand to speed up the data acquisition conflicted 
with the requirement of keeping the dialogue between program 
and operator clear. Interactive programs necessarily have 
extensive input-output operations which slow down the execu-
tion of the program. A reasonable compromise between these 
two choices was the introduction of a "program control array", 
CN'l'RL, whose elements - once pre-assigned - relieved the opera-
tor from entering routine decisions (e.g., telling the sub-
routines FREER and PACER how many Kulite signals are to be 
recorded and where to locate them: see Appendix Al: CNTRL(23J) 
through 01'l'RL(246)). Additionally the control array provides 
accounting data (e.g., the sequential number for raw data 
file •). 
In the present report complete documentation is given 
of the program system "TXCO". The system consists of a "father" 
program, TXCOI, which, in operation, calls on a aeries of "son" 
programs TXCOl, TXC02 or TXC03. 
The father program, TXCO~, offers the investigator a 
menu of program branches to be scheduled according to a single 
digital entry as follows: 
7 
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1. survey using the type 'A' and the type 'B' 
Kulite semiconductor pressure probes (Ref l 
and 2). 
2. on-line calibration type 'A' and type 'B' 
probe. 
3. Acquisition of high speed data through the 
fast A/D converter, which is operated in 
free run mode. 
4. Acquisition of high speed data through the 
fast A/D converter, which now is controlled 
by a timing device, the PACER (Ref 3). 
5. Radial flow survey using a temperature-
pneumatic four hole COMBINATION PROBE. 
6. Acquisition of all steady state data. 
7. Check the instrumentation. 
8. Change the program control array. 
9. Reduce high speed data from the 'A' - 'B' 
probe system. REDAB uses the data gathered 
by ABSRV. 
10. Reduce flow data from the combination probe. 
REDCO uses the data gathered by COMB. 
ll. Reduce steady state data and add this 
operating point to the compressor per-
formance map. REDST uses the data gathered 
by STOY. 
8 












The investigator selects the desired program module by 
entering the appropriate number between 1 and 11. Entering 
12 halts the program. Subroutines ABSRV, CALIB, FREER and 
PACER - they handle the high speed data are contained in 
PROGRAM TXCOl (Section 4). Subroutines COMB and STOY - they 
handle the steady state data - are contained i~ PROGRAM TXC02 
(Section 5). Subroutines CHECK and CHNGE - they are used by 
the operator to control the program flow and verify the data 
system - are contained in PROGRAM TXC03 (Section 6). After 
the select code is entered, and verified either by entering 
an additional parameter or tapping the !RETUR?tl key, the 
"father" program suspends its operation while the desired 
"son" program (TXCOl, TXC02 or TXC03) executes. The entire 
TXCO-system works interactively with the operator and displays 
as many informative messages as possible. 
The program descriptions in the following sections ex-
plain, in user-manual form, how to handle each subroutine. 
The descriptions often resemble each other, which in the in-
terests of utility was deliberately not avoided. A compressor 
failure prevented the author from using the programs for com-
pressor test runs. The report is therefore presented with 
only a very short section of conclusions and recommendations. 
The program system is not considered to have been perfected, 
since little experience has been gained with its operation 
other than in "dry" runs. 
9 
2. GUIDE TO THE PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 
Detailed descriptions of the programs are given in the 
following sections. First, in Section 3, a flow chart and 
listing are given for the father program TXCO~. Then, the 
descriptions given in Sections 4 through 6 (of TXCOl through 
TXC03) are structured as follows: 
PROGRAM xxxx (or SUBROUTINE XXXX): PURPOSE: 
A brief description of the purpose of this particular program 
module is given, and its capabilities and restrictions are 
noted. 
ARGUMENTS: If the program module is a subroutine, which is 
called with parameters, the parameter list is explained. 
EXTERNALS: The externals of each program module are listed. 
This information is necessary when loading the relocatable 
binary version (indicated by the% sign as first character of 
the disc file name under the RTE-IV operating system). 
COMMON BLOCKS: The members of the COMMON blocks and their 
length in 32-bit words are listed and explained. 
MNEMONIC ABBREVIATIONS: The mnemonic acronyms which each pro-
gram module uses are listed and explained. 
ERROR MESSAGES: If a salvageable error occurs during the 
execution of a program module, an error message with suggestions 







1: ,, ,, 
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PROCEDURE: This subsection, which should always be uaed 
together with the flow chart, describes how to go through 
the program module. Hints for how to utilize all program 
features are given. 
DATA FILE: The date file name is explained for all program 
modules, which save data. The first two characters are 
typical for the type of data which the file contains; for 
example, 
Type of Data 
'A'-'B' probe survey 
free run sample 
paced run sample 






all raw steady state data 







rr #oftest run 
ss sequential t of data file type 
The following modules are synchronized through the data file: 













VARIABLES: All variables, their type (REAL or INTEGER) and 
length (only if the variable is used as an array), together 





The flow chart and a FORTRAN-IV compiler listing of 
the program module complete each description. 
The source codes of programs TXCOJ, TXCOl, TXC02 and 
TXC03 are available in the disc files &TXCOI, &TXCOl, &TXC02 
and &TXC03. Since TX.Col, TXC02 and TXC03 use conmon sub-
routines and functions, the latter are grouped together in 












Positions S/V and reads DVM. 
Closes scanner ch~nnel. 
Compute linear curve fit. 
Converts two-digit INTEGER to ASCII-string. 
Interrogates S/V. 
Use CRT to display the acquired data. 
Data transfer disc - array. 
Triggers A/D through PACER. 
Closes scanner channel and reads SVM, counter. 
Gets date and time+ ASCII-string. 
Causes a defined time delay. 
When loading ITXCOl, ITXC02 or ITXCOl, the relocatable 
binary utility file ITXCOU must also be loaded in order to 
satisfy the externals. The modules of TXCOU are described 
" ~ ---·---- - -· ...... ·~---
in Section 7, but in leas detail than the programs in Sections 
4 through 6. 
12 
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3.2. PROGRAM LISTING, TXCO~ (updated version, 20 September 1982) 








FTN4 COHPILER1 HP920b0-16092 REV, 2001 <191101) 
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** 










BLOCK DATA *· I CIBUF / IFUF(1664) 
COMMON I CIBUF / IBUF 
INTEGER IBUF(1664) 
ENI> 
FTN4 COMPILER: HP920b0-1&092 REV, 2001 t791lll) 
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** 
BLOCK COMMON CIBUF SIZE• 01664 
30 
- -··-~·- ___ ...... 
,.. 
L l 
PAGE 0003 FTN, 9:32 AH HON,, 20 SEP,, 1982 
0012 BLOCK DATA 
0013 *, / CONTR / CNTRL<2S6) 
0014 COHHON / CONTR / CNTRL 
0015 INTEGER CNTRL(256) 
0016 END 
t 
FTN4 COHPlLER: HP920b0-16092 REV, 2001 <?91101) 
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** 
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PROCRAH TXCOO (3,99) 
I• 1 It t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Data acquisition tronssonic co"pressor, 
,;·b~i~-~~~~lil~l~~-~~~~~;~~1~-~~~~~~~~~~:···· ... ' ................ . 
COMMON/ CONTR / CNTRL 
INTEGER CNTRL(2Sb) IDC8(144>,PR(3) 
INTEGER NOLF,NOCR(2) 1 ICLR<J>,START(3) 
DATA NOLF /OO&S3?B/ 
DATA NOCR /000033B 0404338/ 
DATA ICL.R /015S~~4Ec:01ss11:.0,006S3?8/ 











0034 C FOR MAT!:, TX<:;D O !:>TAI~ T 
0035 100 FORMAT (JA2" TXCOO : START") 
0036 101 FORMAT <I" lr'}nssonir C.!1ffl1ressor In1i_estbg1tiUl.1 Test run t 
003? * "13"• Tt?ST 1"12"; -P'oTnT""l'~J "738)(" 0 e---Ji2•/"A2"/"A2 11;•1x•t1 .. 
0038 *e "A2~,"A2";"/" Select next step, please ,,,"/// 
0039 *" 1 A - B - probe systel'I survev "32X" ABSRU" 
0040 *' --0041 *" 2 On line calibration KULITE type A and type 8 pro 
0042 *be "9X--CALIB"/ 
0043 *" :r-- Acquisition of high speed data in free run fltde 
0044 *"12X"-t'RtER"/ 
004S •...--.r- Ac9u.i.s.i.t.l.on of high speed data .i.n paced run "ode 
004b * "11X..--YA'CER' // 
004? *"~-- Col'lbination probe survey '.'.~SX" COMB"/ 
0048 *" & Acquisition of steady state data :.2ZC S 
0049 ITDY"/r--
0050 *" 7 Check the instrul'lentotion ~ CHECK•/ 
oos1 *" 8 -- Change the progral'I control arrav CNTRL on line 
0052 * •1~X--cRNGE"/l 
OOS3 *" Reduce high speed data frol'I A - B - probe •••t•fl 
OOS4 * •ux-lfEDAB"/ 
DOSS *" Reduce data fro" the col'lb.i.nation probe !ill! 
0 OSf> * REDCCl,...T-
~o*OS~7----•1" 11 Reduce steodv. state data "3SX" RED&T•// 
oose *" 12 "1.i1"X" STOP 0001 "n 
0059 *N Selarr-aesired progra" "odulel Enter select code 
00&0 * •2A2> 
0062 102 FORMAT <12> 
00&2 
00&3 103 FORMAT (•TXCOl •) 
00&4 104 FORMAT(" A - 8 - probe systel'I survey? Verifyt•2A2> 
OO&S 105 FORMAT ("Online calibration KULITE type A and type 8 probe? Ve 
00&& *rify!"2A2' 
00&7 10& FOR"AT <" Acauisition of high speed data in fr•• run ftode. PACEI 
OO&R * all right?"~A2) 
00&9 107 FORMAT t" Ac9uisitlon of high speed data in paced run "ode, PACE ii;, *Rall right? 2A2) 
00?2 108 FORMAT ("TXC02 •> 
0073 109 FORMAT <" Col'lbination probe survev? Verify1•2A2) 
0074 110 FORMAT <• Acguisition of steady state data, Lon9 ct .. > or short Cl 
007S *> run? "2A~> 
00?& 111 FORNAt Cil> 
0077 
0078 112 FORMAT <"TXCOJ •> 
0079 113 FORMAT <" Check the instrul'lentation, Output to LU 
0080 *"2A2> 
0081 114 FORMAT <" Chang• control array ~NTRL on line? Vcr1t,1•2A2> 
0082 
0083 115 FORMAT <"REDAi •> 



























































































117 FORMAT ("REDCO M) 
118 FORMAT (" Reduce data frON the CONb1nat1on probe? Ver1fvt•2A2) 
119 FORMAT <"REDST •) 
120 FORMAT <" Reduce steady state data? Verify!•2A2> 
1:?1 FORMAT C" TXCOll : SCHEDULE "2A? Ai" CNTRL<SO) ="12) 
122 FORMAT <" TXCOO : FAILEI> TO Rr.tltDUL}: "2A2lA1". A REGISTER IS•t7• *: B HECISTER l6"@7,A2/10X"LOAD PROGRAM "2R2,A1"!•) 
123 FORMAT C" STOP U90i 7 Verifyt•2A2) 
1?4 FORMAT (9X""20X A~) 
149 FORMAT ((3A2>) 
F DI~ MAT!:> TXCC:> 0 f:iT(:>P 
LI= LOGLU<ISESSN> 
CNTRL< 19) ::: LI 
WRITE (_LI .t.10 0 > START 
01 CALL RF.WRt C-1,2) 
l.I = r.NTRLC19) 
02 CALL TIME <IMONAIDAY,IYEARAIHOURAIHIN) 
IF C CNTRL<4) ,1:,E, 1110> IRuN ""CNTRL(4) - 100 
WRITE <LI, 101> IRUN,CNTRL(S>,CNTRL(b),IMON,ll>AY,IYEAR,IHOUR,l 
*t'tlN NOCR 
REAi> ( LI 102 > ISLCD 
WRITE <LI; 149) <ICLR,I*1,24) 
IF ( ISLCu ,LT, 1 .OR, ISLCD ,CT. 12) CO TO 02 
CNTRl(SO>; ISLCD 
GO TO <OJ,04,0S,Ob,0?,08,09,11,12,13,14,19> ISLCD 
If I I. I• I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I It I If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
A - B - probe syste" survey, 
0 ~ WR i tE • ( l i : . i O 4 ) I NOCR . , , , . • . . . . I I • ' • • • I • I I • I I I • • ' • I • • • • • • I I • • • I • • • I 
~t~¥E ~t½: 1:i~ \B~~ 
IF < IDllt'I' ,NE, 2H > GO TO 02 
CALL CODE 
Wf<ITE <PR, 103) 
GO TO lS 
I If If I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I It I I I It I 
On line calibration KULITE type A and typ• B prtbe, 
0 4 WR it E. ( Li : ' i 6 s) I NOCR . I I •• I • I I •••• I • ' I I •• I •••• ' I t • I • I •••• I •• ' I • ' ' •• 
READ <LI 149) IDUH 
WRITE <LI: 149) ICLR 
TF < IDUH .NE, 2H >COTO 02 
C:'1LL CODE 
WRITE (PR, 103) 
GO TO 15 
f • I JI I I I I I If I I I I I I I• I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Acquisition of hi9h speed data in free run Mode,. 
05 WR i tE. ( i.. i:. i 66) I NbCR I I •• I ••••• I •••••• I • I • I • I I ••• I I I I I •••••• I I •• I. I 
RfAD (LI, 149) IDUH 
WRITE <LI, 149 > ICLR 
IF< IDUN .NE. 2H >COTO 02 
CALL CODE 
WRITE <PR, 103) 
CO TO lS 
33 
AWA ; 



































































































t I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Acquisi1ion of high speed data in paced run "ode, 
06 WRitt· (i..i' 'i67)'NbCR' I. I I •• I. I •••• I I. I. I I' ••••••• I ••• I I I I. I •• I I •• I 
READ <LI: 149) IDUH • 
WRITE <LI, 149) ICLR 
IF< IDUH ,NE, 2H ) GO TO 02 
CALL CODE 
WRITE (PR, 103) 
GO TO 15 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
07 WRitE' (Li' 'i69)'NOCR'. I. I I I. I I •••••••• I I •••••• I I I. I ••• I ••••• I ••••• 
READ (LI~ 149) IDUH 
WRITE <LI 149) ICLR 
IF < IDUH' ,NE, 2H ) GO TD 02 
CALL CODE 
WRITE <PR, 108) 
GO TD 15 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I It I e e 
Acqui5i11on of steady s1ate data, 
08 IJR i tE. ( i.. i; . ii O). NOCR .....• I I •• I •••••••••••••• ' ' • I I • I I •• I ••••••• I • I 
READ <LI 111) IDUH 
WRITE <LJ: 149) ICLR 
ff < JDUH ,LT, 0 ,OR, IDUN ,CT. ·1 ) GO TO 02 
CNTRL(51) • IDUH 
CALL CODE 
WRITE (PR, 108) 
GO TD 15 
I I I I I I I I e I I I et I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I e It I It t I It It t t I I I I I et t I I I I I It t t t t 
WRitE' (lt''ii3~'NOCA' · ••••. · · • • · .•••. • · • • • ••••• • • • • •••• • •• • • ••••• • 
0
9 
READ <LI' 102) IDUH 
WRITE <LI: 149> ICLR 
IF< IDUH ,E,. 1 >GOTO 10 
IF< IDUH ,E . 6 > GO TD 10 
IF ( IDUH ,E , 18 >GOTO 10 
GO TO 02 
10 ~~l~L~o~l. xou" 
WRITE <PR, 112) 
GO TO 15 
I I I I I I I I I e I I I I I I I I I I I It It I I I• I I I It I e I I I I I I I It It I I I e ~• e e e I I et •• et f 8 . . 
Change 1he progra~ con1rol array CNTRL on line, 
11 WR f tt: I (Li . I ii 4; • NOCR I ••••• I • I I • I I ••••••••••••• I I •• I •••••• I I • I ••• I I 
READ <LI' 149) IDUH 
WRITE <LI: 149) ICLR 
IF< IDUH ,NE, 2H >GOTO 02 
CALL CODE 










































































GO TO 1S 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I 
12 WR it E . ( l i : I i i b) t NOCR I • I • I • I I •• I I I I I •• I I I •• t •• I •• I ••• I ••••••••••••• 
READ (Ll, 149) IDUH • 
WRITE CLY, 149) ICLR 
IF< IDUN ,NE, 2H >GOTO 02 
CALL CODE 
WRITE <PR, US) 
CO TO 1S 
I I I I I I I 1 t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Reduce coMbinQtion probe doto. 
1 J WR i tE' ( i. i: . ii 8) . Ni:JCA . . I I • I •• I I I • I ••• I I •• I • I • I • I • I • I ••••• I I •••••••• 
READ (LI 149) lDUH 
WRITE <Lt: 149) ICLR 
IF C IDUH .NE, 2H ) GO TO 02 
CALL CODE 
WRITE CPR, 117> 
GO TO 15 
t. I JI I I I I I I I I J t I I I I I I I I I I I I I JI I I I I I I I I I I I It I I It I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Reduce s1eGdy s1Gte dGtG, 
14 WR i+t. I (Li I • i20). NOCR I I I I I I I I I I • I • I ••••• I • I •• I ••• I I • I • ~ • I I I • I • I •••• 
RF.AD C LI ; 149) \DUH 
WRITE <LI 149) CLR 
IF ( IDUN' ,NE, 2H >GOTO 02 
CALL CODE 
~illb \~R, 119) 
I I I I It t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 s WR i tE. (Li: I i2i) . PR: CNTRL ( 50) I I I I •• I I I I ' •••••••••••••• I •• I I I I I I •• # • 
r.~eP-EREW~~ (1 2, 
CALL EXEC <ICOl>E+l 000008 ,PR, IDCB, Il>CBS> 
GD TO 17 
16 GO TO 18 
17 ~:~~~Af~f~ ~!:f1rlcLR 1•1 2) 
WRITE <LI, 122> PR,IA:18,~0LF,PR 
18 GO TO 01 
It I I It t I I I I I I I I It I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
STOP 0001, . 
19 WR i tt. ( i.. T; ' i 23) . NCJc:;R . . I I I •• I • I • I •• I ' I I • I • I •• I I •• I ' •• I I I , • I • I ••••• I 
READ CLI, 149) IDUH 
WRITE <Lt, 149) ICLR 
IF ( JDUH ,NE~ 2H ) GO TO 02 
CALL REWRF 
1
c2t 4f )NOLF ~~Ailo~o\• 
END 
35 
... 1 ----------lialiiiiTliili·-..-----------llllll--r&.--a,_nt-.ilT ____ , ___ ...:_ _  - -----·-·~-.. ~-~-
PAGE 0008 TXCO0 9:32 AH NON .• 20 SEP .• 1982 
FTN4 COMPILER: HP92060-16092 REV, 2001 <?91101) 













































INTEGER FUNCTION ICON <I,N) 
I I I I I I I I I I If f I I If ff I If I I If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I If I I If I I I I I I I I I I If I I I 
Converts 1nteger nuMbers into ASCI s1rin9, 
Author: Robert N, Geopfor1h 
Dote: January 31, 1979 
Because of the si"plicity of the prograM the prograM 
descr1ption is included 1n this box, 
I N integer nuMbers to be added, it integer nuMber to be converted into ASCII, 
ICON 2 - chorocter ASCII string to be returned 
100 
* {~~~i¥e~Hf 1,; reger · o ·Asi:iF.,;.1;,iJ: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
IC= I+N 
IF< IC ,LT, 10 >COTO 01 
CALL CODE'. 
WRITE <ICON,100) IC 
RETURN 
01 ICON= IC+30060B 
RETURN 
END 
FTN4 COMPILER: HP92060-16092 REV, 2001 <791101) 




























































































SUBROUTINE REWRF (IREWR,IWHATA) 
'I It I It 1 1 o I Io I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I If I I I I I I I I I I I e I I 
This subroutine reads (IREWR = +1) or writes <IREWR a -1> of 
of a orroy specified by IWHATA, 
Author: Hans M, Zebner 
Dote : Febroury 08, 1980 
Detailed proqroM d~scr1ption is•ovolloble in TXCO logi The 
CoMMent stoteMents Match to the flow chart explanations. 
·~~2~ti·~;i~itt;~~iit;· ·· ;;~~:............................ ········ 
COMMON/ CONTR / CNTRL 
COMMON/ CA / A 




INTEGfR NOLF6NOCR\2),ICLR(~) DATA NOLF / 06S37B/ 
DAlA NOCR /000033B,040433B/ 
DATA ICLR /01S524B 015S1SB 0065379/ 
FU I~ MATS I~ t/ l.J I~ F I BT A I~ T 
101 FIJRMAT (" REWRF : ARRAY IBUF<1664) DISC FILE UUFF 
•:00:26") 
102 FORMAT (" RfWRF 
103 FORMAT <" REWRF *) 
104 FORMAT <" REWRF ., 
10S FORMAT <" REWRF 
10h FIIIH1Al (" f-lE:WRF 
107 FORMAT I" REWRF 
108 FORMAT <"IBUFF "> 
109 FONMAT C"CNTRLF"> 
DISC FILE IBUFF:00:2b ARRAY IBUF<l6b4)•) 
ARRAY CNTRL(2Sb) DISC FILE CNTRLF:00:26• 
DISC FILE CNTRLF:00:26 ARRAY CNTRL(256)• 
ARRAY A12Sb) DISC FILE AF:00:2&•) 
DISC fJLE AF:00:26 ARRAY A<2S&)•) 
ERROR RETURN (lWHATA ="IJM)U) 
110 FORMAT <"AF "> 
121 FORMAT (" CALL OPEN <IDCB IERR "3A2• •12• "12" "I2• •14• 
*I f~lled; STOP"21X""> 1 ' 1 ' ' ' 
12;~ FORMAT<" r:ALL LOCF <IDCll,IERR*IDUt'l,ll>UH,IDUH,ISIZE(l),I 
*DlJM,IIIUM ISIZE(2)) f'ailed· STOP> 
123 FORMAT cL CALJ_ RWNDF (IDC,,IERR) failedi STOP"42X"•> 
124 FORMAT <" CAIL READF <IDCB,IERR,IBUF,"13 ,•12•,•12•) fai 
*led; STOP"27X"") 
12S FORMAT <" r:ALL WRITF <IDCB,IERR,IBUF,"I3","I2•,•12•> fQi 
*led· STOP"26X••> 
126 FORAAl <" CALL READF <IDCB,IERR,CNTML,"I3",•12","I2•) fa 
*iled· STOP"27X"~> 
127 FORMAi (" CALL WRITF (IDCB,IERR,CNTRL,"I3",•I2•,•12•> fG 
*ilert· STOP"2bX"") 
1?8 FONHAT <" CALL READF <IDCB,IERR,A,"I3","I2","I2"> foiled *' Sl0P"27X"") 
129 {oRMAT (" CALL WRITF (IDCB,IERR,A,"13","I2",•I2") failed *' STOP"2bX"") 
130 {ORMAT <• CALL CLOSE <IDCB,IERR,O> failed) STOP•40X•• 
*> LI= LOGLU<ISESSN) 
ISECU • 0 
ICR • 2b 
IF < IWHATA .LT. l 
GO TO (10,20) IWHATA 
.OR, IWHATA .GT, 2 > CO--TO 40 
0 It t f I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I If o I I I I IO I It ff f If If ff I I If I I I I I I I I I 
Integer array IBUF b~ing written bock and forth, 
It I I I I I I It I I I I I I I If f I I I It t t t I Ito I It I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I If I I I I I I 
38 
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10 CALL C:ODE 
WRCTE <IFILE 108) 
CALI OPEN <fDC~,I~RR~IFILE 1 IOPTN,ISECU,ICR,1DCBS) IF'" < If.RR .GE. 0 ) 1,0 lO 1t 
WRllE lLI, 1~1> IFILE,IOPTN,ISECU,ICR,IDCBS 
~, TOP 1 
11 ~~'~ \~~, ~!~~B,LF~RcbD¥B·l~utt,10~"·1s1zE<1>,1»uH,10uH,1s1zE<2>> 
WR l TE ( L I , 122 > 
~TOP 2 
t J C Al L RWHDF 
tr < 1£RR 
wi, IT i: <LI , 
STOP .J 
1!\flU<u: 
1 • ( I REWR 
IF < 11/EWR 
14 CAL l HI\DF 
n- < tERR 
IF ( IERR 
I.IA l TE <LI, 
SlOP 4 
1 S CALL WR ITF 
IF < IFRR 
IF ( IERA 
WR llE IL J, 
STOP c, 
i b fALL l:L OSE 








.EU. ~1 >GOTO 14 
EQ. •t >GOTO 15 
<IDCB,IERR,IBUF 1 IL> .CE. 0) WRITE <LI, 
.GE. 0 > GO 10 16 
124) IL,LEN,NUl'1 
<IDCB,IFRR.IBUF,IL) 
. GE . 0 > WRITE <LI, 
.GE. 0 > GO 10 16 
12S> IL,LEN,NUH 
<IDCB,11::RR..,_0) 




t 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I### J, #III. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I 
Integer array CNTRL b~ing written bock and forth, 
20 CAL.1~-•CODE, • • • • , , , , , , , , , , . , . , , , . , , ... , , , , , , , , , , , . , , . , , , , , , , , , . , , , , , 
WRITE (IFILE 109) 
CALL OPEN <fDCB,IERR&IFILE&IOPTN,ISECU,ICR,lDC8S) 
If < IERR .CE. 0 > 1.,O TO d 
WRITE <LI, 121> lFILE,lOPlN,ISECU,ICR,IDCBS 
21 ~1er l6cF <IDCB,IERR&IDUH,IDUM,IDUH,ISIZE<1) 1 1DUH,IDUH,I8IZE<2)) IF< IERR .GE, 0 ) 1.,0 TO 22 
WRITE (LI, 122) 
STOP 12 
22 CALL RWNDF <IDCl,IERR> 
lF < lERR ,GE, 0 >GOTO 23 
~~AJE 1~Ll, 123) 
23 1SIZE(1) = ISIZE<l)/2 
IL = ISIZE<1>*ISIZE(2) 
IF< IRf.WR ,EQ, -1 ) GO TB 24
IF < IREIJR . EQ, • t > GO T 25 
24 CALL READF <IDCB,lERR,CNlRLiIL) 
IF ( IERR .GE. 0 > WRITE <LI, 
J F < I ERR . GE , 0 > GO 10 26 
WRITE <LI, 126) IL,LEN,NUN 
STOP 14 
25 CALL WRITF <IDC~1 IERR,CNTRLtIL) 
IF < IERR ,CE, 0 > WRITE LI, 
IF < IERR ,GE, 0 > GO 10 26 


































































2b CALL CLOSE 





.GE, 0 ) YO TO 27 
.130) 
I t f I f t t t t • I t f I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I 
Real array A being written bock and forth, 
30 CALL. CODE. I • I • I I • ' •• I ••• I ••• I •••• I I • I I I •• I • I • I • I •••• I I • I I ••••••••• 
WRITE <IFILE 110) 
CALL OPEN <iDCB,IERR£IFILELIOPTN,ISECU,ICR,lDCBS) 
IF < IERR . GE, 0 > ~O TO .st 
WRITE <LI, 121) IflLE,IOPTN,ISECU,ICR,IDCBS 
STOP 21 
31 CALL LOCF <IDCB,IERR.a.IDUH,IDUM,IDUH,ISIZE<1>,IDUH,IDUH,ISIZE<2)) 
IF< IERR .GE, 0 > yQ TO 32 
WRITE <LI, 122> 
STOP 22 
32 CALL RWNDF <JDCB,IERR> 
TF < IERR .GE. 0 ) CO TO 33 
IJR ITE < LI , 123) 
STOP 23 
33 1S12E(1> = 
IL = 
IF < IREWR 
IF ( IREWR 
34 CALL READF 
IF < IERR 
IF ( IERR 
IJR ITE < L.I, 
STOP 24 
35 GALL. WR ITF 
Jr- ( IERR 
I~ < IFRR 
WRITE <LI, 
STOP 25 
36 CALL CLDSE 






,EQ. -1 ) GO TO 34 
.EQ. +1 >GOTO JS 
< IDCB, IERR .>.Ai IL) 
.GE. 0 > wR TE <LI, 
.GE. 0 >COTO 36 
128> IL,LEN,NUN 
< l DCB, ZERR, Af IL> 
. GE . 0 ) WR TE ( LI , 
.GE. 0 >GOTO 36 
129> IL,l..EN,NUH 
<IDCB,IERR.a.O> 




I It I. t t It I I It I I I I If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Error; IWHATA is no, defin•d. 
40 WRitE' (( i I I i07). iWHAtA. I I ••••• I I. I. I •• I I I I I I. I I •• I ••••• I I I I I •••••• 
IWHATA = !tWHATA · 
RETURN 
ENI> 
FTN4 COMPILER: HP920b0-16092 REV, 2001 <?91181) 
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM • 01146 CONNON • 00800 
{O 








































SUBROUTINE TIME <IMON,IDAY,lYEAR,lHOUR,lNIN,lSEC) 
• f I t t J t t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I 
Get date and ti~e and convert the variables to ASCll 
•:·t~ii'~~i~-~~~-ii~i'. ·,~tii'~i~l~~:· I •• I ••••••• I. I ••••••••••••••• 
~OHHON I CONTR / CNTRL • 
INTEGER ITIME(S) 
INTEGER CNTRL(256> 
901 FORMAT (" ERROR DETECTFD IN PROGRAN TINE•/ * "CALL EXEC (11,ITIHE>"I> 
IMON = 2Hff 
IDAY = 2HU 
JYEAR= 2Htt 
IHOUR= 2Htt 
IMIN = 2Htt 
T.SEC = 2Htt 
CALL EXEC <11+1000008,ITlNE) 
GO TO 02 
01 GO TO 03 
02 CALL ABREG <IA,IB> 
r,o TO 04 
Ol lMON = ICON(CNTRL(i>,0) 
IDAY = ICON<CNTRL(2) 1 0) IYEAR = JCON(CNTRL(3)1 0) 1HOUR = ICON<ITIMEC4) 1 0) lNIN s ICON<ITIH~(J),0) 
ISEC = ICONCITIHEC2),0) 
RETURN 
04 WRITE< 6, 901) IA,18 
RETURN 
END 
FTN4 COMPILER: HP92060-16092 REV. 2001 (791101) 




























































































/ FHP / IDCB(144>iIFILE<3>,ISIZE<2>,ISECU,ICI 
~ Ebt¥~ ~ !~¥~l\~t1) 
Data acquisition transsonic co"pr•••or, 
Conuertes inteoer to ASCI1-•tr1nt• 
Data transfer disc arro~. 
Gets date and ti"e ASCII strint, 
92067-1X297 REV.2013 740228 
92067-1612S RfV,2001 791015 
92067-1612S REV,2001 79101, 
92067-16125 REV,2001 79101 
92067-26125 REV.1903 780526 
92067-1X483 REV,2013 800129 
92067-16125 RF.V,1903 781110 
92068-1X013 REV.2013 7S070l 
92067-16125 REV,1903 780724 
9206'l-1X?70 REV.2013 791024 
24998-1X248 REV,2001 750701 
2499B-1X230 REV.2001 790417 
92067-1X295 REV.2013 790118 
2499~-1X03n REV,2001 780818 
24998-1X045 REV,2001 780818 
2499B-1X040 REV.2001 781021 
92067-16125 REV,1903 780413 
9r067-1612S REV,1903 781214 
92067-16125 REV,1903 740801 
24998-1X046 REV,2001 780818 
24998-1X2S3 REV,200t 771122 
92067-1X271 REV.2013 770715 
92068-1X01t Rf.V,2013 770518 
92067-16125 REV,1903 790103 
92067-16125 REV,1903 781003 
92067-16125 REV,1903 780801 
2499B-1X042 REV,2001 780818 
24998-1X039 REV,2001 780818· 
24998-1X231 REV.2001 790503 
24998-1X232 REV,2001 781107 
~:~i~:½~1i2 ~f~:;&Sl ~~8~~1 
24998-1X013 REV,2001 781106 
92067-1X27S REV,2013 790316 
9206B-1X02S REV,2013 781106 
92067-1X308 REV.20t3 790223 
9206B-1X035 REV.2013 771121 
92068-lXOOB REV,2013 770518 
MNt~C/i~ REL~ieE,i11: (IG 12 t~inff rfEQ' 8oMHO~~N~AGES EMA 
/LOADR1TXCOO READY AT 9:SS AM HON. 1 20 SEPT, 1982 
NO PAGES "SEC. 
/LOADR1tEND 
42 
4. PROGRAM TXCOl 
4.1. DESCRIPTION 
TXCOl is a son program of the father program TXCOi, by 
which it is scheduled, if one of the following operations is 
desired: 
l - A - B - probe system survey 
2 - On line calibration, KULITE type 'A' and 'B' probes 
3 - Acquisition of high speed data in free run mode 
4 Acquisition of high speed data in paced run mode. 
When scheduled by TXCOj, which suspends operation while the 
son program TXCOl executes, the program TXCOl, reads the pro-
gram control array from the disc, sets the HP interface bus and 
the measurement and control devices to remote control and pro-
grams the Digital Voltmeter (DVM), the scanners and the counter. 
CNTRL (SO) is the actual decision variable to select and call 
the subroutine, which performs the desired operation. When 
this subroutine has terminated, the interface bus and the 
devices are released from remote control and the control array 
is written into a disc file, so that the next TXCO module can 
read it. The correct termination of each subroutine can be 
verified by checking the stop codes. Note, that each stop 
coding ending on 77 indicates correct execution of a subroutine. 
- , 
CNTRL (SO) Subroutine STOP Code 
l ABSRV TXCOl STOP 0177 







TXCOl: STOP 0377 
TXCOl: STOP 0477 
-·' 
Any other STOP code indicates an error and utilizing a program 
list the operator can trace the problem. The first two digits 
of the STOP code are typical for the subroutines. An example: 
the program stops at STOP code 0304; the first two digits read 
3 and this tells the operator that it was subroutine FREER which 
ran into trouble, because the ending two digits read 04, which 
is different from 77; a program list uncovers that the failure 
occurred while writing into a disc file using FMP (File Manage-
ment Package) subroutine WRITF near line 1005. STOP codes are 
crucial for a complex program system in order to rapidly detect 
and salvage problems, even during a test run. 
EXTERNALS: REWRF, ABRT, RMOTE, ABSRV, CALIB, FREER, PACER, 
ct.EAR, LOCL 
COMMON BLOCKS: CONTR, CIBUF, FMP 
FORTRAN conventions for the HP21MX computer request COMMON 
blocks to be predefined in a BLOCK DATA subroutine prior to 
using a COMMON block in a program, subroutine or function. 








length in words 
400B • 256 
3200B • 1664 
227B • 151 
The COMMON block CON'l'R allocates the space for the control 
array CNTRL. A key to decode the individual elements of CNTRL 
can be found in the Appendix.COMMON block CNTRL is designed to 
take the largest raw data array - IBUF (1664) in subroutine 
44 
1 . 
_1t,,. ____ "-- ________________ ail!!!::::;;.._.:.....;;;;;. ; ;::::=:;;:::::;;:=:.:.:...... ______ ~_ -·-· . 
FREER - even if other subroutines only partially use the 
space, allocated by the block CIBUF. The arrays and variables 
allocated by the COMMON block FMP are frequently used for the 
data transfer from and to the disc. Since each individual sub-
routine saves the data prior to terminating, more than one 
subroutine or function may use the same buffer area. 
MNEMONIC ABBREVIATIONS: None 
ERROR MESSAGES: If CNTRL (50) is less than l or greater than 4, 
no subroutine can be selected and the program terminates, out-
putting an error message (FORMAT 102) to the terminal. 
PROCEDURE: For more detailed information study the flow chart 
and the information given in the section PURPOSE. 
DATA FILE: None 
VARIABLES IN BLOCK DATA CONTR: 
CN'l'RL (256) integer program control array. 
VARIABLES IN BLOCK DATA CIBUF: 
IBUF (1664) integer buffer array for the raw data. 
VARIABLES IN BLOCK DATA FMP: 
IDCB (144) integer data control block. 
IPILE (3) 




array to contain file name. 
array to contain t of records 
in the first and record length 
in 16-bit-words in the second 
word. 







VARIABLES IN PROGRAM TXCOl: 








security code of data file. 
cartridge reference number, 
where data file is located. 
program control array. 
suppresses line feed. 
LU3 of standard input device 
(terminal) • 
control variable to select 
STOP code. 
} dummy variables. 
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4.2. SUBROUTINE ABSRV: 
PURPOSE: Acquisition of high speed data from the 1-stage 
axial compressor using miniaturized probes equipped with KULITE 
semiconductor pressure transducers. 
ARGUMENTS: None 
EXTERNALS: CALIB, TIME, REAT, PURGE, OPEN, WRITE, POSNT, CLOSE, 
SCANR, PACER. 
COMMON BLOCKS: CIBUF, CONTR, FMP. For detailed explanation 








Repeat data acquisition of this yaw position. 
Proceed to !!_!Xt yaw position. 
~d data acquisition dt various yaw positions. 
~date position readings of probes prior to data 
taking. 
Initialisation command to take data. 
Allow ~rge of an existing data file. 
ERROR MESSAGES: If the number of yaw positions exceeds the 
previously defined number, the program terminates the sub-
routine correctly (in order to save the already acquired 
data) and displays an error message (FORMAT 118). The total 
t of possible yaw positions is input prior to creating the raw 
data file, so that latter can be created at the desired length. 
53 
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PROCEDURE: For more detailed information, study the flow 
chart. After having read the accounting data, assigned the 
I/0 references and preset the raw data array, ABSRV asks the 
operator, whether the 'A'-'B'- probe system has been calibrated 
on line. If the answer is NO, ABSRV calls the subroutine CALIB, 
which controls the calibration. Then the calibration results 
are entered and the operator is asked to input the number of 
different yaw positions. Based on this information a raw data 
file of the appropriate length will be created and positioned. 
If the file with the automatically determined name already 
exists, the operator either allows overwriting the existing 
file (Input: PU) or renames the current data file (Input: any 
alphabetic character other than T). Prior to taking data the 
position of the probes is scanned and displayed. This control 
loop can be repeated by keying UP. Inputting TA initializes 
the data acquisition by subroutine PACER. Upon completion of 
the scan the operator can repeat this scan (Input: RE), pro-
ceed to the next point (Input: NE) with a different yaw posi-
tion of both 'A' and 'B' probe. If the operator accidentally 
has decided to proceed to a probe position beyond the previously 
specified number, ABSRV displays an error message and terminates 
the subroutine correctly, i.e. saves the data in file, closes 
the file and writes the accounting data back into the control 
array. 
DATA FILE: For more detailed information, study the following 
flow chart. The default file name is Tlrrss (rr ••• ASCII con-












































data control block, used for FMP 
calls 
array to contain current file 
name calls 
specifies t of records and record 
length 
security code of data file 
ASCll-converted security code 
cartridge reference number, when 
data file is located 
ASCII converted cartridge 
reference number 
array to contain probe positions 
data array, set equivalent to IBUF 
suppresses line feed 
suppresses line feed and carriage 
return 
clear line above cursor 
length of data control block IDCB 
count of current page 
count of current program run 
count of current data file 
sequential t 
number of words to be transferred 




































type of data file 
standard for the first two 
characters of file name 
LU3 of standard input device 
(terminal) 
LUt of standard output device 
(line position) 
LUI of scanner tl 
LUt of scanner #2 
decision parameter 
decision variable 
slope of linear curve fit for 
A probe calibration 
intercept of linear curve fit 
for A probe calibration 
slope of linear curve fit for 
B probe calibration 
intercept of linear curve fit 
for B probe calibration 
average voltage A probe, when 
aligned to flow 
56 
average voltage B probe, when 
aligned to flow 
barometric pressure 
number of different yaw 
positions 'A'-'B' survey 
error flag (FMP package) 
•• .... 








IMON integer ASCII converted month of the year 
IDAY integer ASCII converted day of the month 
!HOUR integer ASCII converted hour of the day 
(24 hr clock) 
IMIN integer ASCII converted minute of the hour 
IYEAR integer ASCII converted last two digits 
of current year 
'I 
IFRST integer temporary buffer variable 
NEW integer scratch variable for change of 
• file name 
IPOS integer current yaw position count 
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4.3. SUBROUTINE CALIB 
PURPOSE: Control the on-line calibration for the A-B- probe 
system. This includes data acquisition and storage as well as 
approximating the calibration results. 
ARGUMENTS : None 
EXTERNALS: TIME, FREER, PACER, CURVE 
COMMON BLOCKS: CONTR. For detailed explanation refer to the 
TXCOl description. 
MNEMONIC ABBREVIATIONS: 
RE • • • Repeat this point 
EN End the on-line probe calibrations 
ERROR MESSAGES: If no calibration is pe~formed, the sub-
routine outputs a warning {FORMAT 108) and terminates: this 
can happen, if at the first decision to be made the operator 
inputs EN. 
If le•• than two points with different reference pressures 
are taken, the subroutine outputs an error message (FORMAT 
log) and terminates. 
Both m•••age•, if studied carefully, tell the operator how 
to avoid mistakes. 
PROCEDURE: For more detailed information, study the flow 
chart. After having read the accounting data and assigned 




number (which, when the program was debugged, was the digital 
multimeter read-out displaying the analog voltage of either 'A' 
or 'B' probe). This input initializes the data acquisition at 
the first reference pressure. Then the program reminds the 
operator to switch the pacer to free run mode. The operator 
responds by pressing the return key and the program calls sub-
routine FREER. Average voltage from both 'A' and 'B' probe, 
together with the KULITE reference pressure are written into 
the arrays AVOLT, BVOLT and RPRES, respectively. The operator 
then decides whether to repeat the measurements at this 
reference pressure (Input: RE), end the calibration 
(Input: EN) or proceed to the next point (Input: any numeri-
cal value). If the calibration is to be terminated, the 
operator is reminded to switch the pacer to paced run mode 
and, with the reference pressure unchanged, a paced scan is 
taken from both 'A' and 'B' probe (using PACER). Then sub-
routine CURVE computes an average linear curve fit through 
the data points (AVOLT vs. RPRES and BVOLT vs. RPRES respec-
tively). In both cases slope and intercept are printed. Note, 
that the intercept is meaningless, but required in subroutine 
CURVE, which uses a least squares algorithm. CALIB then ter-
minates and writes the accounting data back into the control 
array. 
DATA FILE: Handled by subroutines FREER (Section 4.4) and 












ITIME ( 5) 



























array to contain average voltages 
from A probe 
array to contain average voltages 
from B probe 
array to contain reference pressures 
array to contain additional data 
(e.g.: DMM read outs) 
suppresses line Feed 
suppresses line Feed and carriage 
return 
clears line above cursor 
array to contain ASCII converted 
date and time 
scratch array 
count of current page 
LUt of standard input device 
(terminal) 
tot of standard output device 
(line printer) 
ASCII converted month of the year 
ASCII converted day of the month 
ASCII converted last two digits 
ASCII converted hour of the day 


















ASCII converted minute of the 
hour 
variable count total# of 
calibration positions 
variable temporary stores contents 
of CNTRL (219) 
scratch variable 
variable used to decode value 
from array IO 
starting record for paced run-
data array 
slope of linear curve fits 
intercept of linear curve fit 
(as from CURVE) 
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4.4. SUBROUTINE FREER: 
PURPOSE: Control data acquisition from HP 5610 A/D converter, 
store data in file and documentation, perform calculation of 
average voltage. 




average voltage from 'A'- probe, 
based on NRPT3 points 
average voltage from 'B'- probe, 
based on NRPT3 points 
reference pressure for KULITE 
transducers (raw data format) 
EXTERNALS: TIME, ICON, SCANR, EXEC, ABREG, CREAT, OPEN, PURGE, 
WRITF, CLOSE 
COMMON BLOClCS: CIBUF, CONTR, FMP. For detailed description 
refer to the TXCOl description 
MNEMONIC ABBREVIATIONS: 
PU ••• Allow ~rge of an existing data file 
ERROR MESSAGES: If the EXEC call to read the voltages from the 






; ~ ~---~-----~--~-------- ., 
C 
C 
---t> set the no-abort bit. 
"· ., __  
CALL EXEC (1 + 100000B, 20, IBUF(l), NRP"1'2, ICHNL, 4} 
GO TO 11 ~- error return: perform error processing! 
10 GO TO 12 "4-- good return: proceed! 
11 CALL ABREG (IA,IB) <J- look, what's in the registers. 
GO TO 21 
c Error returns •••• 
C 
C 
21 WRITE (6, 901) NRPT2, ICHNL 
WRITE (6, 902) IA, IB 
GO TO 20 
1 ---t> output error message, 
j' then terminate 
subroutine 
PROCEDURE: For more detailed information, study the flow chart. 
The subroutine reads the accounting data from the control array 
,and defines FMP parameters (FHP: File Management Package, 
manipulates disc Files). Next the I/O references are assigned 
and all words of the raw data array are preset to be 177777B. 
If CNTRL (37) is set to 1, the heading for the Free Run documen-
tation page is printed. If CNTRL (38) is set to one, a key to 
the printout is printed. Then the data acquisition loop starts 
and executes NRPTl times (NRPTl • CNTRL (230) • number of KULITE 
signals to be acquired~ maximum is 16). Should the sequential 
number for the data file name become greater than 99, the first 
two characters of the file name are changed from T2 (default) 
to S2 and the count is reeet to zero. Additional data is 
acquired and the probe positions are read and written into the 
variable IOXlM. Prior to the data acquisition all unused 
elements of the data array are set to zero. Utilizing the EXEC 
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output is written into array IBUF, starting at address of word 
IBUF (l). ICHNL specifies the selected A/D analog input 
channel. The 4 in the parameter list causes the A/D converter 
to dump data into the CPU as fast as possible via DMA (Direct 
Memory Access). If an error occurs, its reason is enquired 
(see preceding segment ERROR MESSAGES). To calculate the 
average voltage, all words of IBUF must be anded with IMASK, 
because bits O through 5 are used to control the data transfer. 
IBUF(J2) 
IMASK 
bit 15 12 9 6 3 0 
l l l l O O l O l l l O O O l O • 171342B 
l l l l l l l l l l O O O O O O • 177700B • -64 
IBUF(J2) • IAND (IBUF(J2), IMASK) 
IBUF(J2) • l l l l O O l O l l O O O O O O • 171300B • -3392 
To derive the voltage, IBUF(J2) must first be divided by the 
maximum value which can be transferred by a 16-bit word when 
the bits O through 5 do not contain data; this word is 
0 l l l l l l l 1 l 0 0 0 0 O O • 0777008 • 32704 
This bit configuration corresponds to the full scale voltage 
(FSVLT) of +l Volt. When no bit is set, the voltage is O 
(ensured by calibration). Thus if the integer, IBOF(J2) ia 
divided by 32 704 and multiplied by unity the voltage is ob-
tained. Since the bits 0 through 5 are not used for data, 
the maximum voltage resolution of the A/D converter is 
l0OB * 64 l 
R • 77700B FSVLT • 32 704 * FSVLT •ID'* FSVLT 
R • .001 956 947 Volt, if FSVLT • +l.0 V 
72 
The voltage associated with the bit configuration 
l l l l 0 0 l 0 l l 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 171300B = -3392 
-3 392 is -.103 718 Volt= 32 704 * 1.0 Volt. In the Subroutine, how-
ever, the division through 32 704 and the multiplication with 
FSVLT is executed after all the voltages from NRPT2 points 
are added in order to compute the average voltage. The average 
voltage then is written into the variable AVOLT or BVOLT, depend-
ing on which probe has been selected. The data then are saved 
in a file. If a file with the automatically determined 
name already exists, the operator either allows overwriting 
the existing file {Input: PU} or renames the current data 
file {Input: any alphabetic character other than T}. This 
is the only interactive manipulation in the subroutine. The 
data acquisition loop terminates, printing the most important 
data. Accounting data are written back into the control array 
and the subroutine returns control to the calling program. 
DATA FILE: The data file consist of 13 records with a length 
of 128 words each, so that 1664 • (128 * 13) words can be 
stored. The default file name is T2rrss {rr ••• ASCII con-









buffer array for raw data 
control array 
data control block, used for FMB 
calls 

































array to contain current file name 
specifies t of records and record 
length 
security code of data file 
cartridge reference number, where 
data file is located 
suppresses line feed 
suppresses line feed and carriage 
return 
clear line above cursor 
array, where 'A' and 'B' probe 
positions are written into in 
ASCII code 
full scale voltage of A/D con-
verter 
length of data control block IDCB 
counts of current page 
counts, how often this sUbroutine 
is called 
count of current data file 
sequential I 
type of data file 
standard for the first two 
characters of file name 










































number of words to be transferred 
in FMP calls 
LU# of standard input device 
(terminal) 
LUI of standard output device 
(line printer) 
LUi of scanner tl 
LUt of scanner #2 
code I of S/V controller #1 
code t of S/V controller 12 
t of various KULITE signals to be 
acquired 
total t of point, taken from each 
KOLITE signal 
~ NRPT2+: DO loop start address 
masking variable 
controls time delay between closing 
S/V port and reading voltage 
ASCII converted month of the year 
ASCII converted day of the month 
ASCII converted hour of the day 
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(24 hr clock} 
ASCII converted minute of the hour 
ASCII converted last two digits 
of current year 
A/0 input channel to be selected 
RPM of the transonic compressor 
---
,.. 





































immersion of the combination probe 
yaw angle of the combination probe 
KULITE reference pressure 
KULITE reference pressure as 
returned to the calling routine 
(either CALIB, ABSRV or TXCOl) . 
.pressures P1 , P23 & P4 from 
calibration probe 
Temperature reading from sensor 
ahead of rotor {in mV) 
Differential temperature reading 
from station ahead of rotor across 
rotor 
Immersion of the KULITE probe 
Yaw angle of the KULITE probe 
Variable to contain contents of A 
register 
Variable to contain contents of 
B register 
KULITE output average voltage 
after amplification and A/D 
conversion 
'A' probe output average voltage 
'B' probe output average voltage 





IERR integer error flag returned from FMP calls 
JSECU integer ASCII converted security code 
JCR integer ASCII converted cartridge reference 
number 
NEW integer variable to contain changed first 
two characters of raw data file 
name 
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4.5. SUBROUTINE PACER: 
PURPOSE: Control data acquisition from HP 5640 A/O converter 
if this device is triggered by the pacer, store data in file 
and document. all steps. 
ARGUMENTS: IREC 
IREC integer starting record t, where raw KULITE and 
additional data are written 
EXTERNALS: TIME, ICON, SCANR, ACQN, RPACE, PICTR, CREAT, 
OPEN, PURGE, WRITF, CLOSE 
COMMON BLOCKS: CIBUF, CONTR, FMP. For detailed description 
refer to the TXCOl description. 
MNEMONIC ABBREVIATIONS: 
PU ••• Allow erge of an existing data file 
RE !!_!peat data acquisition 
ERROR MESSAGES : None 
PROCEDURE: For more detailed information, study the flow 
chart! The subroutine reads the accounting data from the 
control array and defines PMP parameters {FMP: file manage-
ment package, manipulates disc files~ refer to the HP manuals 
for more information). Next the I/O references are assigned 
and the words of the data array are present. If CNTRL (37) 
is aet to l, the heading for the paced run documentation page 
is printed. If CNTRL (38) is set to 1, a key to the print 
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out is printed. Then the data acquisition loop starts and 
executes MRPTl times (NRPTl = CNTRL (230) = number of KULITE 
signals to be acquired; maximum is 16}. If CNTRL (39) is set 
to 1 (i.e.: subroutine PACER is called from subroutine ABSRV, 
which takes care of creating/opening, positioning and closing 
files), the accounting of the data file names is skipped. If 
otherwise, i.e. CNTRL (39) is not equal to l, the sequential 
number for the data file name exceeds 99, the first two char-
acters of the file name are changed from T3 (default) to S3 
and the count is reset to zero. Additional data is acquired 
and the probe positions are read and written into the variable 
IOXlM. Since the KULITE 
probes are mounted in phy-
sically different posi-
tions (the phase angle is 
90°, i.e. 2~ times 40°, 
where 40° is double the 
rotor inter-blade angle), 
and the signals must be 
converted from the same 
point in the rotor blade 
wake, the IBLADE for the 
'B' probe has to be 
increased by the appro-
priate amount, which 
is 576 (see sketch). 
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The operator is then informed that the system is ready for 
the next data scan. Depressing the RETURN key starts the 
data acquisition. Pacer mode {l or 2), selected blade pair, 
increment to step through the 256 blade passage locations and 
the number of measurement repetitions at each location (i.e. 
at each IBLADE) are read from the control array. If the pacer 
is operated in mode 2 (i.e. selects a specific blade pair), 
the bit 15 is set by adding IADD = 100000B to the start and 
stop address. Refer to the RPACE description for details 
concerning how the data acquisition is performed. Not only 
the voltages, through subroutine RPACE, but also additional 
data are written into the raw data array. Some of the data 
are multiplied by l,000,000 in order to be able to store all 
valid digits in integer constants and the average voltage 





Date and time are written into the raw data array also. If 
CNTRL(40) is set to l, the wave as acquired is displayed on the 
terminal, which is selected by its logical unit number LA. Re-
fer to the detailed description of subroutine PICTR for further 
information on how this is achieved; i.e. to use a non-graphics 
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terminal for plotting. The resolution of the terminal plot is 
is very limited. The option to display the just-acquired 
periodic high speed signal is designed to give the operator 
an opportunity to immediately verify the correctness of the 
data acquisition. Connecting a lead from KULITE amplifier 
output to an oscilloscope gives the investigator the chance 
to check digitized data against original analog data. If an 
error is encountered, the data scan may be repeated (Input: 
.•• RE). Depressing the RETURN key causes the subroutine to 
proceed to the next task, the storing of the data. File name, 
ASCII converted security code and ASCII converted cartridge 
reference number are written into the raw data array. The raw 
data file is either created/opened and closed by subroutine 
PACER (CNTRL (39) is not equal 1) or this subroutine is called 
from subroutine ABSRV, which already has created/opened and 
positioned the raw data file and will close it (CNTRL (39) is 
set to 1). If, in the first mode, the automatically determined 
file name already exists, the operator either allows overwriting 
the existing file (Input: PU) or renames the current data 
file name (Input: any alphabetic character other than T). The 
starting record number is also written in the data array. If 
CNTRL (39) is not equal l, the raw data file is closed and the 
data acquisition loop stops printii:ig all the additional data 
on the documentation page. The accounting data are written 





DATA FILE: For more detailed information, study the key to the 
raw data file following this description. The default file 

































data control block: used for FMP 
calls 
array to contain current file 
name 
specifies t of records and record 
length in words 
security code of data file 
ASCII converted security code 
cartridge reference number, where 
data file is located 
ASCII converted cartridge reference 
number 
suppresses line feed on terminal 
suppresses line feed and carriage 
return on terminal 
clear line above cursor 
raw data array, set equivalent 
to IBUF 
array to contain probe positions 






































array to contain average voltage, 
set equivalent to AVRGE 
length of data control block IDCB 
in words (here 144) 
count of current page 
count of current program run 
count of current data file seq-
uential I 
number of words to be transferred 
in FMP calls 
type of data file (here: 1) 
standard for the first two 
characters of data file name 
control variable, used to space 
the output 
LU# of standard input device 
(system console) 
LUI of standard output device 
(line printer) 
LUI of auxiliary output device 
(auxiliary terminal) 
LUt of scanner l 
LUt of scanner 2 
number of S/V controller l 
number of S/V controller 2 
number of KULITE measurements 
( •A• , • B ' , case KULITES) 
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$ 4 - 4 
time delay between closing S/V 
part and reading transducer 
voltage From DVM 
ASCII converted month of the year 
ASCII converted day of the month 
ASCII converted last two digits 
of current year 
RPM of the compressor 
immersion of the combination probe 
yaw angle of the combination probe 
reference pressure for the KULITE 
probes 
pressure P1 from the combination 
probe 
pressure P23 from the combination 
probe 
pressure P4 from the combination 
probe 
thermocouple output, Station 'O' 
thermocouple differential output 
from 'O' across rotor 
immersion of either 'A'- or 'B' 
probe 
yaw angle of either 'A'- or 'B' 
probe 
variable to be added to start and 
stop address for paced run to 
100 
., 
compensate phase angle between 
these probes 
IDUM integer decision variable 
IPAMO integer pacer mode ( 1 or 2) 
IPAIR integer selected blade pair 
!START integer start address for paced run 
ISTOP integer stop address for paced run 
INCR integer increment for paced run 
IRPT integer number of repetitions at each 
!BLADE 
Jlll integer dummy variable 
J222 integer dummy variable 
DUM real dummy variable 
IERR integer error flag used by FMP calls 
NEW integer scratch variable used to change 
file name 
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- 0005 .... 
~ CONPIL£R1 HP92060-16092 REV. 1926 <190430> 
•• NO WARNINGS•• NO ERRORS•• 
81.0CK C°"MON FMP SIZE• 00151 
104 




BLOCK DATA *A I CIIUF / tFUF(l6b•> ~0NNON I CIBUF / BUF 
INTEGER IBUF(166-4> 
END 
FTN-4 COMPILER: HP92060-16092 REV. 1926 <'190-430) 
.. NO WMNINGS ** NO ERRORS** 
BLOCK COMMON CIBUF SIZE• 01664 
·, 
105 
PAGE 0003 FTN, 2141 PM HON,, 25 AUG., 1980 
1
0
012 lt.DCK DATA 0 3 I, J CONTR / CNTRL<2S6> 
0014 COMMON/ CONTR / CNTRL 
0015 INTEGER CNTRL<2S6> 
0016 END 
FTN4 COMPILER1 HP92060-16092-REV, 1926 (190430) 
ff NO WARNINGS II NO ERRORS** 
BLOCK CONNON CONTR SIZE• 00256 
' 
106 
,... . ..,.. . 































































Hit C 1; 1 
iHr 
PROCRAH TXC01 CJ,99> 
I, ... I e I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I If I I I It f I I I I I I I If I I I I I I I I I I I I 
The operqtin9 syst•" RTE IV B requests the data acq•isition 
pro9rG" TXCO for the one stG9e trGnssonic coMprcssor to be 
spllt into several progrq"s schduled by the father pro9rGM 
proqrq" TXCOO, This son ir~9ra" TXC01 consists of the sub-
routines ABSRV, CALIB, FREER and PACER, These handle The 
qcqvisition of high speed data, The data transfer between 
fGther and son prograM takes place via the control arrav. 
file CONTR <disc fll• CNTRLF) and the data arrQy IBUF <disc 
file IBUFF>, 
The utility subroutines ACQNf CNTL, CURVE, tCONl IPORT, 
PICTR, REWRF, RPACE~ SCANR, I~ and WAIT arc added, 
Author1 Hans"• Lebner 
DGte : "arch 12t 1980 
A detailed progrq" aescription is available in the TXCO 109, 
Co""ent stateMents ans stGteMcnt nuMbers in the source code 
l'ICltch to yhe pro9raM descripti9n, T~i& pro9raM 1s part of 
the TXCO trGnson1c co~prcasor 1nvest19at1on proqraft syst«M, 
CQ"MON / CONTR / CNTRL 
INTE;ER CNTRL<2Sb> 
DATA NOLF /ODbS3'1B/ 
101 FORMAT <9x·•2ox•·A2> 
102 FORMAT<• TXCOO I PROCRA" 
*EN INITIALIZED,•> 
80\ FORMAT c•r.A"> 
1001 FORHAT <•F1R7M3A1HOT3•> 
1201 FORNAT <•PF4C6T•> 
1501 FORMAT <•CA•> 
CALL REWRF <-1,2> 
LI • CNTRL<19> 
IF< CNTRL(SO> ,LT, 1 
ABORTED! HO SUBROUTINE HAS BE 
.OR. CNTRL<SO> ,GT, 4 >COTO OS 
It If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I 
Set lnterfGce bus and devices to reMote control, 
E:t:~·:~a;~'fU" .................... 1 ........................... . 
CALL R"OTE <10 > 
CAL~ RMOTE <12> 
CAL RHOTE < 15> 
WRt E C 8 801> 
WRITE UD' 1001) 
~IHI Hi:ilSB 
It t t It I I I I I I I I It I It t I I I I I It It I I I I I I I It It It t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I. I I 
Coll •ubrovtine lndicQted by CNTRL<SO), 
isto;. ~. c:N+RL <so; ................................................ . 
If< CNTRL<SO> ,Es, 1 > CALL ABSRV 
IF ( CNTRL <SD> , E • 2 > CALL CALIB 
IF C CNTRL<SO> ,EQ, 3) CALL FREER <X1,X2,X3> 
IF C CNTRL C SD> • Elit .. 4 ) CALL PACER < 1 > 
t I I I I I I If I I It I It It t t I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I It I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I It I I I. I I I I 
CM.LI Ci.EAR. ( 7; i; . I I • I •. I I • I • I .•.••..• I •••••••••••••••••••••• I ••• I • 
CI\LL LOCL <7> 
CI\LL REWRF <1,2> 
107 
-
,w p "?l . (Ii .. • !. ii ctt 4 , 









;~oz, 3,04> ISTOP 
0~ ST P 0~71 
03 STOP 0317 
04 STOP 0-477 
OS iltTE <Ll, 102> 
,TN4 CONPtLER1 HP92060-16092 REV, 1926 <798430) 
.. MO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS d PROGRAN • H2S'1 CD"l10N • 00808 
108 
I'~ •I • ~ •. 
t.. l 
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• • • • • • I • • • I I e • • e • • • • e e e I I I e I I e e • I t e t I t I e ' t I I e e I e t t t I t I t I e • t I I t I • • • 
S•broutine to acq•ire high speed data froR the 1-stat• axial 
transonic co"pressor using "lniaturized prob•• equipped with 
KULITE seRicondu~t•r pressure transducers, 
Author1 Hans Zcbner 
Datet August 12, 1980 
A detailed proqra" description is available in the TXCO 109, 
co .... ent state"ents and statc"cnt nu"bcrs in the source code , 
Mtch ti the proora" descriptitn• This ,ubroutine is part of 
tfie TXCO transonic ~o"Pressor nvesti9at1on proqroR SfsteR, 
-~. tca,es. dGtCl. f';.o;.-ttui. 'Ai.! ... ~i'.:.. prib.i. -~•ta;.: ..... I •• I I. I ••••••• 
109 
_) 
_.......,....·--<--~·•·--.,........,. . . ----------""""!'"---------------,,_ 












di rt t rt 
\ 
FORMATS A9SRU STOP • 
• • • • I I I t I I I I I I t I I I I I f I t t I I I I t I I f' I I I I f t I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I t f t t I I I I I I t I I 
: Acceuntin9, 
il,ACt' . . -~ · CNtil(~itS. I ••••••• I •••••••••••••••••••••••••• I •••••••• bOC • CNTRL<213> 
IDOCF • CNTRL<213> · 
lPARE : JPAR!t1 tB8~, • tB8~F+i 
IS,CU • CNTRLC31> 
• CNTRL<30) Ii fllll: l~8N<CNTaL<4>.o> 
I~ • 128 
IFRV:J : ~Tl 
I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I t I t I I I I I I 
i.f . I •••• I CNtRL ( i;; . I I •••••••••• I • ' ••• I •• I •••• I •• ' ••••••••••••••••• 
LO • CNTRLC20> 
LB1 • CNTRL<?i> 
~ 201 r:1c~IILf72 > 
01 IBUF(l)• d2sos2a 
I I I t I I t I I I t I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I I 
wtu*· lft; ·uu·re~f · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · ·· · · 
~ITE <LI~ t~9> ICLR 
t,-1 iS:t· :~: 1=3 ~ !b0~o0U1 · 
I I I I I I I t I I I I I I t t t t I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I t t I t t t t I t I I I I I I • • t I t t t t t I t t t t I . 
111 
•l -
:;;. . ,. A ass a, 
PACE 0008 ABSRV 2141 PM NON,, 25 AUG., 1980 
g 
. Call subreutine CALII to colibrote 'A'-'l'-probe •,•'•"• 
wittt' <Lt .. i63)' <NOLF' t~1 · 4' i) · · · '' ''' · · · ''' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
READ CLI' 102) lDUH ' ' ' 
WRITE <LI~ 149> <ICLR,I•t+1~l> 
i,1iE1~~~ il!i 2H•• > S Qp 0182 
CALL CALII 
I t t t I I t t I I t t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I t t I I I I t I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I 
: Enter colibrotlon re••ltsJ print heod1n9, 
02 WRttt· <Li'· ios; ·NOLF'······························••••••••••• .... 
READ <LI: 106> SLOPEAtSECONA1SLOPD,SECONB,AURGEA,AVltc:EB,PBMO WRITE CLI 149> <ICLR •t 4 1, 
CALL TlKE'<IHON,lYEARt'tDA~,fHOUR,I"IN> · 
WRITE <LO 601) CNTRL 4> 
WRITE <Lg: 602> INSN~IYEAR,IDAY 
WRITE CL 603> IH UK ININ 
WRITE CLO: 604> IPACE' 










, ....... , ... S"f ✓,•. 
PAGE 0089 ABSRV 214? PN NON,, 2S AUC,, 1980 
.................................................................. 
, Pesition the raw data ,11e ls done by sub~outine ABSRV, The , 
actual data are writtan in the data ,11e by subroutine PACER, . 
. ~NTRL<37l ~• sit t9 \ in trder to suppress printing a heading, 
,n subrt~t1ne PACER, CNTRL<J9) is ••t to l to tell subrou- , 
tine PAC~R not to create/open and close a new data file, , 
oa t taa · · ·= ·e;~~:~ · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
IF< lPOS .GT, NPOS >GOTO 19 
09 CNTRL<J?> • 1 
Eallt\!tl: 1Pas 
IF C lPOS ,EQ, 1 > WRITE <LO, ,,s, lPOS 
IF < lPOS , GT, 1 > WRITE <LO, 606> lPDS REC • f+<f£29-1>*6 c
1
FALL lPEORSRN < B,IERR£Tt6ptRE0C0>7 < ,LT, 0 > ~ 1 
• I It I It I I It t t It t. I It It t I I I I It I• t I •• t I. t. I It I It I It t I. I I I I. t I. t • t. I. 
, Check position of probes before acquirint data, 
10 wiitt' ci:.t1' iij>' ttbi..F
0 
''.' '''' '' '''' '' ''.' '' '.'''''' '' '''' ·' ''' ''''' 
ii : 1 
DO 11 J•30 JS 1 
P08(12>• SCANR<LS1,J,1C> 
11 12 • 12+1 
12 ~stf,J:t~ajfll$1001, 
DO 13 J•2 6 2 . 
13 Cif+t><L1~ 0f~i~*1ii1°· 
WRITE <LI: 114) NOCR 
READ CLI, *> POSC1> 
14 lltl icl; ltti f~hlc1>,J•l,?,t>,NOCR 
READ <LI 102> IDU" 
ffIIE <bA: !''~ <1~J,J·Ao1,01 lo 
IF< fBu" .rs. 2HTA >GOTO lS 
IF< IDUM ,EQ, 2..-• > STOP ettO 
GO TO 14 
I • • I I • I e •• e e • e • e t e I t t • t t • I e I I I • I I I I I I • t t t t t t t t t • t • t t t I I I I • I t I I I t I I 
15 ~iUt;!~i.i. Htiauc· ............................................  
I I • I I I I • I I I I I I • I t t I I I e e t • e t I I I I e • I e I I t • t I e I t • • I I I • • • t t t t e I • I I t I I e e 
: l•uct the next steps 
, repeat the data acquisition at this yaw positien 
, proceed to the necf yaw position 
, EN terM1nate the survey at this operatinq point 
16 w•ttt'l(t''ii,S'Nbl~'t~o•·tNOl~'t~i'•'iS'NbtA''''''''''''''''''''' 
READ <LI' 102> IDU"' ' ' ' ' ' 







PAGE 0010 ABSRV 2147 P" MON,, 25 AUC., 1980 
liH 



















491 g . 0411 
iii C E 
lilt 
f t •• t •• t • t • t I •• e t I e I e I I e • I e I I I e I I I e I I I f I t I t I I t t I I t I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I 
, Stop data acquisition. WPit• additional data Ci,e, baro ... - • 
tric pressure, calibration results! nu"ber of points and yaw • 
positions into first record <Direc~or,> of the data file, • 
11 i8"U"'i:~. ~;~. ~ ................................................ . 
18 IBUF(I) • 62soi21 
IBUF()) • ~lt 
C > • NPOS iflH~c , • PBARO 
RIUF(l> • PREF 
R8UF<4> • AVRGEA 
RBUF<S> • AVRGEB 
RIUF<&> • SLOPEA 
IBUF<7> • SECONA 
•iFc,, - s,OPEB UF< • S CONB ! L ¾ME< 8UF(9lt>,IIUF<1D4>,IBUF<112>,IBUFC120>,IBUF<1H>> 
IR C • l 
CALL WRITF <IDCl,IERR~IBUF~IL~IREC> 
IF< IERR ,LT. 0) ~TOP aif~ 
CALL CLOSE <IDCI IERR) 
IF ( IERR ,LT, 'o > STOP 0113 
WRITE <LO, &07> IBUF<i20),IBUF<128> 
I I I t t I I I I I e I t I t I I I I t I I t I t t I I t I I I I I I I I I I t I I I t I I I I I I t t t t I I I t t I I I I t I I 
• Ter"inate subroutines ~rite accountlnt variables back into 
control array, 
C:NtRL < 2i2; ' ~' iPACE' ' ' ' · • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • · • • • • • • · • • • • · • • • • • • • • 
CNTRL<213> • IDQC 
CNTRL< SO>• -1 
RETURN 
I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
, Error returns. 
1, w•ttt' H.t' 'UU' t~ttt· MKt' ,.,.t,t' tlOl'..t:'''''' '''' '''''' ".''' ''"'' "' 
iDTQ 17 • ' ' ' 
FTM4 CQ"PILER1 HP920ltG-tlt092 REV, 1926 (790430> 






PAGE 0011 FTN, 2147 PK tUIN, > 25 AUG,> 1.980 
sua•auTINE CALll 
t It t t t It I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
.; · on.:ai 1ne ·ca1 ittrat 10;. ·o .. · KUi.itE · p;.ottes: · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
\ 
•,nc1.H ,,.HTlMI ,A2,1.H,,A2,3H h) 
115 
a a bOCM ti 
--· . - .. -- l 
FORMATS CALXS STOP 
I • I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I t I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I ii I I I I I t I t t t • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I 1 












PM.I 0012 CALIB 2147 PM "OM,, 25 AUG,, 1980 
O'i33 C 
IS34 1!1 






'lff C I •• ~ 
jpj C C 
0565 







i • 9 
I •• ;i c. C 93 C 
1p C C 






r;;.ct · · • · · • ~ · cN+R1: < 21.; > • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
IPAQE • IPAGE+l 
I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I t 
Lt . .:. C:Nt*L ( i+ s I I I I • I • I ••• I •••••••••••••••••••• I I I •••• I •••• I ••••••• 
LO• CNTRL<20> 
s,~~ETl~i <1:?~,E2~1tf1,AR,IHOUR,1"1", 
WRITE <LO! &02) IMONiIDAY~IYEAR WRir <LO, 603) IHOUK,IMlN 
WRI <LO, &04> IPAQE 
IPT • 0 
f I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I t I I I I I I I t t I 
Li"1t on line calibration calibration to two A/D channels, 
that contain th• tyDe 'A' and 'I' probe output woltaoe. 
The current valve of CNTRL<230> is te"Poraryly stored in 
, the variable ITE"'· 
tPRtv· ~· CNtit.<2Ja> ..•.•.•.•.....•••••...••...•.•...•••••.••••..... 
CNTRL<230> • 2 
.......................................................................... 
, Select the next sta11 
RE · epeat this P•int 
EN Ter"inata the on line calibration 
an, nuMer Proccad to the next point 
I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I e I I I I t • I I I I t I t I I I e e I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I 
• Take free run dat11 at a defined reference pressure. 
t,.tll' •. tPti+i .. I I •••••••••••• I •••• I •• I. I •• I •••••• I ••• I •• I •• I ••• I 
DM"<lPTS>. D" . 
U:ftt lt11: :::: NOCR 
READ CL 102> IDU" 
wtlITE <LI; 149> ICLR IF J ItuN ,EQ. 2H•• > STOP 0202 
~alat\u? : iPTs 
WRITE <LO &05> IPTS 
CM.L FREEi <AVOLT<IPTB>,BVOLT<IPTS>,RPRESCIPTS>> 
117 
..... --·•--··· --·-.. ----~------~:..=..~...--_;;;;;;;;:==:::::::a----
,AU: 1113 CM.II 114'1 '" NON,• n MIG,• 1981 
1t1, 
1111 I 
I • e I e I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: S.llct the nest .,e,, 
. epeat this point 
• erRinqte the on line calibration 
iiH 8 IS 
. on, n•,.er roceed to the next point 




















: Take paced run data at one defined reference pre•sure, 
,, 1;·c·tt-ts··:1a:··t·s·~o·t6'ii''''''''''''•························ 
CNTIL<37> • 1 
CHTRL<38> • 1 
111' ~ti· lltl ~in~ 
WftITE <LI: 149) ICLR 
IF< IDU" ,EQ, 2Htt.> STOP 0204 ~=,~E <LI,•1~7> IREC 
~itrE,~i, ,itlc, 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I e I 
: Calculate linear c•rve flt throuQh data points. 
iAttf i~r;•tt, ~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
08 WRITE <LO~ 608$ l 1AWLT<I>~I,IVOLT<I),I~RPREl<I>,I,DM"<l> CALhc~•v~ <IPTS9MVOLT,RPR~S,SLOPE,SECOn> 
&f»~iw,.«is_,IL.Qft;,SECOM> 
I I I I I t I I I t I I t I I t I I I t I I t I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I 
; TerRlnate ••bro•~ine1NTwrit~ occountin9 uoriobl•• bock into 
. control vra,i •et~ RL<2~0> back to it• prcviou• uolue, .. 
19 CNtiLC. 37; ··· ~ • !.i I I •••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••• I •• I I •• I I •••••• I • I ••• 
e=nti IU : !2 
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111, C 1D 
1690 
Wiitt· Ci.i; 'i6i)' NOLF''··'····'···································· 
GO TO 09 
'"tt Iii 01crs 0 96 
11 WRITE <LI, 109) <NOLF,I•i,2,1) 
GO TO 09 
END 
FTN4 CONPlLER: HP92060-16092 RE~. 1926 <790430> 
n NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROCRAH • 01525 
119 
COMMON • 00000 
1 
- :: 
PACE 001S FTN, 214'1 PH 110H,, 25 AUC,, 1980 

















0717 1;1, oa, 0'1 1 
01 2 
B7al 



























•,HUM ) 1 6HT1MI ,A2,lH,,A2,3H h) 








hr, 1 .. • 
PACE 0016 FIEER 2 1 .\7 P" NON, 25 MJG, , 1910 
• I I I • I I I I t I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: "cc tun" in9, 
t"AGt' ' ' · ~ · tNtiL C i16 > • ' • ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ·_ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
IDOC • CNTRL<217> 
IDOCF • CNTRL<217> 
IPACE • IPAGE+1 
ISECU • CNTRL<3i> 
ICR • CNTRL(30) 
1Sl!E<1 > • t3 JI lfii: ie8N(CNTRL<4>,a> 
lTY E • i 
IFRST • 2HT2 s, • 8 
IL • 1664 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
01 fff~it~f~1, 1t~~~;~. •. • .. • •. • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • ·_· • •• • •. • • •. • • • • • •. • • •. 
LI • CNTRL<i9> 
03 
LO • CNTRL<20> 
LSi • CHTRL<?i> 
\161 : ~=llt\Il\ 
ISV4 • NTRL<o.\> 
NIPTi • NTRL<230> 
NRPT2 • CNTRL<~S1> 
NRPT3 • NRPT2+1 
IMASK • 1??700B 
IW • CNTRL<2S0> 
··································································· 
: P~int head1nv, unl••· CNTRL(37) ,. ··" ,. 1. 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I t • I • llt I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
; ~tart data Qcquisiti•n loop. 
~Ail. ttt!;i!U!i!~i: ..........................................  
1loc • iooc+1 
IDOCF • IDOCF+1 
l?.irIDOCt 2Hij· 100) ca TO 03 f>BcF • IDO F-100 FILE< 1 > • Ifl'R T 
1FlL£<3> • lCONCIDOCF,t> 
122 

































Ii!! C OS .... 
iii° ,.t 
0904 
19•s c· 906 C 
tiH s 06 
0911 1"2 in 
8915 C 
HU ~
1919 C ::1: 01 
t • e e e t • I I I t I I t t • t t I I I t I t I I I I I I I t t t I I t I I I t I I I I t I I I I I I I t t I • I I t t t I I 
Acqvire Gdditienal dat~ required •or reduction procedure. 
'"*6' ·.:.·ttANR(LSi;i7;t~·' · · · · · · •. · · · · • • · • .• · · · • · · · • · · •• · · • · · · • · · 
FIEQ • FREC1*10. 0 · · 
CI" • JCANR<LSl,30,1> 
~1~ : sE:tl~tll;J~;i~ 
PREFR • PREF 
Pl • ACQN(?SV4, 3,IW> 
P23 • ACQN<ISV4, 4,IW> 
P4 • ACQN(ISV4, S,IW> 
E • SCAN.<LS2,18,1) 
DE • SCAN (LS2,19,1> 
t t t t t t t t t t t t I t t I t t t I I I I I • I t t t t I I f t I I t t I I t I I I I t I I I I t t t I I t I t I I I I I I 
, Cet correct probe pe•itienw, 
t~ ·i · t~~=t · · : &a: · ·t · i ·&a· +8 t~ ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
GO TO 06 
I t I t I I I I I t I t I I I I t t I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I t I I I t I I I I I I I t I t I I t t t I t I I 
• T1pe 'A' KULITE probe <on AID input channel 0), 
t I I • I I 
1
1 I I I I I I I I t I t I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I I I 
XI" • SCANR<LS1,J2,1> 
YAW • SCANR<LSi,33,1) 
CALL CODE 
WRITE <IOXIM,102> XIN,YAW 
GO TO 07 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t t I I I I I I I I f I t I I I I I I I I I I I I 
. T,P• '9' KULITE probe <en AID lnput channel 1>, 
XtN' · · ~·scANR<i.Si 'j-4' 1> · • • · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • 
YAW • SCANR<Ls1:3s:1> 
CALL CODE 
~g1+5 ~,ox1N,103> x1N,YAW 
................................................................ 
, WaU KULITE < on AID inpn chcannelw 2 Gnd hiQher >, 
t:Ai.i. . C06t I • • • • • • I I • I •• I • • • ' • • • • • • • • • • I I ••••••••• I I I • I •• I • I •••• : • 
WRITE <IOXIH,104) . . 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
• Prewet vnv•ed •l•Ment• o~ data arra, IIUF, 
tF' c · NR;+2· :ta:·· i664'; · co·to· o;· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · • • · · • · • · 
D0 08 J2•NRPT3,1o64,1 
123 
• 4 •• , .AA eo. c aw a , £$ , 
--- --~· ------- I, 
Pe\CE 0018 FREEi 2147 PN ttoN,, 25 AUG,, 1980 
ii 08 . IIUF<J'2> • 0800008 
I 
C I •• I • I I I I I I I I • I \ •• f • I I •• t t I I I I I I I I I I I I f f I •• I I ••• I I I t •• I t f I I I f I 
% 
. l•ad velta!•• fro" A/I ~Tnverter 1nto data orr,, IBUFJ . . tortin9 • .,..nt is I U l>J AID is operated 1n th• 
ii e . free run "•d• C4>, wl\itt· <Lt;. il!) 'Nl:Ji.#:' •••.••••••••••••••••••••.•. I ••••••••••••• 19 
··u iLl EXEC <1+100800B,20,IBUF<1>,NttPT2,tCHNL,4> Ii t i{D ll lO 0 diEc: <IA, 1a> u 
llD GO O 21 ,,u 
HU .I 
I • • I I • I I • t I I I • I I I I • • I I I I I I • I • • • I I I I I • • • • • • I I I I • I I I I I I • I t • • t I f t . 
C•lc•lote •••r•t• •oltaqe, r~ . i:t C •ttt· cli t' ii6> 'Ni,i.;' '. '' .. '' '' '' ''''''.' ''' .. ' .. ''.' ' .. '' '''. 12 
'"'' DOt#3 J2• NRPT2 ~ i 1949 13 18 <J'2>•IMfD<tt6 <J2>,IMSIC> 
ii AUltCE - a.o t DO ff J2-l NRPTf l l 14 A • AV.G +F 6ATC 8UFU » 
l 
1"4 
AV"f • FSUL,•<<AURG~32761.a)/NRPT2> 
I E I I I I I I I I I I 1• I I I I I I I I I I I • I I • I I I I I I I I I I I• ..... t t I I I r"t t •1 I I I I I • I • I I I I I I g . \ifr1te over•,• KULITE ~olta1e <ofter •~Atf1cotitn •r , con•irslon o dlJltal noto ion> int• A T and BVOL.. de-pend n9 on what i9nal has been diJitizedJ The ,,pe 'A' 
ilU 
C . prebe 1s on AID input channel O an the type 'B' on 1, e it. ( I tCHNL .. : EQ: •• i. ; I iw6L. t . .;.. AURCF. •••••• I ••••• I •••••••••••••• 





r < ISP ,LT, S >GOTO l5 SP • It 
1 15 ;, < C~T,~(sJ7> 
,NE, 1 > WRlTI <LO, 606) 
' 
I C • • • • I I of • I t e t I • I I I • • • • • • • • I I t • I t • I I I t t I I t I I I I • I I I I I t • • I • I • I I I t • • I C . § . So•• dato in f11e, 
11 
Wiitt· (. i'. i6;). t;iL.i:'NO'F''. I ••••• I •••••• I I ••••••• I •••• I •••• I ••• 
16 i,-4 iJ~ft !jf~•,JE'R~F¼DElis1u,1TvP1,111cu,1ca,11en, Wm£ L, 1 > J ?LE 
ii& :el E ,1: ·!ji~ 1;c1,J•ttat11l t . --·. - - - . J f I u" • . HPu > ra fJ 
I 
•1cu • 1BaNc1a1cuso> I Tl[. l GN<iCRtJ 
UL ,~~et ll ba,1ikl,iJ!E»ii&lcu,JCI> 
0 ~011i• ,LT, • ) TOP. oa 
17 M.L CODE 
124 --
ll:S,  
..... ti... ........ !!!'!~==---------------------~----- h O Crttt I t" « ·- -~ _ _ _ _ ~" ~--
,-... •. "'II.,._-,-... ·- --- -











ill~ UH C 
10~ C Ui, g 













•• I t •• I I • t t t t t ••••• t I I t •• I t • t f I I • t I ••• I • t t t • t I • t I • t I I • I t I I • I I t f • 
: Stop doto ocquisltlon loop, 
• I t • I •• I I t t t t I f I I I I I t t I • f ••• f • I t I • f I •• I • I • f f f I f I • f f f f f t ••• I t f t I t • I 
: Ter"lnote subroutines· write accountlnt variables back 
• lnto control array, 
IF·<· c11n.:.c37; · · : EQ: · · i ·; · c:o ·to· ii· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
CALL TINE <IHON,IDAY~IYEAR,IHOUR,ININ> 
WRITE <LO( 608> IHOUK,IHIN 
20 eaflll !I): i3 
CNTRL< 50> • -3 
CNTRL<216> • IPAGE 
CNTRL<211> • IDOC 
RETURN 
··································································· 
: Error returns f~o" EXEC call•J output errar Mssa9e to the 
, llne prlnter and look whot'• 1n the A and re9ister. 
21 tiiitt. (. 6' . • i. ; 'N1;tt. ttAAL •••.•.••...•. I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Wlltl < ,: toi> IA,II' 
GD TO 20 · . 
END 
FTN4 CONPILER1 HP92060-16092 REV, 1926 <190430) 
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SUBROUTINE PACER <IREC> 
I • •, 8 I I t I I I I I I t I I I I I I ' I I I I I I I I I I I I I a a I I t I I I I I•· I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I 
• Swbr•utine to acquire data u•int the HP '161.0A AID converter, 
1f th• A/D converter 1• tri99er•d tnrou9h the pacer Cpoced 
run Mode>. 
Awthor, Hiin• %ebner 
Date: August 2~, 1980 
A detailed proqro" de•cription i• avo1lablc in the TXCO log. 
co,....nt •tat•..ents and •tateMnt nuMber• in the source c•d• 
Mtch to the pro9raM de•cription, Thi• ••broutinc 1s part of. 
the TXCO tron•on~c co..pre•sor investl9ation pro9raM systeM, 
co""ON / CIBUF / tBUF 
CO"HON / CDHTR / CNTRL 






ATA NOCR /0000338 0404338/ . IATA NOLF /00653'18/ · tl: fB~s /lllr24B:01ss1s8,00653"18/ 
FORMATS PACER START 
101*~:'~!c!;:~i~~g§t:t,tnv additional data required for reductio• 
182 FOR"AT (•A•F8,6,F9,6> 
103 FORMAT c•B•FB,6 F9.6> 
104 FOR"AT <18H ' Woll KULITE> 
105 FORNAT c••1••1,x••1• The next sl9nal to be dl9ltized 
* in paced run Mode i• on AID ingut channe1•13. •1 
. •• Plu9 in a lead rro" the a"plifie~ output to the owcilloscope 
*• lf ,ou desire •1 
• to Monitor the data acquls1tion. R.1.11.!i for9ct the c 
*•flOarator output sianol! •1••79x••1 
•• Press CR to continue the pro9ra" executlon1•3sx• 
••1••1,x••1, 
106 FORMAT <••21x•d1sp10,1n9 wave for" on ter"inal LU••12,2ox• 
1•A2> 
tG? FORNAT c••1••79x••✓• CHECK di9itized output on a 
•uaillary con••le QQain•t a..pl1fier outgut fed into •1 
•• AID ingut channel •12• . Pre•• CR if data 4 
•re OK, If an error is suspected •; 
•• t~pe RE to repeat this data acquisition1•31x••1 
•••79x••1, 
108 FSRMAT c••26x•stor1no data in file •3A2 2,x••A2> 
109 F RMAT <•WARMING, File •3A2• already exists! Type•, 
••PU to allow purge or enter any char-•, 
1101~0RHAT c• ,X8llr1b~~RlEti3~~t~il2f¼\i2~a,..,• 3ax> 
111 FORMAT <Ai•J•> 
112 FORMAT<• PACER I File naMe •JAZ• succe•fully chan9ed t• •3A2> 
t1i ~8°:~:t lf1i~~, 149 F RHAT CJA~> ••t FORMAT <lH ,1S<1H >,33HTranssonic Coi,ore•sor Test Runt ,17> 
~O FORHAT UH ,2SUH )~hHl>at•1 ,A2,1H/ 1 AZ,1H/ A2> za t81Rtl it~ :::,;,5},,~*6HTi"e1 ,A2,1H.,A2,!H h,/////) 
• • ·p gc; • d ft.li_n e g.g s ":t ;s.. • ,}1/1,, _,.._,__w..;.___,..._.,.__
t.05 FOR"AT c11x•::zac,•11x••72x••1 
• 1x• AID lnput pacer blade start in 
lc:re- stop • repe-•/ 
• 1x• t saMel• channel Mode polr count 
CMent count tit1on••11x••72x••1 
I 1x•C0Mbination probe1•s~x••1 
126 
,.. 
.. ,.,.., ~ ... ~--. -
I, 
I,, 
PAGE 0021 PACER 2147 P" "ON., 25 AUC,, 1980 
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•,nuH ),6HT1 ... , ,A2,1H, ,A2,3H h) 
,127 







FORMATS PACER STOP 
• I I I I I I I e I I I • t • I I I t I t I I I I • I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: Accountint, 
u,· < 'cNtl\~c~t¾~~~ftj; · i' i 'l:b'to'U' · · · · · · · '· · ·' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
no • CNTRLC219) · 
IJi : i~l!iif19> 
ISECU • CNTRL<3l> 
ICR • CNTRL<l0> 
llHi\M : l2a 
IFILE<2> • ICON<CNTRLC4>,0> 
ITYPE • t 
IFRST • 2HT3 
01 fSP • 9 
L • 384 
I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I e I I t t t I f I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: I✓O Assl9nMnts; preset data arra,, 
I It I I I I I It I I I I It I I I e It I l"I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
O;J 1•265.1296,1 
92 Dt1Bu1f<l>1, 3f~1t1n 
93 BUFl< I> • u 
LI • CNTRLC19> . . 
LO • ~NTRL<20> · · :'• ... ;-• 
LA • NTRLC2l> 
L91 • NTILC71> 
LR • CNTRLC12> 
i~l : ~=:i:tt\t~\ · 
NRPTl • CNTRLC239> 
IW • CNTIL(25O> 
I t I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I t I I I I • t I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: PPln~ headlnt, unless CNTIL(37) ls sett• 1, 
t;-· i · cNttL<tJ; ··:ta:·· 1 · i · &o· th',._································ 
CM..ITIM (IHON,IDATYJIYEAR,IHOUR,lMIN) 
WII CLO 691> CN R~C4> ""IT <Lg: 602) IMON~IDAY~IYEM 
Wit T (L , 603) IHOIJK, IMlN 
Wll <LO 604) IPACE 
94 IF< CNT1l<38, .EQ, l > WRITE <LO, 60S> 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I 
128 
-, ..... ,~-•-., .. ,,. 










II 1 .• 
1228 
lffl 














t ti ~ 
t ~• C 88 
l 
l 
; Start data acquisition loop. 
.;o· 1;· .ti~i .,..;ti Ii I I I I It t If f It I It t e I I I It t I I I I I I I I e I I I I I It f I I I I I I 
WRITE <LI 1 101> ~DLF 
I5HNL • C~TRL<2JO+J1) l&ob C~Tlh~~?l .EQ, 1 > co TO 86 
1,a~F100!~0c~t}. 100 > co ro os . 
I&i,; • xio~~!foo 
IFILE(1) • 1FRST 
IFILE<J> • ICON<IDOCF,0> 
e I I I I e I t I I I I I I I I I I e I I I I I t I I I I t I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I e I I I I I I I I I I I 
: Acquir• additional data r•qulr•d for r•duction proc•dwr•. 
FRtQ .. ~·SCI.MR ( Lii . i?. 2; •. I I • I I • ' •• I I •• I ••• I • I I •• I • I I • I ••• I • I •••• 
FREQ • FREQ•ta.a' , 
CIN • SCANR<LS1,30,l> 
CPRYMIEF • !CANRR(LS1,Jl,t1>> • .,CAN <LSt ,37, 
P1 • ACQN(tSV4, 3,IW> 
~tJ : ~a=i11i1, 1~\ 
L • SCANR<Ls2:1a~1> 
- • SCANR<LS2,19,l> 
I I I I t I I I I t t t I t I I t e I : t I I I I t I e I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I;: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I , I I I I I I I I I I I I I !g {
0
l§;tt :18: t ~ 8818 a, 
I I e I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I e I I I I t I I I I 
: T,p• 'A' KULIT£ prob• <on A/D input channel O>, 
Xiit' .. ;.·scANR<i..Si;j2 1> •••.•.•••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~~ CODfCANR<LS1,33,1> 
,:,tE.<iOXIM,102> XIM,YAW 
IIUF1<280> • l 
GO TO 10 
• I • I I • I I I t t I a I I • I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I I I t I • I I I I I I I • I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I 
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11 t 3, 
il ii 11 l 
t ~ ~, 4, 
l. i ll 
S I • I • I e t t I I • I I t I I I t I I t I I I I t I I t I f I I t I I I I t I f I I f I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I e I I 
: Wall KULITE <on A/D input channels 2 ond hi9her>, 
09 CALL • CD6t ••••••••••••••••••• I ••••••••• I ••••• I • I •••• I • • • • • I ••••• I 
18 
YliJi<~ii~I~,~o•> 
XlM • -99, 
YAW• •99, 
I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I t I t I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: InforR operoto~ obo•t next doto sconl woit for read, 
, "•••ot•s continue, 
WRitt· <L.t' ·10s;· ti:.,._ .......................................... . 
READ <LI' 149) IDU" 
WRITE (LI: 149> CICLR,I•iti0,1> 
IF C IDUH ,EQ; 2HSS) SOP 0401 
I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I e I I I I I I I S I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: l\cqui~• hl9h •peed dGtO in paced rvn Node, 
• PANO' i:a' CNtR(. < 220; • ' • • · • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
!PAIR• CNTRL<221> 
i~ \ 1~:Rs :18: t 111;as1 : E=llriii11:1~1, 
INCR • CNTRL<~i3> 
IIPT • CNTRL< ...:::S> . 
CALL RPACE CICHNL,IPAHO,IPAIR,ISTART,INCR,ISTOP,IRPT,AVRGE,0,0> 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I, I I I I I I I I I I I ' 
: Write additional dote into doto a~~o,, 
iit:1Fi(26S; ·.;.· IDOC' I. I ••••••••• I •••• I ••• I •••• I I I •••••••••••• I I I •• 
JK\~lt;i: i~~ 
tluhc!H>. IPAIR 
111C2b9> • ISTART ui;,i : l~~~, t.<272> • IAPT 
111<1'13) • ~I" • lDO00O0, Fl< 14> • YAW* 1000000, Fl( 1S> • 1 S 1000000, 
IIUFl(I?~) • P23 * l00000O, IH~l~ ;i~: ;4 : 1888313: 
IIUF1< 79) • D£ • 1000000. 
1g11111i: ~le : 11:1111: I 1\iftl: ;JI'• 1010000. 
fBlilifl: 8=llti3l 
IIIWlC2t2> • CNTRL<•> 





















































JBUF'1C294) • IAVRCE<2> 
* i~L TIHE <IBUF1<3S2>,IBUF1<360>,IBUF1<368),IBUF1<3?6>,IBUF1<384 
I e I I t t I I • I I I I I I I I I I t I t t I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I 8 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
, DifDla¥ the just acquired wave on terMinal CRT, if 
CN RLC40) is set to 1. The character used for the •plot• 
is defined b' CNTRL<249), 
Wiit .. (i.i .. i4B) I ICL.i ••......•..•..•.. I ••• I • I I • I I •• I ••••••• I • I I •• 
WRITI <LI' 149) ICLR 
IF< CNTitl<40) ,NE. 1 > co TO 11 
WRITE <LI, 106> LA,NOLF 
ui~: i 
CALL PICTR <LA,IDOC,11111 1222,CNTRL<249),DUH> 
t I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Select the newt steD 1 . . 
RE Reoeat this po1nt 
an,thinq else Proceed to the next point 
WiitE' (i.i;. iO?;. ICHNL I •• I I. I. I I •••••••••••••••••• t •••••••••• I. I. 
RE~D <LI 149) IDUH 
WRITE <LI: 149) <ICLR,I•1t8~1) 
IF ( lDUH ,EQ, 2H•t > S Or 0402 
IF< IDUM ,EQ. 2HRE > C:.O TO 06 
IF< ISP ,LT. 5 >GOTO 12 SP • O F < CNTRL<37> ,N£, 1 > WRITE CLO, 609) 
ISP • ISP+l 
I I I t t I I t I I I I I t I I I t I I I I t I I I I I t I t I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I t t I I I • I I t I I I 
. Save data in ; 11•. There 11re twe OP.ti ens. The r11w datg ·, Ue , 
is either created/opened and closed bt subroutine PACER 
CCNTRL(39> is set to 11n,thinQ but to > or this subreutine 
ls called fro" subroutine ABSRV, which Glready has created/ 
• •••n•d gnd positioned the raw dat11 file and w1ll close it 
<CNTRL<39> 1• ••t to 1), In both c11ses the raw datQ are 
. written in file b, this subroutine PACER. 
WRttt· (Li.' l6ii' ttt.:.t· NOi.l'' · · · .. · · · · · · • · · · • · · · · · · · · · • · • · · · • · · · · •.• 1;cu • I~ON<ISECUto>' 
R • tCON<ICR O, f uFlill~l: l~Iff~i~ 
IBUF1<2S9> • IFILE<3> BUFl(261> • JSECU F1<2 3) • CR 'JUc CH.RLC39{ ,EQ, 1 >GOTO 16 
CALL CREAT <IDCB,I£RR~lFILElISIZE,ITYPE,ISECU,ICR,IDCBS> 
IF< IERR ,CT. 0 > ~o TO S 
11111 it1• 1:;l 1,o~E 
F < fBtl" ,E9. 2H•• >So~ 0403 BITE <LI: 149> <ICLR,I•t+3~1> (1+E (L~ i~~) ri~r~ }siHuT9cA4 
CALL PURGt <IDCB,IERR~IFILE~ISECU,ICR> rF < IERR ,LT. 0 > ~TOP o~o• 





------------ -- - -- ., 
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I • f' I • I I f- I I I • I I I I J I I t I t t t t t I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: Step data acquisition loop, 
19 WRitt'ilo~',io>'<iBUFl(12>t'12~2,s~2?2~i;t'ctN:cvAw;Pi:,2i:,4:t:Dt 
• ,10X1H,Pl~FR,FREQ,AVRGE,IF LE,JSE~U,J~R, REC 
I t I I I I I t I I I I I I t I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I 
: T•rft1nat• subrout1nei writ• accountlnt data back 
. into control arra,~ 
i; · < • CNtata:. < 3;, > • • : t6: · · i · > • 1;0 ·to· 26 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · • · · 
CALL TIHE <IHON,IDAY~IYEAR,IHOUR,IMIN> 
WRITE <Lr, 611) lHOUK1 IMIN za CNTRL< 37, • -4 
CNTRL < 38> • 1 
CNTRL< 39> • -4 




nN4 COMPILER, HP9206G-16092 REV, 1926 (790430> 
•• NO WAINlNGI •• NO ERRORS•• PROGRM • 12561 CO"HON • 00008 
' 
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S. PROGRAM TXCO2 
5. 1. DESCRIPTION 
TXCO2 is a son program of the father program TXCOJ, by 
which it is scheduled if one of the following operations is 
desired: 
5 Radial survey using the combination probe 
6 - Scan through all steady state data 
When scheduled by TXCOJ, which suspends operation while the 
son program TXCO2 executes, the program TXCO2 reads the pro-
gram control array from the disc, sets the HP interface bus 
and the measurement and control devices to remote control and 
programs the digital voltmeter (DVM), the scanners and the 
counter. CNTRL(S0) is the actual decision variable to select 
and call the subroutine, which performs the desired operation. 
When this subroutine has terminated, the interface bus and 
the devices are released from remote control and the control 
array is written into a disc file, so that the next TXCO module 
can read it. The correct termination of each subroutine can be 
verified by checking the stop codes. Note that each stop code 












Any other STOP code indicates a mistake and with the help of 
a program list the operator can trace the problem. The first 
two digits of the STOP code identify the subroutine. An 





. 4 I. PP 
q;q . -· $ 
two digits read 6 and tells the operator that it was sub-
routine STOY which encountered problems. The last two digits 
read 04 (no error would give 77). A program list reveals 
that the failure occurred after attempting to purge an 
existing data file using FMP (File Management Package) sub-
routine PURGE near line 752. Maybe the cartridge, where 
the raw data are directed, has not been mounted with the 
MC-command from FMGR. STOP codes are crucial to a complex 
program system in order to rapidly detect and salvage prob-
lems, even during a test run. 
EXTERNALS: REWRF, ABERT, RMOTE, COMB, STOY, CLEAR, LOCL 
COMMON BLOClCS: FMP, CIBUF, CONTR 
FORTRAN conventions for the HP 21 MX computer request COMMON 
blocks to be predefined in a BLOClC DATA subroutine prior to 
using a COMMON block in a program, subroutine or function. 








Length in Words 
2278 = 15110 
3200B • 1664 
400B = 256 
The arrays and variables allocated by the COMMON block FMP 
are frequently used for the data transfer from and to the disc. 
COMMON block CIBUF is designed to take the largest raw data 
array in the TXCO data acquisition and reduction system -
IBUF(l664) in subroutine FREER. The largest data array in 
TXCO2 is POAT (24, 21} with 1008 = 2*21*24 words. The TXCO2 
subroutines only partially use the COMMON area. The COMMON 
134 
., 
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block CONTR allocates the space for the control array CMTRL. 
Since each individual subroutine saves the data prior to 
terminating, the buffer area for the raw data can be shared 
by more than one subroutine or function. 
MNEMONIC ABBREVIATIONS: None 
ERROR MESSAGES: If CNTRL(S0) is less than 5 or greater than 
6, no subrout.:i.ne can be selected and the program terminates 
outputting an error message (FORMAT 102) to the standard 
input device; i.e. the terminal. 
PROCEDURE: For more detailed information study the flow 
chart and the information given in the subroutine descrip-
tions. 
DATA FILE: None 
VARIABLES· IN BLOCK DATA FMP: 
IDCB (144) 
IFILE (3) 









data control block 
array to contain file name 
array to contain t of records 
in the first and record length 
in the second 16-bit word 
security code of data file 
cartridge reference number, 
where data file is located 
a 2 
VARIABLES IN BLOCK DATA CIBUF: 
IBUF (1664) integer 
VARIABLES IN BLOCK DATA CONTR: 
CNTRL (256) integer 










buffer array for the raw data 
program control array 
program control array 
suppresses line feed 
LUt of standard in9ut device 
(terminal) 
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5.2. SUBROU'!.'INE COMB: 
PURPOSE: Acquisition of flow data from the transonic 1-sta~~ 
axial compressor using a ~neumatic 4-hole combination probe. 
The data necessary for the reduction 9rocedure (PROGRAM REDCO: 
Reduce Combination probe data) are recorded also. Up to 24 
different radial positions can be recorded. Taking more than 
one scan at one and the same radial position should be avoided, 
because the reduction orogram (originally written by R. Shreeve 
for the Laboratory's HP 9830 calculator and rewritten by 
F. Neuhoff for the more advanced HP 21 MX computer) is not set 
up for this condition. 
ARGUME?tTS: None 
EXTERNALS : TIME, SCANR, ACQN, CREAT, PURGE, OPEN, WRITF , CLOSE 
COMMON BLOCXS: CIBUF, CONTR, FMP. For detailed explanation 
refer to the TXC02 description. 
MNEMONIC ABBREVIATIONS: 
RE ••• Repeat data acquisition at this radial position. 
NE • • • Proceed to the next radial position. 
EN ••• ~d survey at this operating condition. 






Initialisation command to ~k• data. 
!,tanafer raw data to HP 9830. 
ST ••• ~ore raw data in 21 MX disc file. 




ERROR MESSAGES: None 
PROCEDURE: For more detailed information, study the flow 
chart. After having assigned the accounting data, assigned 
the I/0 references, COMB asks the operator whether the 
radial survey takes place ahead of the (IPOS = l) rotor or 
behind the (IPOS = 2) rotor. IPOS later will be used to 
identify the correct data port (see Appendix A.l: Data Lo-
cations). The raw data array IBUF - which is set equivalent 
to real array POAT (~rob ~a; used instead of IBUF, which 
is an integer array) is first preset with zeroes. Before the 
operator goes ahead and allows the subroutine to gather data 
(Input: TA; see key to raw data array), he can monitor the 
probe positions by updating its reading (Input: UP), until 
the probe is manually set to the desired position. Upon 
completion of the data scan the acquired data are printed and 
the next step depends on the operator's decision. If a pre-
liminary check reveals erroneous data, the scan at this radial 
position should be repeated (Input: RE). If the data are 
correct, the operator either proceeds to the next radial posi-
tion (Input: NE) or terminates the radial combination probe 
survey (Input: EN) at this operating condition. The sub-
routine then asks where to dump the data. When this routine 
was developed the data reduction program for the combination 
probe was not available in the 21 MX system, hence the option 
to transfer the data to the 9830 calculator (Input: TR) was 
used. But the data can as well be stored in a 21 MX disc file 
(Input: ST). If the raw data file with the automatically 
141 
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determined name already exists, the operator either allows 
overwriting the existing file (Input: PU) or renames the 
current data file (Input: any al9habetic character other than 
T). The subroutine terminates printing the data file name at 
the bottom of the data documentation page. 
DATA FILE: The default file name is TSrrss (rr ••• ASCII 
converted runt; ss ••. ASCII converted sequential#). 
VARIABLES: 























data control block, used for 
FMP calls 
array to contain current file 
name 
specifies# of records and 
record length 
security code of data file 
cartridge reference number, 
where the raw data file is 
located 
ASCII converted security code 
ASCII converted cartridge 
reference number 
raw data array, set equivalent 
to IBUF 
142 
POS ( 7) real array to contain probe positions 
NOLF integer suppresses line feed 
NOCR (2) integer suppresses line feed and carriage 
RETURN 
ICLR (3) integer clears line above cursor 
IDCBS integer length of data control block 
IENTR integer multiple entry flag 
IDOC integer count of current program run 
IDOCF integer count of current data file 
sequential i 
!TYPE integer type of raw data file 
IL integer number of words to be transferred 
in FMP calls 
LI integer LUf of standard input device 
(terminal) 
LO integer LUt of standard output device 
(line printer) 
IPOS integer Flag to indicate rneasurement 
location 
IMON integer ASCII converted month of current 
year 
IYEAR integer ASCII converted last two digits 
of current year 
IDAY integer ASCII converted day of the month 
IROUR integer ASCII converted hour of the 
day (24 h clock) 
IMIH integer ASCII converted minute of the 
' hour I 
I 
t 143 l 
r 













KeI to data 
POAT ( l ,Jl) 
POAT (2,Jl) 
POAT (3 ,Jl) 
POAT (4,Jl) 
POAT ( 5 ,Jl) 
POAT (6 ,Jl) 













Subscript for data array POAT 
LUt of the selected scanner 
Instrument code (DVM ••• l 
and digital counter ••• 3) 
Subscript for position array POS 
Contains channel of desired 
scanner 
Decision variable 
Determines delay in tens of 
milliseconds between closing 
S/V port and DVM reading 
Number of selected S/V 
Variable used to compute average 
Synchronisation variable to 
coordinate data transfer 
21 MX -+-9830 
Scratch variable used to rename 
files 
Barometric pressure :oBARO 
KULITE reference 9ressure 
Combination probe pressure ?1 
Combination probe pressure P23 
Combination probe pressure P4 
Total pressure ahead of compressor Pt 




POAT (8 ,Jl) 
POAT (9,Jl) 
POAT (10,Jl) 
Static port in casing #13 , s13 
Average reading of 4 static ports 
(#2 thru 5) (Hl + H2 + H3 + H4)/4 
Pressure ahead of compressor flow 
orifice Pl nozzle compr 
in Hub 
meter 
POAT (ll,Jl) Temperature ahead of compressor flow meter 
orifice Tl nozzle compr 
POAT (12,Jl) Pressure drop across compressor flow meter 
orifice Pnozzle compr 
POAT (13,Jl) Temperature reading from reference probe 
Tref 








combination probe to the reference probe 
Tprobe 
Radial immersion of the combination pro~e 




Test t of this run 
Point t of this test 
31 • 1 ••• 24 indicates I of radial position. 
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5.3. SUBROUTINE STOY: 
PURPOSE: Acquisition of flow data from the transonic 1-stage 
axial compressor using the steady state instrumentation. All 
data, gathered by this subroutine, will be used for the reduc-
tion (PROGRAM REDST: ~uce ~eady state data; see section 
8.3 of this report). The data array is designed to both 
resemble the data source location matrix (see Appendix A.l) 
and to discriminate groups of similar data by blank lines 
(Appendix A.2). CHJ(l) through CHJ(S), which contain all the 
pressures needed to calculate the flow rates, and CHJ(6), 
which is left blank, separates this group of data from the 
next one. The reason is to allow the investigator a quick 
check and verification of crucial data. The "units" of the 
readings depend on the amplifier settings, but usually each 
channel is calibrated to allow the operator to read voltages 
as a quantity in engineering units. As far as possible, 
amplifier drift is traced by the program (CBl(l), CH2(l) 
etc.). (The author is indebted to Laboratory's manager, 
Mr. Jim Hammer, who, with admirable patience, instructed 
the author in how b~st to handle data and data systems.) 
ARGUMENTS: IRON: if IRON is set to O (zero), taking pressure 
readings trom the Scanivalves (S/V) is skipped. This option 
was needed when the subroutine was first written ao that fre-
quent debugging runs did not put additional load• on the S/V'•· 
The standard entry is: IRON• l. Only then will th• reduction 
program REDST perform correctly. 
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EXTERNALS: TIME, ACQN, SCANR, CREAT, PURGE, OPEN, WRITF, CLOSE 
COMMON BLOCKS: CIBUF, CONTR, FMP. For detailed explanation 
refer to the TXC02 description 
MNEMONIC ABBREVIATIONS: 
RP •. • 
RT ••• 
PU 
~e2eat data acquisition at this operating condition 
End data acquisition and ~e~urn to calling program 
Allow ~rge of an existing data file 
ERROR MESSAGES : None 
PROCEDURE: For more detailed information, study the flow chart. 
After having assigned the accounting data and defined the I/0 
references, STDY presets all elements of the raw data array 
with -0.999999, which definitely never will occur as a data 
reading. Next, unless IRUN equals O {zero), the pressures 
on Scanivalves 1 and 4 are read. The voltages from scanner 
tl {LU#• 8) and scanner #2 {LUI 15) are read next, not depend-
ing on the value of IRUN. Mote, that the allocation for the 
voltages in the raw data array provides blocks of similar data, 
separated by blank lines. A set of control parameters {CNTRL 
(1) thru CNTRL {6)~ and CNTRL (15) and the case angle - which 
needs to be put in manually - completes the steady state data. 
Then the raw data is prin~ed ·to allow the operator to look 
at and to verify the newly acquired data. The data scan can 
either be repeated {Input: RP) or the subroutine terminates 
(Input: ST) storing the data in a type l disc file. If the 
automatically determined name for the data file already exists, 
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P ;u .4 
cc. w 
the operator either allows overwriting the existing file 
(Input: PU) or renames the current data file (Input: any 
alphabetic character other than T). Finally data file name and 
time are printed at the bottom of the data documentation page. 
DATA FILE: The default file name is T4rrss (rr ••• ASCII 
converted runt; ss .•. ASCII converted sequential I); see 
Appendix A.2: Steady State Data Array. CH4 Cl) through 
CH4 (26) are not used, because the reduction program will 
























data control block, used for 
FMP calls 
array to contain current file 
name 
specifies t of records and 
record length 
security code of data file 
cartridge reference number, where 
the raw data file is located 
ASCII converted security code 
ASCII converted cartridge refer-
ence number 






































suppresses line feed 
sup9resses line feed and carriage 
RETURN 
clears line above cursor 
multi9le entry flag 
count of current program run 
count of current data file se-
quential# 
type of raw data file 
number of words to be transferred 
in FMP calls 
temporary buffer variable 
Wt of standard input device 
(terminal) 
LU t of standard output device 
(line printer) 
subscript for data array DATA, 
specifies channel 
subscript for data array DATA 
control variable 
number of selected S/V 
determines delay in tens of 
milliseconds between closing 
S/V port and DVM reading 




























drift of amplifier S/V t4 
during test run 
LU# of the selected scanner 
instrument code (DVM ••• l 
and digital counter ••• 2) 
contains channel of scanner 
ASCII text to be printed, if 
value of DATA (J2,Jl) • 
-.999899 
decision variable 
ASCII converted month of current 
year 
ASCII converted day of the month 
ASCII converted last two digits 
of current year 
ASCII converted hour of the day 
(24 h clock) 
ASCII converted minute of the 
hour 
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5.4. PROGRAM LISTING TXC02 







•~ I FHP / IDCB(l44),IFILE<J>fISIZE<2>,ISECU,ICR 
~OHHON I FHP / IDCBlIFILEfI~ ZE1 ISECU,ICR INTEC.ER IDCB(l44>,IFI E<J>, SIZE<~> 
END 
FTN4 CONPILER: HP92060-lb092 REV. 1926 <790430> 
** NO WARNINC.S ** NO ERRORS** 
BLOCK CON"ON FHP SIZE • OOl!il 
' 
169 





~OH~N / CIBUF / IBUF 
INTEGER 18UF<1664> 
END 
FTN4 COMPIL~R1 HP92060-16092 REV, 1926 <?90431> 
•• NO WMNINGS ** NO ERRORS** 









co""°"/ CONTR / CNTRL INTEGER CNTRL(2S6> 
END 
FTN4 CD"PILER: HP92060-l6092 REV, 1926 (790430> 
- .. NO WARNINGS ** NO ERRORS ** 






































PROGRAM TXCO2 <3,99) 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
. The operating syst•" RTE IV 8 requests the data acquisition 
pro9ra" TXCO for the enc stoqc tronssonic co"grcssor to be 
'
alit int, several proqra"t scheduled by~th• father D~oqra" xca. Th1• son proqro" Txco~ consist• OT the subroul,nc• 
CO"B and STDY, Th••• cod•• handle the acquisition of the 
, steady state data ond a survey cunducted with the c1..tlination , 
probe, The data t~anslcr between father ond son prt~ra" 
takes place via the control array CNTRL <disc file CNTRLF> 
and the data array IBUF (disc file IBUFF>, 
Tht utilltY subrov1in11 ACQNt CNTL, CURVE, ICON, IPORT, 
PlCTR, REWRF, RPACE, 5CANR, IHE and WAIT are aadcd, 
Author: 
• Dcate 1 
Hean• M. Zebner 
Hcarch 12, 1980 
A detcailed proqraM d••cription is available in the TXCO loq. 
COMMON/ CONTR / CNTRL 
INTEGER CNTRLC256) 
DATA NOLF /906'53?/ 
It It I I It t I I I I I I I I I I I It t I I I It I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
. Set inter~ace bLs and devices to reMote centrol, 
CM.i.. AiRt' <7;2> I I ••• I ••• I I ••••••• I •••••••••••• I •• I •••••• I •• I I It ••• 
~:tt l~tl ~ 1U 
CALL RttOTE (12> . 
CA~L RHOTE <15) 
~ltll \ 1l!1HB 
WRITE <12,1201> 
WRITE < S,1501> 
t t I I I It I I I I It I I I I I I I It t I It I I I I I I I It I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
, Ccall subroutine indicated by CNTRL<S0), 
t;t~; ~;;i~ttki50 ~ ~~: .. ~.;. ~~~~. ~~~~ .•.•.•••.•.•••••.•••••••..••••• 
IF ( CNTRL<SO> .EQ, 6 > CALL STDY<CNTRL(!tl)) 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
. Relecase interface bus and devices fro" reMote control, 
. ;.;_;_. CLEAR. C;. i ) .. I ••••••• I ••••• I • I ••• ! •••• I •• I I • I I I ••• I I ••••• I I • I 
~ALL LOCL <7>' 











WR~TE <LI, 101) NOLF 
GO TO <01 1 02> ISTOP 
01 STOP Olli?? 
02 STOP 06'1'1 
03 WRITE <LI, 102) 
END 
FTN4 CO"PILER1 HP92060-16092 REV, 1926 <?90430) 












































It I I It I I I It t I I I I I It I I I I I I I I It t I I I I I I I I It I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
•~·ra,es·da;a·~ro"·,h&'co",1nat1on·probe:· ····· · ··· · ···· ··· ········ 
~OHHON / CIBUF / IBUF 
COHHON / CONTR / CNTRL 
COHHON / FHP / IDCB~IFILE,ISIZE,ISECU,ICR 
REAL PDAT<21 24> POSC7) 
INTEGER CNTRl<2S&>,IDCB<144>,IFILE<J>,ISIZE<2> 
INTEGER IBUF<1664> 
INTF.GER NOLF NOCR<2> ICLR<3> 
EQUIVALENCE ftBUF<1>:PDAT<1,1)) 
DATA NOLF /00653?8/ 
DATA NOCR /0000339 0404338/ 
DATA ICLR /01SS24B:01ss1sB,006S37B/ 
DATA IDCBS /144/ 
FORMATS COMB START 
100 FORHAT <Al"S"> 
101 FORHAT (•WARNINGt file •lA2• alrcad, exists! T,pe PU to• 
· ••a¼l•w purge or enter any char-•, 
*I acter but T to change file naMe.•3BX) 
102 F6RHAT (•File naM change succesful! •JA2" changed to •JA2> 
103 FORHAT <•"29X•gathering probe data1•29xM•A2> 
105 FSRNAT <••?bX•storing data in file •JA2,2&x••A2> 
10'7 F RMAT (A21 
210 FORHAT <• Hake sure~ that the 9930 receiver proqra" runs! Ty 
*De YES to continuc1•2A2> 
211 FORMAT<• •27x•TransferrinQ data to 9BJ0•27x••2A2> 
212 FORMAT(• •?9X/2A2• Data tran•fer co"pleted. Print transferr 
Std data7 Enter LU• or NOi •2A2) 
ill FORMAT(• Repeat data- transfer, Enter YES or NOi 
* •2A2> . 
215 FORHAT <• Waitina for 9830 storage procedure, T,pe C 
- *R to continue! i2A2) 
116 FORHAT (• Check svnchronisatlon of Master and slave prograM! 
* lYRC CR TO continue! •2A2) 
11• FOR"AT (• •16X•Probc surve, Gt this co~stellation COMpleted•17 
•x••A2// 
••T,pe TR to transfer the data to HP 9930 calculator•/ J:a.A2/ ST to save the Data in HP 21HX disc file NJA2•1•A2 
•• •2A2> 
\\7 FORHAT <• •zsx•Chcck raw data of this scan1•2,x••AZ// 
••T,pe RE to re~eat this point•/ 
•• NE to proceed to the next point•/ 
•• EN to ter"inat• the survc, at this constellation•/ 
•• •2A2> 
,,. FORHAT c21x•,Ra•c,A20·11x•ygw eoa1,•1 
•24X • 1nchcs •1 
•• CoMbination probe •F10,l,10X,F10,3••1 
•• Type 'A' probe •F18,3,lOX,F10,J••t 
•• Typec'B' probe •F10,}~i8X•FlO.J••11 
•• as• angle •2ox rl .~• // 
••Type UP to •Pdate those readinqs•/ 
•• TA to take a data ••tat this constellation•/ 
•• . •2A2> 
119 FORMAT(• Enter case an91e•34X,2A2) 
120 FORMAT c• Is this co~b~nation orobe surve, done before<•, 
· ••1> or after <2> the rotor? •2A2> 
,21 FORMAT(• PDAT(•12• ·12•> • ACQN<•12• ·12• •13•) ha• been• 
··•exected( result 1•'•Fl0,6 .. A2) ' ' 
122 FOR"AT • PDAT(•Ta• •12•) • SCANR<•12• •12• •11•) has been ••• 
~,*ii~a:+ <r,,ult ia •~10,&••AZ> 1 ' 
lta FORNAt <b, 
149 FORMAT <<3A2>> 
i89 FORMAT ((21F6.4)> 
••1 F-VRHAT <lH ,••:11111~J•x 

















602 FORMAT <1H ,4S<1H >,33HTranssooic CoMar~ssor Test Runt ,I7> 
603 FORMAT (1H ,S8<1H >,6HDate: ,A2,1H/ A2,1H/ A2) 
604 FORMAT (1H ,"",S8(1H ),6HT1"e: ~A2,!H,,A2 1iH h,/////) 
605 FORMAT <1HO •i,nstelb~tion t•13 "/liH ~9F10.6/ 
*1H ~&ox,JF16. IR t' ,dFiu,&7iR A2oxA~Fto.&,F10.t 44I10/> 606 FORnAT ,1HO,"Data ~ransferred to nP 9~30 file •1ox~.•> 
607 FORMAT (iHO,•Data saved in ~llc •JA2•r•A2":•A2~ 
610 FORMAT(" 












































FORMAT<• A REGISTER IS •K6• 
FORMAT (MF1R7M3A1HOTJ•> 
FORMAT (•PF4G&TM) 
8 REGISTER IS •K6/) 
UBt 
FORMATS COMB STOP 
IF < IENTR ,NE. 0 >GOTO 7211 
IENTR • 1 
IBBEF: s 
ISECU • CNTRL<J1> 
ICR • CNTRL(JO> 
IlYPE: \024 
ISIZE<1> • 8 
ISIZE<2> • 128 
7211 1Aoc C~T!hbt?l 
7213 WRITE <LI, 120) NOCR 
READ <LI *> IPOS 
WRITE <LI: 149) ICLR 
IF< IPOS ,LT, 1 ,OR, IPOS .GT, 
IDOCF • IDOCF+1 
DO 7212 1•1,1024,t 
7212 IBUF <I> •O 
WRITE <10,1001> 
WRITE (12,1201> 
LO • CNTRL< 20 > 
6~~TETl~~ 1i~YNtii~ltlTEAR,IHOUR,IHIN) 
WRITE (L0:603> IMON~IDAY~IYEAR · 
WRITE <L0,&04) IHOUK1 IHIN WRITE <L0,601) 
J1 • 0 
20 Jt • J1+1 
25 IS • a.--..!"ll~ ,'I  
Ii:\ 
IF < IPOS .EQ, 2 > J3 • 30 
IF< IPJS .EQ. 1 > J3 • 38 
POS<I2> • SCANR<IS,J3,IC> 
12 • 12+1 
IF< IPOS ,EQ, 2 > 13 • Jt 
IF < IPOS .El~. 1 > JJ • 39 
POS<l2) • ~CANR<IS,JJ,IC> 
12 • 12+1 
DO 21 J3•32 JS 1 
POS<I2> • stAN~<IS,JJ,IC> 
21 £n 221,i:1 s 2 
22 POS<I2> • ~O~<I2>*1000, 
2J 18s7f2f2: 2~3t~12>•10000. 
WRITE <LI, 119) NOCR 
. ti~,E ~ti• 14J~ gr~?> 
-24 WRITE <LI! 119> (POS<I2>,12•1,7>,N0CR 
READ <LI 149> IDUH 
WRITE <LI; 149) <ICLR,I•t~tt> 
IF ( IDUH .EQ, 2HTA) Gu TO 4711 
IF< IDUH .EQ, 2HUP >GOTO 2S-
GO TO 24 




4111 IW • CNTRL<250> 
WRITE <LI, 103> NOLF 







































































, ·Gather data recorded via s1v•1 <J0•1>. 




PDAT<J2 Ji)• ACQN<J0 JJ IW> 
WRITE <LI, 121) J2,11:Jo:1:s,1w,PDAT(J2,J1),NOLF 
J3. 9 
J2 • 1 
PDAT<J2 J1) • ACQN<J0,JJ IW> 
WRITE <LI, 121> J2,J1,JO;JJ,IW,PDAT(J2,J1),NOLF 
JJ • 20 
J2 • 8 
PDAT<J2 Ji>• ACQNCJ0 J3 IW> 
WRITE <LI, 121> J2,J1;Jo;JJ,IW,PDAT<J2,J1>,NOLF 
SUN • 0, 
DO 1 J3•30,33 
J2 • 9 
PDAT CJ2 Ji)• ACQN(J0 JJ IW> 
WRITE <Li, 121) J2~J1,fo,J3,1w,PDAT<J2,J1),NOLF 
1 SUH• SUH+PDAT<J2 Ji) 
PDAT<J2,J1> • SUH}4. 
t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I If I I I I I I I I I 
ji,1 ~ I 4' I I If I I I I I I I I I I I I I•, I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It It I I I I I I I It I It I 
i~ ~ i~i, :i8: i ~ iJ:; 
J2 • 3 
PDATCJ2 Ji)• ACQN(J0 JJ IW> 
~JITEI~hA' ~la~ J ,{1i¼O~J1,Iw,PDAT(J2,J1),NOLF 
IF ( lPOS ,EQ. 1 > J3 • 8 
J2 • 4 
PDAT(J~ J1> • ACQN<J0·JJ IW> 
WRITE <lI, 121> J2,J1~Jo:J3,IW,PDAT<J2,J1>,NOLF 
IF< IPOS .EQ, 2 > J3 • S 
IF ( IPOS .EQ, 1 ) J3 • 9 
J2 • S 
PDAT(J2 Ji)• ACQN(J0 JJ 1) . 
WRITE <LI, 121> J2,J1:10:J3,IW,PDAT<J2,J1>,NOLF 
It t I I. I It I I I I I I I I It It I I I I I I It I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Gather data recorded via scannert1 <IS•S>, 
ii'~'i' I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I• I" I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I, 
IC• 2 
J3 - 1? 
J2 • 18 
PDAl{J2 ii)• SCANR(IS SJ IC) 
WRI E <l, 122> J2,J ,ts;l3,IC,PDAT(J2,J1>,NOLF 
IC • 1 
J;J • 25 
J2 • 1 
PDAT<J2,J1> • SCANR(IS J3 IC> 
WRITE <LI, 122) J2,J1,is,J:s,Ic,PDAT(J2,J1),NOLF 
J3 • 26 
J., • 10 
P6AT<J2 J1> • SCANR<IS J3 IC) 
WRITE <lI, 122> 12,11,is,J3,1c,PDAT<J2,11>,NDLF 
JJ • 27 
~iArcll,11> • SCANR(IS JJ IC) 
WRITE <LI, 122> J2,J1,tfs,J:s 61c,PDAT<J2,J1>,NOLF IF C IPOS .EQ. 2 > J • 3 
IF< IPOS .EQ. 1 > JJ • 38 
J2 • 15 
PDAT<J2 Ji>• SCANR<IS J3 IC> 
~JITE ~~§' ~t~~ Ji,11 1ts~jllic,PDAT<J2,.r1>,NOLF 




























PDAT<J2 Jl> • SCANR<IS JJ IC> 
WRITE <lI, 122) J2,J1,fS,JJ,IC,PDAT<J2,J1>,NOLF 
JJ • 37 
J2 • 2 . 
PDAT(J2 J1) • SCANR<IS JJ IC> 
WRITE (LI, 122) J2,J1,iS,jJ,IC,PDAT<J2,J1>,NOLF 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: GGthar data recorded via scannert2 <IS•1S>. 
ts·.:.· 15 .......................................................... . ,s"·.1i  
DO 2 J3•4 S 
PDAT(J2 J{> • SCANR(IS JJ IC> 
WRITE <lI, 122) J2.tJ1,ts,J3,rc,PDAT(J2,J1>,NOLF 
2 SUN• SUN+PDAT<J2 1> 
PDAT<J2,J1> • SUM}2, 
J3 • 1B 
J2 • 13 
PDAT<J2 Ji>• SCANR<IS JJ IC> 
WRITE <lI, 122) J2,J1,is,J3,IC,PDAT(J2,J1>,NOLF 
J3 • 141 
J., • 14 
PDAT(J2 Ji>• SCANR<IS JJ IC> 
WRITE <LI, 122> 12,11,ts,}J,IC,PUAT<12,J1>,NOLF 
I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1,1 I I I I I I If I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
013352 cc SJ , GGthar the rest of the required data. 







8 PDAT(21,J1> • CNTRL<6> 
S PDAT<17 Jt> • POS<7> l¼tt so ~IIll \t~· tY~l iol~p2ai,I,Jl>,I• 1 , 21 > 
0362 READ <LI' 149) IDUH' 
0363 WRITE <LI: 149> <ICLR,I•1n6> 
Ht~ l~ 1 ½RH~ :i8: ~~~i ~ gli t8 it1.1 
0366 IF< IDUH .EQ, 2HEN >GOTO 51 





8 51 IFILE<1> • 2HTS 
3 9 IFILE<2> • ICON<CNTRL<4>,0> ,i~, !~l~~<!>Icoi~¥~!iB~~~,O) 
0372 JCR • ICON<ICR 01 
0373 WRITE <LI, 116) ~OLF,IFILE,JSECU,JCR,NOCR 
0314 READ <LI 149) IDUN 
0~75 WRITE <LI! 149> <\CLR,l•loS> 
11;9 I~ i lBHR :(8: 2~~~ l ~o t8 If 
8318 GO TO 51 












I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
, Data tran•fer to HP 9830 for reduction, No stora9e on 21NX! 
11 w1ttt·.cti;·210~·;.,oct·············································· 
READ <LI, 149) IDUN . . . ... - .. -
WRITE <LI, 149> IClR 
IF ( IDUN ,NE. 2HYE >GOTO 11 
WRITE< 7, 701) ISYNCH 
WRITE <LI, 216) NOCR 
READ (LI •> IDUN 
~Ill! \ti~ ~1Il ~StJ 
B8 ;1 }:\•I\ 






















































• • t t t t t t It t t It I I I It t t It I I I I It I I I I I I It I It t t I I I I I I I I I It It t t I, I I It I I I 
. Save data on 21HX disc. No transfer to HP 9830. 
SJ CONTiNUE . .. I ••• I. I • ' I I I I. I I ••••••••••• I I •••••••••••• I • I •• I I • I I •••• 
418 WRITE <LI lOS> <IFILE<J2) J2•1 J) NOLF 
~,L~ ~,,:t ~!¥7B,aE~RcoFthE4JWtzE:ITYPE,ISECU,ICR,IDCBS> 
WRITE <LI,101) <IFILE<J2),J2•1,J) :ir~E ttf,tl~~ lB~: 
IF ( IDUN' .NE, 2HPU > ca TO 419 
CALL PURGE <IDCB,IERRAIFILE~ISECU,ICR> 
IF< IERR ,LT, 0 > :,TOP 1~ 
CO TO 418 
419 CALL CODE ... 
WRITE <NEW 100) IDUH 0,1 
WRITE <LI,!02> <IFILE<J2>,J2•1,3>,MEW,<IFILE<J2>,J2•2,3> 
IFILE< 1 > • NEW 
GO TO 418 
~20 CM.L OPEN <IDCl,IERRAIF1LE 1 IOPTN,ISECU,ICR,1DCBS> IF < IERR . Lr. 0 > :,TOP to 
~,L~ ~,,,F ~C97s,,E,R~~B,Tl;L> 
CALL CLOSE <IDCB,IERRAO> 
IF < IERR .LT. 0 > ::,rOP 20 




WRITE <•.O,biO) HOUR ,Il'tIN 
l~bURN 
FTN4 COHPIL~R: HP92060-16092 REV, 1926 <790430) 
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Acquires data fro" the transsonic 1-st~q• ax1al co"pre•sor. 
This subroutine takes care of the steady state.data, either 
in a long or a short run <IRUN•i resp. 0), 
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0531 C 
11!5 C 
0534 ails 0 36 




054'3 'I .... '4'5 4& 
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iifl 








01 111111~~: l2a 
WRITE <10, 1001) 
WUTE <12, 1201> 
IFRIT • 2HT4 
LI • CNTRL(19> 
LO • CNTRL<20> 
CALL TIME <l"QN~IDAYfIYEAR,IHOUR,IHIN) 
~lllf ft8:t8~~ ~ J~~ItiiJ~IYEAR WRITE <L0,604) IHOUK,IH N 
WRITE <L0,601> poc • 1+IDOC 
os wi2i' 71~:IBSi~ 
• t. I. f It I I I It I I It It t I I I I It I I I It I I It I I I I I I I I I I I It It I I I I I I I I I I It t I It 
: Preset data array DATA<48,4> with the du""Y variable -.999999 
, t• "ake trouble shooting easier. 
D0'66' Ji•i I I 4· i I •••• I ••••••• I. I. I I I •• I. I ••• I •• I. I I •••••• I. I •••• I •• 
DO 061 J2•1'48 1 1 
06 DATA<J2dJ1S •'-0,999999 
IF< IR N ,EQ. 0 >GOTO 11 
I I It I I I I I If I I I I I I It I I I I I l•I t I I I I I I I It I I If If I I I I I I It If I I I If I I I It I I I I 
Acquire pressure• fro" ~cannivalve-scanner-DVN syste". Only 
. perfor"s in a 10-.-run. 
I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I o f I f I I I I I t t I I I I I I I I I I I t I t t I t t t I t f I I I I I t I f I t I I I I 
JO • 1 
.J1 • s. 
IW • CNTRL<250> 
~T11J~
2j}S4~'lcQN<JI J2 IW> 
a? WRITE C(I, 120) J2,J1~Jo:J2,IW,DATA(J2,J1>,NOLF 
JO • 4 
J1 • 2 
IW • CNTRL<250> 
DO IIJ J2•1 45 1 
08 Btit,1ltl!'12~~c11!1t~11:1r:I~,DAT~<J2,J1,,NaLF 
If t It It I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I It t I I I It t If t I 
Subtract tare fr•" pressure readinqs, 
tMEi . ..... ·.;. ·DAtA( . i. Ii; •••• I • I • I • I • I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TARD • DATAC 1: 2> 
Ji• 1 
DO 19 J2•1 48 l 
09 ~-T~CJ2,J1S •'DATACJ2,J1>-TMES. 
6~ 11 J2•t 45 l 
10 DATA(J2,J1~ •'DATA<J2,Jl>-TARE2 
t I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I It I I I It I It I I It I 
Acq11ire data <pressures, te,.peratures, torq11e, speed, probe 
, positions> fr•" scanner-DU" 1r scanner-counter •yste"• 
11 l'i •••i• I I I It I! t I·•-~!! I I I I·-~_! IJ , .•. f I I I I I I l.~I I I .... I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
ff.I~~•;:s•~•sc-,1• ,. IC> 
"'ITE clI, 121) J2,J1,ts,J3,Ic,DATACJ2,Jl),NOLF ,2 iJ: u•1 
82T1fJi
2its1!·§cANR(IS JJ IC> 
WRITE <lI, 121> J2,Jt,fs,J3,IC,DATA<J2,Jt>,NOLF 
13 J3 • J3+1 
182 
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2i11'l7s!ANR<IS JJ IC) 
WRITE <LI, 121) J2,J1,is,JJ,IC,DATA(J2,J1>,NOLF 
14 J3 • J3+l 
JJ. 4 
8iTlf1l
2jt! 1 ~ 5~eANR<IS J3 IC) 
WRITE <lI, 121> J2,J1,is,jJ,IC,DATA<J2,J1>,NOLF 
1S J3 • J3+1 
JJ • 12 
8~r1t1l 2jfI•~1,eANR<IS J3 IC> 
WRITE <lI, 121) J2,J1,fs;J3,IC,DATA<J2,J1>,NOLF 
16 J3 • J3+1 
Ji:\, 
J2 • 33 
DATA(J2 J1> • SCANR<IS JJ IC> 
WRITE <lI, 121> J2,J1,is,jJ,IC,DATA<J2,Jl>,NOLF 
IS• 1S 
J3 • 40 
~T1r1i2if1•!5d~ANR<IS J3 IC> 
WRITE <lI, 121> J2,Jt,fs,jJ,IC,DATA<J2,Jl>,NOLF 
17 J3 • J3+1 
J3 • S2 
B~r1,1~2· 1~•!9s~ANR<IS J3 IC) 
WRITE <l , 121> J2,J1,is,JJ,IC,DATA<J2,J1>,NOLF 
18 JJ • J3+1 
IS• 8 JHi -~ l~ :_{ __ _ 
lt5! 
ltH 














"I" HJ e 
iUi ~ 
S:I9l1fti!>121fc,~~Jf~ti~J¼~lc,DATA<J2,J1>,NOLF 
J3 • 1'1 




lATA<12 Jl) • SCANR<IS J3 Ii:> 
WRITE <lI, 121) 12,J1,fs,J3,Ic,DATACJ2,Jt),NOLF 
IS • 15 · u: ~; 
DATA(J2 Jl) • SCANR<IS J3 IC> 
w91TE <lI, 121> 12,11,fs,iJ,Ic,MTA<J2,11>,NOL~ 
31: 51 
DATACJ2 Jl> • SCANR<IS J3 IC> 
i:Jl~J~l!t>l!1~Ntil{l,t,,JJ,IC,DATA<J2,Jl),NOLF 
DATA<34!Jt> • CNTRL( 5) 
DATA<JS,Jl> • CNTRL< 6> 
IATA<j6,Jl) • BNTRL( 2) ATA( '1,Jl> • NTRL< 1> o:J:t31•31t: c:tlE~ 1ti 
· W!ITE <lI, 106> NOCR <1> ,NOCR Cit~ ttf, 1 .. ,l f~lt<43 , 11> 
IF< DATA(43,J1l ,EQ, H99 > STOP 0601 
I I I. I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I•• t, •II It I I I I I I I I It t I I I I I I I I I I I It 
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RlTE <LO, 60S> <J2,J2•1,4) 
1•1 
CALL CODE 
WRITE <IDATA,115) <DATA<J1,J2>,J2•1,4) 
DO 20 J'2•1 4 1 
IFI) < DATA<11:J2>
0 1
NE, -.999999 > GD TO 20 
I ATAC ?,J~) • N (1) 
IDATA< 8,J2> • NOC2> 
DO 19 J3•1 6 1 
ii istn~i1,12>'• '."H -
WRITE <LO~ 608) J1,<<IDATA<J3,J2>,J3•1,8>,J2•1,4),J1 
~ ,•,ftis1:~,t.NE, Ji> GD T0"23 
CALL CODE 
WRITE <IDATA,115> <DATA(J1,J2>,J2•1,4> 
DO 22 J2•1 4 1 
IF< DATA<J1:J2> ,NE, -,999999 >GOTO 22 
IDATA< 1 J2> • N0<1> 
IDATA< 8:J2> • N0<2> 
DO 21 J3•1 6 1 
21 IDATACJ3,J~>'• 2H 
22 CONTINUE 
tt~It~ ~io, 606> J1,<<IDATACJ3,J2>,J3•1,8>,J2•1,4),J1 
23 
6i~TECY¥1ATA,11S) CDATACJ1,J2>,J2•1,4) 
DO 2S J2•1 4 1 
IF C DATA<Jt:J2> ,NE, •,999999 >GOTO 25 
IB:f:t l:il~: #8ti: 
DO 24 J3•t 6 1 
24 IDATA<J3,J~>'• 2H 
25 CONTIN1JE 




DO 28 J2•1 4, 1 lF < DATA(J1,J2) ,NE. -.999999 > GO TD 28 
tB:J:t 1:J,~: Btil 
DO 27 JJ•t 6 1 
,., i~TA<Jf,J~>'• 2H 
8 wrtli"¥La, 606> Jt~<<IDATA<J3,J2>,J3•t,a>,J2•t,4>,Jt 
WIITE <Lf 609) <J~ J2•1 4> ~elr~u'!" ',1~t~BAts1vEM,1HOU1,1N1M> 
:t9 • ~8:H!f oS l~ ~ i~'• ,LT~ 110 >GOTO 32 
32 1,lt,, !~~ill 
l~l~I\!\: lBS:\~l~~:1,•> 
• • • • • • t t • e I t t t t I I t t t I I I I I t t I I t I I I I t I I • I I I I t t t t I I I t t I I I t I t I I I t I I I I I 
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GO TD OS 
•II It t I I• t It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I It I I I I I I I I I It I 
. Store acquired data on a disc type 1 file, 
JS Witt£' <Li·· i6S> · iFtLt;Ncn:.F· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • • • • • • • • 
CALL CREAf <IDCB,IERR~IFILE~ISIZE,ITYPE,ISECU,ICR,IDCBS> IF C IERR .GT. O > wO TD ~7 
WRITE <LI, 101) IFILE 
READ <LI, 149) IDUN 
WRITE <LI, 149) (ICLR,I•1t3> O 
IF ( IDUH ,Eg. 2Hst > S OP 06 3 
Q;IfE
1
,~~ i~l} It~r~.lsi8u:9ci6 
CALL PURGi <IDCB,IERR.._IFILE/ISECU,ICR> 
IF< IERR ,LT. 0 > ::,TOP Oo04 
GO TO JS 
36 CALL CODE 
WRITE <NEW 100) IDIJH 
WRITE <LI,'102> IFILE,NEW,IFILE<2l,IF1LE<3> IF ILE< 1 > • NEW 
GO TO JS 
37 CALL OPEN <IDCB,IERR.._IFILE,InPTN,lSECU,ICR,IDCBS> 
IF < IERR , Lr, O > ::,TOP 0605 
CALL WRITF <IDCB,IERR.._DATA.IU 
IF < IERR ,LT. 0 > ::,TOP 0606 
CALL CLOSE <IDCB,IF.RRL0> 
IF ( IERR .LT, 0 > ::,TOP 0607 
I~~ ilH= :18: i ~ ~llfi ~c8:tli~ i~ltr:il!EH:121;~8 
WRITE <LO,612> IHDUR,IHIN 
RETURN 
END 
'TN4 COHPILER1 HP92060-16092 REV, 1926 (790430) 
aa NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS aa PROGRA" • 03193 COHHON • 00000 
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6. PROGRAM TXC03 
6 • l • DESCRIPTION 
TXCOJ is a son program of the father program TXCOI, by 
which it is scheduled if one of the following operations is 
desired: 
7 - Check the instrumentation 
8 Manipulate the program control array CNTRL. 
When scheduled by TXCOJ, which suspends operation while the 
son program TXC03 executes, the program TXC03 reads the pro-
gram control array from the disc, sets the HP interface bus 
. " 
and the measurement and control devices to remote control, 
preprograms the digital voltmeter (DVM), the scanners and the 
counter. CNTRL(S0) is the actual decision variable to select 
and call the subroutine, which performs the desired operation. 
When this subroutine has terminated, the interface bus and 
the devices are released from remote control and the control 
array is written into a disc file, so that the next TXCO module 
can read it. The correct termination of each subroutine can 
be verified by checking the stop codes. Note that all stop 








TXCOJ STOP 0777 
TXCOJ : STOP 1077 
EXTERNALS: REWRF, ABRT, RMOTE, CHECK, CBNGE, CLEAR, LOCI, 





The FORTRAN-IV compiler for the HP 21 MX computer requests 
COMMON blocks to be predefined in a BLOCK DATA subroutine 
prior to using a COMMON block in a program, subroutine or 
function. 
BLOCK DATA Subroutine Arrais & Variables Len9:th in Words 
FMP IDCB,IFILE,ISIZE,ISECU,ICR 227B = 15110 
CIBUF IBCF 3200B = 166410 
CONTR CNTRL 400B = 25610 
The arrays and variables allocated by the COMMON block FMP are 
frequently used for the data transfer from and to the disc. 
COMMON block CIBUF is designed to take the largest raw data 
array in the TXCO data acquisition and reduction system -
IBUF(1664) in subroutine FREER. The program modules CHECK 
and CHNGE do not use the complete area allocated by CIBUF. 
COMMON block CONTR allocates the space for the control array 
CNTRL. 
MNEMONIC ABBREVIATIONS: None 
ERROR MESSAGES: If CNTRL(S0) is less than 7 or greater than 
8, no subroutine has been selected and the program terminates 
outputting an error message (FORMAT 1102) to the standard in-
put device, i.e. the terminal. 
PROCEDURE: For more detailed information, study the flow 
chart and the information given in the subroutine descriptions. 
DATA FILE : None 
187 
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VARIABLES IN BLOClt DATA CIBUP: 
IBUP (1664) integer 
VARIABLES IN BLOCJt DATA CONTR: 
CNTRL (256) i.ntec;er 
VARIABLES IN PROGRAM TXC03: 





data control block 
array to contain file name 
array to contain t of records 
in the first and record length 
in 16-bit-words in the second 
word 
security code of data file 
cartridge reference number, 
where data file is located 
butter array for the raw data 
proqram control array 
pr09ram control array 
auppr••••• line feed 
Wt of atandard input device 
(terminal) 
control variable to select 
STOP code 
. --·- --··. -· - . ••-1 






U• CNiRI.. (19) 
--------- --- ··--------------------~------
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----- -- ------ --
----------·- --·-
NO 
. ,Id ,'nttzrfo.cc 6u1 
t a'ei,,cc,t lo 
rcmo/c ccr,m,t ~ 
CALL /<BRT f"l,2 
. CALL RMorE r 8) 
CALL RMOre r10) 
CALL. lh·t<7r~ fl2) 
CALL R/'torc Ot;) 
M'Jrt rr, IOI I 
w,n oo, 1001 J 





-----'' LIi ~,,;~.. ."f II" W~c- <f"-S" 
----~ ""'°'"'"V ,II/ 
lo 4jil&I' t,,,6j'mtrl• 
aco~ 
IS~,,,_z -•--- - --------
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4 ».• 4 *'iii 
AD•A113 895 BDM CORP MONTEREY CA / FIG 5/8 ·. 
TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR: PROGRAM SYSTEM TXCO FOR DATA ACQUISITION ••ETC(U) 
OCT 80 H ZEBNER NOOOI4•78•C•0204 
NPS•67•80•02CR NL 
••••• • • 
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6.2. SUBROUTINE CHECK: 
PURPOSE: This subroutine enables the investigator to 
(independently from the data acquisition modules ABSRV, CALIB, 
FREER, PACER, COMB and STOY) check all data locations to 
troubleshoot or verify the transonic compressor test rig 
measurement system. 
ARGUMENTS: LO 1 this variable specifies the output unit 
where the protocol of the check is directed to. In any case, 
the data are displayed on the standard input device (terminal 
LI) and if LO is equal to LI, double output is suppressed. 
The selection of LO• 6 (line printer) is an appropriate 
choice for a hardcopy of the check protocol. 
EXTERNALS: ACQN, SCANR, RPACE. 
COMMON BLOCK: CONTR; for detailed explanation refer to the 
TXC03 description. 
MNEMONIC ABBREVIATIONS: None 
ERROR MESSAGES: None 
PROCEDURE: For more detailed information, study the flow 
chart. After having assigned the I/0 reference, CHECK asks 
--th~ -opera tor which-particular. system should be checked. 
Instrumentation code 
1 
ayatem being checked 
S/V-S/V controller - •canner -





System Being Checked 
amplifier - scanner - DVM - system 
Pacer 
The operator then selects the desired code and the program 
branches. 
i) S/V - S/V controller - scanner - DVM - system 
The operator has to input the number (l thru 5) of 
the S/V, the low port and the high port. Erroneous input will 
cause the program to re-request the data. If S/V 12 is se-
lected and either low or high port are odd, they will be 
increased to the next even number. In increments of l (2 
resp., if S/V 12 is addressed) the subroutine steps from low 
to high port, taking a reading of each. The result is dis-
played and printed immediately. Upon completion the operator 
is asked whether another check shall be done. The answer is 
YES or NO, and if YES is entered, SUBROUTINE CHECK is run 
again from the beginning. 
ii) amplifier - scanner - DVM - system 
The operator has to input the number (l or 2) of the 
scanner, the low channel and the high channel. Erroneous in-
put of the scanner twill cause the program to re-request the 
data, whereas no check is made whether the boundaries for the 
scan, low channel ILOW and high channel IHIGH, are correct. 
In increments of l the subroutine steps from low channel to high 
channel, taking a reading at each port. The result is displayed 




asked whether another check shall be done. The answer is YES 
or NO, and if YES is entered, SUBROUTINE CHECK is run again 
from the beginning. 
iii) Pacer 
The operator has to input the pacer control para-
meters: 
AOCHNL A/D analog input channel to be selected by 
the A/D converter multiplexer. 






= l allows pacer to trigger A/D conversion at 
the specified position in any blade inter-
val. The variable PAIR is ignored. 
= 2 causes pacer to select blade pair t PAIR. 
t of blade pair selected (l - 9) 
Start count to step through blade passage 
Increment to step through blade passage 
Stop count to step through blade passage 








---· - -· . ,,,. 





This sketch shows how the pacer control parameters 
identify the location, where the probe takes data . 
Upon completion the operator is asked whether 
another check shall be done. The answer is YES or 
NO, and if YES is entered, start to read this sec-
tion SUBROUTINE CHECK again. 












tut of standard output device 
(line printer) 
program control array 
suppresses line feed 
suppresses line feed and carriage 
return 


















































I 4 It w A C nu 
Pacer control parameter 
Pacer control parameter 
Pacer control parameter 
Pacer control 9arameter 
Pacer control parameter 
Pacer control parameter 






LUI of standard interactive 
input device (system terminal) 
line count 
decision variable 
t of desired S/V (l - 5) 
low port of desired S/V 
high port of desired S/V 
increment to step from low to 
high port 
delay between closing S/V port 
and taking the DVM reading in 
tens of ms. 
pressure reading (raw data) 
t of desired scanner (l or 2) 
low channel of desired scanner 
high channel of desired •canner 
LUt of the desired scanner 
voltage reading (raw data) 
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6.3. SUBROUTINE CHNGE: 
PURPOSE: Change any element of the program control array CNTRL 
on line and display any element of CNTRL. 
ARGUMENTS: None 
EXTERNALS : CODE, REWRF 






~hange CNTRL Ci) to new value 
~isplay current value of C?TTRL (i) 
!•turn to the calling program 
~: C is followed by the value of «i » and the new 
value for «CNTRL ( i) » and D is followed by the value 
of «i ». 
ERROR MESSAGES: None 
PROCEDURE: For more detailed information, study the flow 
chart. After having assigned the I/O reference and reset 
the line count, the operator is asked what to do. The input 
in the first inverse video box specifies where to branch to. 
i) Change CNTRL (i) to new value Input: c 
The control character C ia followed by the value of 
«i» and the new value for «CNTRL (i)». Each of the latter 
data items has to be aligned to the right margin of the two 
209 
following inverse video boxes. If the input is to be 
compiled as ASCII code, the identifier 2H has to precede 
the two input characters. 
EXAMPLE A) Suppose, the time delay IW between closing 
a S/V port and taking the OVM reading shall be changed to 
l second, which is 100*10 milliseconds. Enter 
@ ~ _1 ___ 1_00_
1 
and press the RE'l'ORN key. The subroutine responds dis-
playing the message CNTRL (250) changed from 80 to 100. Where 
80 is the previous value of CNTRL (250). 
EXAMPLE B) The character, used to display the just 
acquired wave form in subroutine PACER shall be changed to 
the asterisk ( • 2H* 
(]] f 2491 -------Iii-' blank, because subroutine 
PICTR outputs this item 
in Al-Format 
and press the I RETURN I key. The subroutine responds 
displaying 
orrRL (249) changed from 2H+u to 2H*u • 
where the add sign ( • 2H+u) was previously used for the plot. 
ii) Dis~lay actual value of CNTRL (i) [Input: D] 
The control character C ia followed by the value 
of «i » and, only if the element CNTRL (1) shall be displayed 
in ASCII-mode, the string «2H » . The data for « i» has to 
be aligned to right margin of the second inverse video box 




EXAMPLE A) Display the value for the cartridge reference 
number, where the raw data files are located. Appendix A.3 
(Program Control Array) reveals that you ~ave to look into 
CNTRL(30). Enter 
I 
and press the RE'l'ORN key. The subroutine responds by 
informing you that 
The actual value of CNTRL (30) is 26. 
EXAMPLE B) Display the first two characters of the name 
of the raw data file, which are written into CNTRL (32). Since 
the file name is ASCII coded, the ASCII-identifier «2H» must 
not be forgotten. Enter 
[!} Q!) 2H 
and press the I RETURN I key. The subroutine responds by 
informing you, that 
The actual value of CNTRL (32) is 2HTS. 
This information reveals that the last data acquisition was 
a combination probe survey, since there all data file names 
start with «TS» • 
iii) Return [Input: R) 
Enter Rr Now the subroutine aaks, whether to clear 
the informative responses, displayed by this subroutine 
previously. Inputting anything el•• but NO initializes the 
program to clear the screen. 
Then the subroutine terminates writing the modified 
control array back into disc file. 
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6.4. P~OGRAM LISTIMG TXCOl 
,AGE IHI HM, 4112 '" TUE,, 23 SEP,, 1980 
OH "'j ... .. , .. 
Ill! 
FTN4 L . 
'kOCIC DATA •£ I FNP I lDC8(144>,lFILEC3>fISIZE<2>,ISECU,1CR 
~ONttON I'"' I lDCB,lFlLEJIS ZE~lSECU,ICR i~Er.£1 IDC8<144),1FlLE<3>,iSIZE<~> 
""" COMPIUR1 HP92161-16192 REV, 1926 <790430> 
.. NO IMININC8 ** NO ERROltl •• 







,,,. , .. 
PAGE 0002 FTN., 4112 PN TUE,, 23 SEP., 1980 
.. 
ioo,8 BLOCK DATA 00 •~ / CIBUF / IFUF(l664) 009 ~ONNON / CIBUF / 18UF 
0010 INTEGER IBUF<1664> 
HU END 
FTN4 Cm.PILER1 HP92068-l6092 REV, 1926 <190430> 
** NO WARNINGS•• NO ERRORS** 








iOMCIN / CONTR / CNTRL NTEGER CNTRL<2S6> ND 
FTN4 COMPILER, Htl92060-16092 REV, 1926 <791430) 
•• NO WAININCS ** NO ERRORS** 









PAGE 0114 FTN, 4112 PM TU£,, 23 SEP,, iftl 
:uz ,01, S 
UH ~ 
1824 ~~ 002'5 
BH• 
Ult ~ un I! 
003§ C 
l3!4 ~ 












"'' 00$8 OH9 0061 C 
Ull E 
1863 cc oo,4 
















PROCIIIM TXCOJ <J,99) 
I I I I I I I I t I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I t f I I I t I t I t I I I I I I t I I I I I I I 
Autho,., 
• Date 1 
Hean• M, Zebn•,. 
"ca,-ch 12, 1991 
, A detcail•d p,-o,,-ca" de•c,.iption is cavcailcabl• in the TXCD l•I• , 
• ~ · tti 1;.;J son· pr 01;.a;. · o; · ~a ttae;. · pritara;. · t1cc6: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
CD"MON / CDNTR / CNTIL 
INTEGER CNTILC2S6) 
DATA NOLF /OOftSJ?B/ 
I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
~:tt·::ar~,t;ai· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · ···· 
CALL RHOTE CU> 
~ALL l~ll HU 
wfi~E < 8 801) 
WRITE c10:1uu 
IHI Ui~HIB 
I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I t I t I t I I I t I I t I I I I I t I t I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
, Cell sub,-outine lndiccat•d b, CNTRL<$0), 
iitOP' ~-CNtRi.iSO) ._ .. I •••••• ' I. I •••••••• I. I ••••• I I •••••••••••• ' •••• 
1~ i 8tl1tiia1 :iat ~ i 82tr e~1e1<cNTRLcs1>> 
I I I I I t t I t I I I I I I I I t I I I t I I I t I t I t I I I I t I I I t I t I I I I I t I I t I I I I I I t I I I t I I I I I 
. Release inte,-fGce bus and devicas f,-o" "•"•'• contrel, 
t;Ai..i. I CLEAR I • '. i ; . . . . .......... I • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CALL LDCL d,, ·• 
221 
.___, .......... , • , .. ,.~-•--- -~-- ...... ,.....,,.·----n41o IC -0.....-11 ':ftW•~~-------- -·-
., 




FTN4 CONPILER1 MP92061-16892 REV, 1926 <791430> 























SUPOUTINE CHECK <LO> 
It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
lnstrvMntation check, 
Avthor1 Han• N. Zebn•r 
Bate I Januar'- 11 1980 etailed proqraft a••c~iption is available in TXCO loqJ The 
CoNMnt stoteftents "atch to the flow chart explanation•. 
•; · tliac,s · ttia ·1nstru;.en tci t 10n: · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · , · · · · · · · · · • • · · • · · 
QYT 
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, 13, 149 FORMAT ((3A2>> 
13 1001 FORMAT <•FtR?HJA1H1T3•) 
0141 C i=·c:JR MAT!:J c::1-11:::c::1< STOP 
1111 B:l! =~, ~88t1i~l1a404331/ 
014~ DATA ICLR /01SS248:01ss1s1,oo&S371/ 
0144 11:: LJ • CNTRL(19> 















I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: Ask operator what the lnstruMnt code ls, 
wiitt· CL.i;. iOi). NOLF' ........... I •••••••••••••• I •••• I •• I ••• I I. I ••• 
tlff1 itl· 14Ji ¼¥Hr. 1•1 a, 
IF< IDUtt1 ,LT. 1 !oR, 1 IDUN ,GT, 3) GD TD 01 
GO TD co2,os,20> IDUN 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I It I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I It I I I I I It t I It 
: Check 8/VJ Input 8/V t, low por1, h1Qh port, 
12 wiitt'(i.i''i82)'N0Ci·············································· 
READ <LI: $) IPORT,iLOW~IHIGM 
WRfTE CLI, 149) CICLR, •1,~) 
1, f'1;0AT ,LT. 01 ,OR. lPORT .GT. OS) GO TO 02 
IF C JLOW ,LT, 01 ,OR, ?LOW ,GT, 48 >GOTO 02 
'~ 1 t~~i~ :~i: ,L~WGO tS•63 lHIGH .GT. 48) GO TO 02 
ISTEP • 2 
IF< <ILOW 12>*2 ,NE. }LOW > fLOW •<?LOW 12>*2+2 


































I I e I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Wiitt' (iit' iiii;' .. I ••••••• I ••••••••• I •••••••••• I •• I ••••••• I ••••••• 
DO 14 I•Ilow~IHICH,ISTEP 
IW • CNTRL<2,0> 
V • M:QN<IPORT I IW> 
IF< LO .NEi 'Lf > WRITE <LO, 104) I,V 
WRITE <LI 1u4> l V 
94 LINES• LfNES+1 ' 
i;o TO 9'1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: Check •cannerJ Input •canner I, low channel, high channel, 
OS Wliitt' (L' I 'i6S)'N0Ci' I I. I I ••• I. I I I I. I I I •• I I •••• I •••• I I I •• I ••• I. I I I 
RE~D cLl! •> ISCR~ILOW,IHIGH 
WRITE (LI, 149) <ICLK,I•t,2> 
l~ i ll~I :IH: ~ ~ ~!: 1! 
fF < I CR .L,. 1 ,OR. ISCR .GT, 2 > GD TD OS 
IF< LO ,NE, LI > WRITE <LO, 106> ISCR 
~A.:1 ~LftHlit! ISCR 
ILOW • ILOW+1 
IHIGH • IHIGH+1 
: Read• outpwt volta9e•. 
WRitt. (ii,: iOi. ) I ••••••••••• I I ••••••••••• I • I • : ••••••••••••••••••••• 
DO •• I•ILOW,lHIGH 
U • I-1 
D • SCANR<LS 11 1> 
IF< LO ,NE~ lI > WRITE <LO, 104) 11,D 
WIITE lLl 1u4> U D 
06 LINES• LfNES+l ' 
;a TD 07 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I 
: Check pac•rJ Input pacer c:o,,trol paraMt•rs. 
20 Wiitt' <Lt' ..ii,;;. (NOLF' i~i. 2; .. I I. I I •• I. I •••• I ••••• I I ••••••••• I. I •• 
RA (L : 110) A HNltPA~01PAIR,START,INCR,STOP,REP W <L 149) C LR •1 S, H1f1 (L ~ 111) Nl~.ADCH~L,PA"O,PAIR,START,INCR,STOP,REP,NOLF 
LINES• L.iNES+2 
CALL RPACE <ADCHNL.,PA"D,PAIR,START,lNCR,STDP,REP,AVRGE,1,LD> 
LINES • LlNES+J 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I t I I I I 
- - . - ---- ·--
G? WRitE' (i.i I' ii~;. ;«Jc,i •••••••••••••••••••• I •••••••••••• I I •• I •••• I ••• 
UCls iLttNH?i IDUN 
YJ1r1~b~' ~ii! <ii~l·J·&6Lf~Ett 
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COMNON • I HOO 
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I I I • I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
"•dify control arra, CNTRL<2S6> interactively, 
Author1 Hans"• Zebn•r 
Bat• 1 Jan•arv 111 1980 etailed pr1qro" aescription is available in TXCO ltQJ The 
. Ce,....nt stcte,..nts l'IGtCh to the flew chart explanations. 
8
0111 ~ON~'•' CONTR / CNTRL 
1~9 ,=i1a1 i~Crif~~~LF,NOCR<2>,ICLR(3) 
1°f•t•io c ,.-,:,R MATS CHNCE START 108 FORNAT (/• Enter•11 •• C, I and new value of CNTRL<l> , •. to 
:l
t4S * ChClftQe the d•sircd cle ... nt l•/ 
v •• D 1•29x•. .• to display the desired ele,..nt 1• 
0 t• •1• i •29x•.,, to ret•rn ta the collinq proqra"•11 










103 FSR"AT <•CNTRL<•tJ•> chan1•d fro" •t•• tt •16• ,•> 
17 104 F RMAT <•CNTRL<•1J•> chan ed fro" 2H•Az• to 2H•A2• ,•) 
0272 105 FOR~T c• Clear screen? Y Sor NO •ZA2> 
1173;; 106 FORNAT <•The actual value of CNTRL<•IJ•> is•t?• .•) 107 FORNAT <•The actual value of CNTRL<•lJ•> ~s 2H•A2• ,•) 149 FORNAT <<3A2>> IIH C FORMA"TS CHNCE STOP 
Ii~, Ufi ~8ti ~8Bt1!11'a•o•3JB/ 
LI • CNTR (19) ·11'1 DATA lCLR (01SS248:01ss1s1,006S3'1B/ 
ISCR • 0 . 









Input instructions fro" k•¥boari, 
11 Wittt' <Lt'. 100~. NOLF' ........ I ••••••••••• I I. I ••••• I •• I I I I I •• I •• I. I 
READ CLI: 101> IDU"~ICNT,INEW 
WRITE CLI, 149> <ICLK1 J•l~8> 
I~ i iBH~ :18: i~ 1 8n +8 II 
IF< IDU" ,EQ, 2Htl >GOTO 06 
GO TO 01 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Change desired •l•"•nt of control array CNTRL, 
02 i . CR I •• i. CR+i I I ••• I I I ••••••••••••• ' •••••••••• I ••••• I I I •••• I I •••• t I 
l~LD • ~NTRL<ICNT> 
IF< INEW<2> ,NE. 2H2H >GOTO 13 
CNTRL<ICNT> • INEWC3> 
oJ ~ll 0 c&tE 
READ <INEW 102> CNTRLCICNT> 
•· I~ ~ ~l-1,~~, -~~ · 2i~IH) \1n11E<t~~ ·1a:t ,I~~ ·t&lf:c~,&~\ 
GO TO 01 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It It I I It 
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,AC£ 0010 CH"'8£ 4112 P" TUE,, 23 SEP,, 1980 
: Dlsplo, desired elcMnt of control arrav CNTRL, 
05 isci';.' ISCR+i ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
I~ t Wtlj :l.f: a'>> ~1 cl't~ · 1h,,, 1ci9!, EliltHBIH 
GO TO 01 
I e I I I I I I I I I t I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: Ter"lnat• "odlflcotion of control array CNTRLJ writ• lt 
. back to the dlsci return to calllnq proqra", 
•• WR itt' < Li ' ' i bs >' Mbci' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' · . ' ' ' ' · ' ' ' .. ' ' . ' ... ' ' ' •. ' ' ' 
RE~D <LI' 149l lDU" 
IF< IDU"' .EQ, 2HMO >GOTO O? IF< SCR .CT, 0 > WRITE <LI, 149> <ICLR,I•t.,ISCR> 
87 WRITE <LI~ 149> ICLR 
i~b.~EWRP <1,2) 
END 
FTN4 CO"'ILER: HP92060-16092 REV, 1926 <790430) 




7. UTILITY SUBROUTINE PACKAGE TXCOU 
7.1. Description 
Subroutines and functions, which are commonly used by 
either TXCO2, TXCO2 or TXCOJ, are contained in the utility 
package TXCOU (source code is saved in file &TXCOU: relocatable 
binary code is saved in file ITXCOU). Thus the length of the 
TXCOl, TXCO2 or TXCOJ source files can be kept to minimum, 
which allows editing and recompiling TXCOl, -2, -3 separately, 
which saves time. When loading TXCOl, -2, -3, the load of 
the utility subroutines has to be included using the multiple 
search loader command (MS,ITXCOU). Since the utility sub-
routines and functions are short and straightforward, the 
comment statements and program explanation included in the 
code serve to describe them. The present section briefly 







Positions Scanivalve (S/V) and 
reads DVM 
Closes scanner channels, which 
control the S/V controller, HG78K 
computes coefficients for a linear 
curve fit 
Converts a one or two digit inte-















Interrogates S/V controller and 
returns the present port# 
Uses the (24 x 80 dot) CRT of a 
terminal for a graphics display 
of data acquired with the PACER 
Data transfer disc file to pro-
gram array and vice versa 
Triggers A/D through the PACER 







SCANR Closes scanner channel and reads Geopfarth 
the DVM or digital counter 
TIME Obtains date and time in ASCII-
format 
Zebner 
WAIT Causes a defined time delay Geopfarth (Original) 
Zebner (Modification) 
REAL FUNCTION ACQN 
Arguments: INTEGER: IVALVE, IADES, IW 
!VALVE - Desired S/V J 
IADES 
IW - - -
- Desired port t of S/V 
Time delay in tens of ms between 
closing transducer relay and 
taking the DVM reading 
230 
j 
Example: The pressure on S/V #4, Port #18 is to be read with 
the time delay to be 0.5 sec (= 500 cs= 50 x 10 ms). The 
correct call is 
IVALVE = 4 
IPORT = 18 
IW = SO 
PRES = ACQN ( IVALVE, IPORT, IW) 
or 
PRES= ACQU (4, 18, SO) 
In both cases the DVM reading is written into the real 
variable ?RES. 
It is desirable to step forwards systematically and 
sequentially through the required parts of a S/V in order to 
reduce unnecessary wear. Whenever a S/V is scanned, the 
operator should watch the data system closely. In some 
cases (e.g. if the HP 9830 is brought on line) the HP-
Interface bus and the devices may be downed. If this hap-
pens when the program ACQN has closed the scanner channels 
(on scanner fl) which either resets or advances the S/V the 
S/V relay will burn out. To prevent damage, the operator 
must turn off the power to scanner tl immediately, then 
bring the data system up again using the UP-command (see HP 
manuals). 
SUBROUTIHE CNTL (ICHAN, IDEL, ISTEP, K) 
Arguments: INTEGER: ICHA..~, IOEL, ISTEP, K 
ICHAN - - - Channel t of scanner fl (LUI• 8) 
231 
---------------....... ----------~---------~--
IDEL - - - number of repetitions to close 
the scanner channel 
ISTEP - - - Increment to step from 1 throuqh 
IDEL 
K - - - - - Function code 
K = 1 Close for 10 ms, wait for 
150 ms; Repeat "IDEL" times; 
return 
K = 2 Close for 10 ms, wait for 
4 sec; return 
K = 3 Close; return 
An example is unnecessary since the only subroutine to use 
SUBROUTINE CNTL is the REAL FUNCTION ACQN, which is itself 
a utility. The user won't have to deal with CNTL. 
SUBROUTINE CURVE (N, X, Y, SLOPE, SECON) 
Arguments : INTEGER: N 
REAL: X(N), Y(N), SLOPE, SECON 
N - - - - Humber of data points 
X(N) - Abscissa of data points 
Y(N) - Ordinals of data points 
SLOPE - - Slope of linear curve fit 
SECON Intercept of linear curve fit 
Example: Suppose the following (N • 6) pairs of data points 
shall be approximated by a linear curve fit: 
X(l) • 1.0 
X(2) • 2.5 
Y(l) • 105.6 
Y(2) • 105.4 
232 
.. 
X(3) = 3.0 
X(4) = 5.0 
X(S) = 6.5 
X{6) • 8.0 
Y{3) == 104.8 
Y(4) = 104.1 
Y(S) == 102.9 
Y(6) == 102.7 
The situation is shown in the following sketch: 
I 
0 I 2 
I 
G 
I ~ do'° ,_;,.Ir 
I 
' ~ 8 
To obtain the slope and the intercept of the linear curve fit 
(which is derived using the least squares criterion), program 
CALL CURVE (6, X, Y, SLOPE, SECON) 
and the results will be returned from SUBROUTINE CURVE 
SLOPE• -.461 
SECON • 106.247 
233 
INTEGER FUNCTION ICON 
Arguments: INTEGER: I, N 
I, N - - - Two integer numbers to be added 
ICON - The result of the addition (which 
should not exceed two digits), but 
ASCII converted. 
Example: Suppose the data documentation page IPAGE shall be 
converted to an ASCII-string named JPAGE. The correct call is: 
JPAGE • ICON (IPAGE, J) 
or 
JPAGE = ICON (J, IPAGE) 
The bit structure, if IPAGE is 71 10 , is as follows: 
15 0 
IPAGE: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 1 l 
JPAGE: 0 0 l l O 1 l l O 0 l 1 0 0 0 l 
.....,_ ,,,-,..,, ,,I " • I 
ASCII-converted ASCII-converted 
seven (7) one (l) 
'------~ "v"° ASCII con erted 71 
INTEGER FUNCTION IPORT 
Arguments: INTEGER: IVALVE 
IVALVE - - - Desired S/V (l through 5) 
Example: The call 
IWHERE • IPORT(5) 










Arguments: INTEGER: LO, NUMBER, NEWPG, ICL, ISIGN 
REAL: AMPL 
LO Defines terminal LUI (either l or 18) 
NUMBR Identifier to appear in the "drawing" 
NEWPG - - No significancel Will be altered by 
PICTR 
ICL - - - No significance! Will be altered by 
PICTR 
ISIGN - - Character to be used for the drawing 
AMPL - - - Amplitude range of the raw data 
returned to the calling program 
Subroutine PICTR is designed for the TXCOl-subroutine 
PACER, from which it gets the data through the COMMON block 
CIBUF. PICTR uses the enhanced display capabilities of the 
video terminal to produce a "drawing" which, of course, is 
of limited resolution. It allows the operator to verify the 
acquired raw paced run data qualitatively by checking the 
"drawing" against the oscilloscope display. See the listing 
of subroutine PACER, if an example is needed. 
SUBROUTINE REWRF 
Arguments: INTEGER: IREWRF, IWHATA 
IREWRF - - Determines whether the array indi-
cated by IWHATA shall be read from 
a disc file into an array or whether 
it shall be written into a disc file 
235 
I• 
. ·-~----- 1 
IREWRF • -1 
IREWRF • +l 
Read data from disc file into 
array 
Write data from array into 
disc file 
IWHATA - - Specifies the type of data to be transferred 
IWHATA • 1 
IWHATA • 2 
Array IBUF - disc file IBUFF 
Array CNTRL - disc file CNTRLF 
This subroutine relieves the individual TXCOl, -2, -3 
subroutines from the routine task of data transfer between disc 
and program (CP). 
Example: The four applications are: 
i) Read the program control array from disc file CNTRLF::26 
into array CNTRL: CALL REWRF (-1, 2) 
ii) Write the program control array from array CNTRL into 
disc file CNTRLF: :26: CALL REWRF (1, 2) 
iii) Read the raw data buffer from disc file IBUFF::26 into 
iv) 
array IBUF: CALL REWRF (-1, 1) 
Write the raw data buffer from array IBUF into disc file 
IBUFF:: 26: CALL REWRF (1, 1) 
SUBROUTINE RPACE 
Arguments: INTEGER: ADCHNL, PAMO, PAIR, START, INCR, 
STOP, REP, IPRINT, LO 
REAL: AVRGE 
AOCBNL - - A/D input channel to be selected (0 ••• 15) 
PAMO - - - Pacer mode (1 or 2) 
PAIR - - - Blade pair (1 ••• 9) 
START - Start location (in counts) for data scan 
acroaa the blade passage 
236 
INCR - - - Step size (in counts) to scan across 
the blade passage 
STOP - - - Stop location (in counts) for data 
scan across the blade passage. 
REP - - - - Number of repetitions at each loca-
tion in the blade passage 
IPRINT Flag to decide whether to output 
intermediate information 
!PRINT =- l 
!PRINT= /6 
Print all intermediate 
data and suppress pointer 
at the terminal 
Suppress printed output 
and initialize pointer 
at the terminal 
LO - - LU# of device for printed output 
AVRGE - Average voltage of paced run data 
This subroutine is the control program to acquire data 
from the A/O converter in the synchronized PACER mode. (See 
also the description of subroutine PACER (Section 4.5), where 
the synchronized sampling is explained.) Although the (de-
coded) voltages from the A/D converter are REAL numbers 
between -1.0 volt and +l.0 volt, the data storage uses an 
integer array. Before writing the voltages into the data 
array, they are multiplied by 10,000. Note that if one of 
the PACER control parameters is out of the defined range, it 
is set to a default value without outputting any warning. 




which were necessary during the development of the TXCO pro-
gram system. In order to increase speed, the unnecessary 
statements should be removed. A further improvement would 
be a conversion from FORTRAN to ASSEMBLER programming lan-
guage. An example of a call to subroutine RPACE is contained 
in the description and listing of subroutine PACER (Section 
4. 5) • 
REAL FUNCTION SCANR 
Arguments: INTEGER: LU, ICHAN, K 
LU - - - - LOgical Unit t of the desired scanner 
(either 8 - scanner #1 1 or 15 - scan-
ner 12) 
ICHAN -
K - - -
scanner channel (integer) 
Instrument code 
K • l 
K • 2 
Read the DVM 
Read the digital counter 
Example A: To obtain the torque reading from the transonic 
compressor test rig, which is fed into scanner tl (LU• 8), 
channel 36, program 
LU• 8 
ICHAN • 36 
K • 1 
TORQUE• SCANR (LU, ICHAN, K) 
or 
TORQUE• SCANR (8, 36, 1) 





Example 8: TO obtain the RPM of the Allis-Chalmers (central 
air supply) compressor, program 
LU• 8 
ICHAN • 15 
K • 2 
!U)MAC = SCANR (LU, ICHAN, K) 
or 
RPMAC = SCJ'-llR ( 8 , 15 , 2 } 
In both cases the reading of the digital counter is written 











Arguments: INTEGER: IMON, IDAY, IYEAR, IHOUR, IMI?l, 
ISEC 
IMON - - - ASCII converted month of the year 
IYEAR - ASCII converted last two digits of 
current year 
IDAY - - - ASCII converted day of the month 
IHOUR - ASCII converted hour (24-hour clock) 
of the day 
IMIN - ASCII converted minute of the hour 
ISEC - ASCII converted second of the minute 
IMON, IDAY and IYEAR are obtained from the program control 
array, IHOUR, IMIN and ISEC are obtained from the system 
239 
., ~ ... --~--r+~~ .. 1.,;• ... ~ ... ·- '.,.~··· •• _ .......... ..,,. •• , ... _,. ____ ,,_ •. .. -----• 
J 
clock through an EXEC call: all variables are returned to the 
calling program. 
Example: Suppose the system clock is set correctly and the 
control array CNTRL is defined, i.e., CNTRL was read from 
the disc file and adjusted to the actual conditions, then 
the following code 
603 FORMAT ("Date & Time: "A2"/"A2"/nA2,2X, 
*A2": "A2) 
CALL TIME (IMON,IDAY,IYEAR,IHOUR,IMIN,ISEC) 
WRITE (6,6fl9) IMON,IDAY,IYEAR,IHOUR,IMIN 
produces the following output: 
Date & Time: J9/27/8J 21:57 
SUBROUTINE WAIT 
Arguments: INTEGER: TWAIT 
TWAIT - - - Time delay in tens of milliseconds 
Example: To cause a defined time delay of 5,7 sec (• 5700 ms• 
570 x 10 ms), program 
'I'!WAIT • 570 
CALL WAIT ( ITWAIT) 
or 




7.2. PROGRAM LISTING TXCOO 




















































































t,1 f. I If I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I It ff I I I I I I I I I I If I . 
Powltion •cannivalve lVALVE to port IADES and define ACDN 
the DVN output voltage, A ti"• dalay o~ <IWAIT*10> "S or.~urs. 
between port selection and voltage "«asure"ent, The DV" 1s 
triggereij by issuing HP-IB subroutine TRIGR, 
Autfior1 Robert N, Geopfarth 
ia1;+ailed i1~~1~~ ~lic~!~lion i• available in TXCO lot, The 
var1ablcs arc: .• 
IVALVE Desired S/V, 
IADES Desired S/V port t, 
IAPR Present S/V port•• 
ICHAN ASCII convertP.d •canner channel, 
ACQN Transducer voltage as read fro" DVN, 
IW Ti"• delay factor. 
•~·;as1t1onw·•cann1vaive·Gnd·reads·DvM: ·  ·ut1i1;1e•:· ·· ·· ··· ·· ··· · 
801 ~ORNAT <"C•> 
901 FOR"AT (I•**** ERROR DETECTED IN REAL FUNCTION ACQN•1 1 * • **** CHECK FOR B~D PARAMETER IN CALL.•/ 
* • •*** IVALVE ••13• lADES ••13• IW ••t4/) 
ISTEP • 1 
IF< IVALVE 
IF ( IADES 














41 ~ 88 f8 
3 > ISTEP 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I• I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Co"parc present port t to desired port•. 
01 iA;R·;.· i:PORtCIVALVt),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,., .. , ... ,, ... ,., ..... ,,.,,., 
IDEL • IADES-IAPR 
IF< IDEL > 02,03,04 , 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Desired port below present port; re11ct S/V 
02 iCHAN' ~-ICCJN(iVALVt;4) I. I ••• I I I'. I. I. I •• I I. I. I. I ••• I •• I •••• I I I I I I. 
K • 2 
GO TO OS 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I If I I I I I I 
Present port is present port; clo•• X-ducer relay• read 
03 iCHAN' ~-iCDN(iVAi..VE:9;. I ••••• I I I •• I ••• I I. I I I •• I. I ••••••••••••••••• 
~o•T~ OS 
I It t t It t I It t t It I It I It I I I I I I I It I It I I I I I I I• It t It It I I I I I I It t I I I I I I I It 
De•ired port i• above prc•ent port} advance S/V, 
0• ti:HAN. ~ iCON ( iVAL.Ut: . .1) ...... I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I I I ••• 
K • t._ 
- ---·· - --- - -It t I I It t It f I It ff I It It It If I If It I I I I I I I I I I It I I It I It I I I I I I It t I I I It II I I 
Control S/V, 
05 Cii.i.' CHti.' ( iCHAtt,· ii>tL; iitEP, J() ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' • • • ' ' ' • • • • • ' • • • 
fF < K ,NE. 3 GO 10 11 
I I I I I I I It I I I I It I I I I I I I I It I I I It t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I It I 
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, ·PQuse and read transducer ovtpvt volta9e, 
t It It t I •t• I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I 
S:l:t ¥:lcR<lf~, 
READ (10~ *> DUN 
CAL' TRIGic <10> REA <10, *> ACQN 
WRI E < B, BOU 
RETURN 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It It It It I I I I I I I I I I I It It It t It t t t 
. Errer enceuntered; output error "•••a9es return. 
06 Wittt· <· ;,: ·+01i· tVALVE;tADts;tw· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · • • • • • • • • • • • RETURN 
END 
FTN4 COHPILER1 HP92060-16092 REV. 1926 <790430> 
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009. 
0097 






































SUBROUTINE CNTL<ICHAN,IDEL,ISTEP,K) *, Clo••• scQnner channel, • 
THIS PROGRAM CLOSES SCANNER CHANNF.L •tCHAN• 
•IDEL• TINER IN STEPS OF •ISTEP" flASED UPON 
PROGRAN OPTIONS SPECIFIF.D BY "I(". < ICHAN HUST 
BE AN ASCII-CONVERTED INTEGER,> 
K FUNCTION -------------------------------1 CLOSE FOR 10-MS WAIT FOR 
150-HS, REPEAT "IDEL• TIMES, 
2 
3 
CLOSE FOR 10-MS WAIT FOR 
4-SEC RETURN, 
CLOSE RETURN. 
AUTHOR1 R.N, GEOPFARTH,LT USN 
DATE: JAN 79 
GO TO<l00,200,300>,K 
DO iO I•t 6IDEL1 ISTEP WRITE<Bf6 >ICHMN 





CALL WA.1. T< 1> 







FiN4 COHPILER1 HP92060-l6092 REV, 1926 <790430> 
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM• 00088 CONNON• 00000 
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SUIROUTINE CURVE <N,X,Y,SLOPE,SECON> 0140 
0141 C 
11-4! C 
t f t •• t I t I I I I f I I I I I f f I ~ I f f I I I f I I I I f f I I I I I I t I I I I I I I f I I f I f f I f I I f f I I I f 
u:i 8 




01511 ·C nu 
0153 
0154 
-~~~t"i~U~~¼~~•Qr · curv• ·, 1,: · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 








SUNE0 • 0. 
SUl'IVP • 0. 
SU"E2 • 0, 
~8Nio1: 1s~Afo + XCI> 
SUl'IPO • SUNP0 + Y<I> 
SUNUP• SUHVP + (X<I>•Y<I>> 
01 SUl'IE2 • SUHE2 + X<I>*X<I> 
RN• FLOAT<N> 
( . OU,3 0164 
0165 
SHU"• <RH*SUHVP> - <SUHE0*SUNP0> 








SECON • <SUHP0-<SLOPE*SUl'IE0>>IRN 
RETURN 
END 
FTN4 COl'IPILER1 HP92060-16092 REV. 1926 <?904J0> 
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM• 00116 
·, 
244 
CO"l'ION • 00000 
... 


























INTEGER FUNCTION ICON <I,N> 
I I I t,.I t I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Converts intea•r nufllbers inta ASCI •trinq. 
Author: RaDert N, Geapfarth 
Date1 January 31, 1979 
Becau•e af the •i"plicity af the pragra" the praqrllf' 
description is included 1n this box. 
1 N .•. integer nu"bers ta be Gdded. It inteqcr nu..ttcr ta be converted inta ASCII. 
ICON 2 - charact•r ASCII string ta be returned 
IC• I+N 
IF< IC .LT. 10 >GOTO 01 
CALL CODE 
WRITE <ICON,100) IC 
RETURN 
01 ICON• IC+30060B 
REfURN 
END 
FTN4 CO"PILER: HP92060-1o092 REV. 1926 (790430) 
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAl1 • 00036 C011110N • 00000 
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INTEGER FUNCTION IPORT <IVALVE> *, l~terrogGtes scannivalve, • 
THIS PROGRAM INTERROGATES SCANIVALVE 
•tVALVE• AND CONVERTS PORT ADDRESS 
INTO A DECIMAL VALU£. 
VAllAB\.£81 
}~ALU£: ,~~l!f,ut'iuFFER 
~IB : ritlr Jig~I~: B\~\t 
IPORT • DECINAL 9/V ADDRESS 
t~fr:R1 %t~•7iEOPFARTH,LT USN 







FTN4 CQHPILER: HP92060-llt092 REV, 192• (790430) 
•• NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRA" • 000&4 
246 
COM"0N • OODOI 




SUBROUTINE PlCTR (LO,NU"IR,NEWPG,ICL,ISIGN,A"'L> 
• • ... e t t I Ill I I I I t I t e I t I I t t I I I I I I t I I f I I e t I t t t I I t f I t I I f f t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
• Use terMinal screen for grafic di-s,laf, 
( 
1
JIH0 c -~~ijg~c;+~ii~;1;,;1it~,h•·acquir•d·da1Q: ···,······· ··············· 
iEAL CLR(t,4) 
1231 INTEGER IBUF<1664> 
3 INTEGER BLACR<2>4 GREt<2>,WHitE<2>,8G<2>,LN<2>,TEXT<20>,HJF<3> 
0,112
4 
INTEGER NOLF NOCR<2> ICLR<3> PLOT<&> 
DATA NOLF /0065-,i'B/ 
0235 DATA NOCR /0000338 0404338/ li1f DATA ICLR /01SS248:01SS158)006S378/ 
oi1a B:ft t~~~I ~81~11il~8tll811, 
0239 DATA GREY /015441,B 0621121/ 
0240 DATA HJF /01SS10B:01ss12e,01sso68/ 
0241 DATA lCLEAR /2H / 
1~2 C FORMATS PXCTR START 
0143 1801 FORMAT (2A2 79X 3A2> 
'244 1803 FORMAT (A2•a•tJ 1r•tJ•cF!lur~•tJ•~ •20A2) 










181? F8RHAT <8A2> 
02 1819 F RNAT <A2"a"I3•r•IJ•c•A1,2A2) 
0251 C f:"(:JR MATS P :c CTA !5Tr.>P 
0112 IF< IFRST .EQ. 1 >GOTO 21 
0 3 tFRST • 1 
0 4 NEWPG • 1 
0255 21 IF< NEWPG .EQ. 1 > ICL • 0 
0§6 IF < LO . EQ. 1 > GO TO 01 
llti 11 l'cl>L~ c•f~<1> 18 > Go TD 02 
_-111: hli<ti r3GREY<2 > 
l,IIU 02 ~=iu : tt=8~~M 
0263 03 BG<l> • WHITE<1> 
0264 8G(2) • WHITEC2> 
026S IF< ICL ,NE. 1 >GOTO 25 
02,6 C 
02,7 C 
I It I I I I I It If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It If If If If t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It t I I I I I If I I If 
0169 C 








Cl~ : :, 
. Clear dot• in fraM w/o ora•ing tho fra,... 
11 i:ROW • ~-ii• • • • • • • • , • • , , , • • • • , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , , , , . , , .. , , , , , , , . , . , 
~ft cobE . 
WRITE <PLOT~1819> 8LACKC1>,IROW,ICDL,ICLEAR,NOCR 
WRITE <L0,1~17> PLOT 
i8 11 ¼1!1~~1 Y • 11-u 
X • J 
12 IF< CLR<t> ~GE. x-e.s 
IR8W • 11-NUPuN 
IC L • ?+I 
CALL CODE 
.AND. CLR<I> ,LT. 
WRilE (PLOT~t8t9) BLACK<t>,IROW,ICDL,ICLEM,NOCII 
13 WU E_ <LO, ht 7) PLOT 
X+l,5 > NUPDN • J 
I f I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I f t I I I I t I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I t I I I I I I I Ill f I I t I I I I - - - - . . 
n j~i····· ············· ········ ·· ···· ·· ···························· · 
QO 04 1•1,2S6,4 
04 fLitJ, • tlUF(l)/10111. 
XNIN • CLR<l > 
XMX • CLRU> 
IF< ICL .EQ, 1 > GD TD 43 
247 
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0 ,i C 








111: C C Hi C C 

















1367 If J ti 
DO 41 1•1. &4 
IF ( CLR ct ) . . GT. )("A)( ) X"A)( • CLR ( l) 
41 IF C CLR<I> ,LT, X"IN > X"IN • CLR< > 
""PL .. XHAX 
IF C .IS(XHIN> ,CT, X"AX > A"'L • -X"IN 
IF< MHPL ,LE, 0,001 ,AND, AHPL ,GT, 
IF< ANPL .LE, 0,002 ,AND, ANPL ,GT, 
i~ 1 :t :ti: 1:1~8 :~=B: 21St :8l: 
IF< AIWL ,LE, 0,050 ,AND, ANPL ,GT, 
IF C ANPL ,LE, 0,108 ,AND, ANPL ,GT, 
i~ I =t :ti: l:IBI :~=B: St :8l: 
IF< AHPL ,LE, 1,000 ,AND. A"'L ,GT, 
IF< A"PL ,LE, 2,000 ,AND. AHPL .r.T, 
i~ ~ ~~t :ti: 11:ZBB :2tB: :ISt :81: 
43 CONTINUE 
DO 42 I•l &4 
42 CLR<I> • ~LR<I>•<t0,0/MIPL) 
IF < NEWPC .NE. 1 > GO TO 31 
o.ooa > ""PL• 0.001 
0.001 > ANPL• 0.002 
l:S?I 1 ~~~t: 8:1~\ 
0,020 > A"'L• 0,0S0 
0,050 > A"PL• 0,100 
l:~88 1 ~~:t: 8:111 
0, 500 > AHPI.• t, 000 
1,000 > A"PL• 2,000 
1:818 ~ =~t:11:111 
t I I I I It t t t I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I It t t I I I I I I I I I It I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
: ..... fl"GM, 
05 Wiiij' (i.b;i8i7)'HjF(i>;HlF<2>:NOi.F' .. I I •• I ••••• '. I I ••• I •• I •• I I I I •• 
~lltt \t8;118i~ 18~fR~l~,ILACK 
DO 86 I•l,9 
o& ~11l1 ~ts:113~1 l8~t=:1s:~r.~i,LN,8C,LN,,c,LN,,c 
DO 07 I•l 9 






t t t t t. t t t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
31 ZERO• • ~-;,: • • • • • • , , , , • , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , • , , • , , , , , . , , • , . , , , , , , • , 
AMPL" • -At4•L 
IROW • 0 
ICOL • B w
1
:6~E ~L~,1B03) ILACK<t>,IROW,ICOL,NU"BR,TEXT 
COL • 2 
WRITE <LOl18G6> BLACK<t>,IROW,ICOL,A"PL 
lROW • l ff6f ~Ljll816> BLACK<l>,IROW,IC~L,ZERO 
WRITE <LO,1106) 11..ACKCl>,IROW,ICOL,ANPL" 
It I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I 
08 i8"t1¥.; . ~~ ..................................................... . 
DO 09 Jl•l,21 
l • Jl-11 
)( • J 
09 IF< CLR<I> ,GE, X-0,S ,AND, CLRCI> .LT, X+O,I > NUPDN • J 
IROW • U-NUl'DH . . _ _ . .. . . . _ . !co~ • 7+1 · · 
.... ~~9>J>for,1a1,, BLACK(l>,IIOW,lCOL.,IIIGN,NOCI 
10 WltlTE <LD,l 17> PLOT 
\!8~ : ~l 
~ALL CODE Willi <PLOT,111~, ILACKC1>,lROW,1COL,ICLIM,NOCII 
WR T <LO,l 17> PLOT 
RE U N 
248 
" 
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0374 END. 
FTN4 COHl'ILlR: HP92060-t6092 REV, 1926 <?90438) 
.. NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROCRAM • 01345 COMMON• 00000 
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SUBROUTINE REWRF CIREWR,IWHATA> 
I I fat. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I. I I I I I I ... It• I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I 
This subroutine r,Gds <IREWR a •l> or writes <IREWR • +t> of 
of a array specif1ed by lWHATA, 
Authorr Hans"· Zebner 
Date : Febraury 08, 1980 
Detailed progra" descr1ption is ovailabl• in TXCO lo~. The 
Co""•nt stat•"•nts l'ICltch to th• flow chart explanat1ons. 
* t~~~ti. tr~~it;r ~d½ifi~ ... cirrci;: ............ ~ ...................... . 
COMNON / CONTR / CNTRL 
CO"NON / CA / A ii:~o:<~S~~p I IDCB,IFILE,ISIZE 
INTECER IBUFC1664) 
INTECER IDCB<l44>tIFILE<l> 4 ISIZE<2> INTEGER NOLF6NOCR 2>,ICLR<~> DATA NOLf / 065378/ 
DATA NOCR /0000338 0404338/ 
DATA ICLR /0155248'.0155158,0065371/ 
F OR MA ·r t:i ·~ I=" WR F u; TAR ·r 101 FORNAT <" REWRF I ARRAY IBUF<l664) DISC FILE IBUFF 
•:00:26") 
102 FORMAT<" REWRF 
103.~0RMAT (" REWRF 
104 FORMAT<• REWRF 
DISC FILE lBUFF:00:26 ARRAY IBUF<l664>"> 
ARRAY CNTRL<256) DISC FILE CNTRLF100:2&• 
1 DISC FILE CNTRLF:00126 ARRAY CNTRL<256>" 
•> 105 FORMAT<• REWRF ARRAY A<256> DISC FlLE AF:00:26•) 
106 FORMAT<• REWRF DISC FILE AF:00:26 ARRAY A<2S6)") 
107 FORMAT(" REWRF I ERROR RETURN <IWHATA •"13">"> 
108 FORMAT <"IBUFF ") 
109 FORHAT C"CNTRLF"> 
110 FORMAT <"AF "> 
121 FORMAT c• CALL OPEN <IDCB IERR "3A2• •12• "12" "12" "14" 
., fa'l~d• STOP•21x••) 1 1 ' 1 1 1 
122 FORMA• <•'CALL LOCF <1DCB,IERR11DUM,IDUM,IDUH,ISIZE(l) 1 I *DUH,IDUM ISIZE<2>> failed• STOP > 
123 FORMAT<' CALL RWNDF <IDC81 1ERR> failedl STOP•42X""> 124 FORNAT <• CALL READF <IDCB,lERR,IBUF,"13 ,•12•,•12•> fai 
*led• STOP·~1x••) 
125 FORftAT <" CALL WRITF <IDCB,lERR,IBUF,"IJ•,•I2•,•12•> fai 
126·~aiAAlT?t"~lf~"JEADF <IDCB,IERR,CNTRL,"IJ•,•I2•,•12·> fa 
•·led• STOP"2?X""> 
127 ~ORMAT <• CALL WRITF {lDCB,tERR,CNTRL,"IJ•,•12•,•12•> fa 
*iledJ STOP"26X""> 
128 FORMAT<" CALL READF <IDCB,IERR,A,•IJ•,•12•,•I2•> failed 
* .1 STOP "27X • • ) 
129 FORMAT(• CALL WRITF (lDCB,IERR,A,•tJ•,•12•,•I2•> failed *' STOP"26X""> 
130 FORMAT(• CALL CLOSE <IDCB,IERR,O> failedJ STOP•4ox•• 
*> LI• LOCLU<ISESBN> 
ISECU • 0 
ICR • 26 
IF< IWHATA ,LT, l 
GO TO <10,20) IWHATA 
,OR, IWHATA ,GT. 2 >GOTO 40 
I I I I I I I I I I I I It t It t t It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
. . . . 
Int•t•r arra, IBUF beint written back ~nd forth, 
18 CALL. CODE. I I • I •••••••••• I I • I • I •• I •••• I ••••• I •• I ••• I I •••••••• I • I ••• 
WRtiE <IFILE 108) 
i,L~ ~~,w ~!e~•,iE,•tb'f~E 11a,TN,ISECU,ICR,IDcas, 
WltITE <Lt, 121> IF1LE,10PTN,ISECU,1CR,tDr.BS 
STOP 1 
11 CALL LOCF <tDCB,IERR,IDUH,IDUM,IDUH,1S1ZE<l>,1DUM1 IDUH,ISlZE<2>> 
250 
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0 .. 81 C 
UI! E 




















l~ < lERR ,GE, 0 >GOTO 12 
WRITE <Ll, 122> 
STOP 2 
12 CALL RWNBF (tDCl,IERR) 
IF< IER ,GE. 0 >GOTO 13 
WRITE <LI, 123) 
STOP 3 
13 1r1ZE<l) : lllll\l\,¥s1ZE(2) 
1~ 1 ill~: :18: ;t 1 88 t8 ii 
l-4 ~~L~ ,i~BF ~!i~•,tE,•,it!fE,ttl 
IF< IERR .GE, 0 >GOTO 16' lOZ) 
WRITE <LI, 124> IL,LEN,NUM 
STOP 4 
15 CALL WRITF <tDCl,IERR~IIUF,IL> 
IF ( IERR ,GE, 0 > •RITE <LI, 101> 
IF< IERR .GE, 0 >COTO 16 
WRITE <LI, 125> IL,LEN,NUM 
STOP 5 
16 CALL CLOSE <IDCl,IERR~D> 
IF< IERR ,GE, D > ~o TO 17 




t I It I I I It I I I I I I It I I I. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I 
. Integer arra, CNTRL being written bGck and forth, 
20 CAi.i. · Cbi>t • • • • , · , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , , , , , , . , .. , .... , . , .. , , ..... , , , . , , . 
WRITE <!FILE 109) ~,-~ ¥~iw ~!t~1,iE,•~oFiaE~Io'™,IsEcu,xcq,1nc•s, 
WRITE <LI, 121) lFILE,IOPTN,ISECU,ICR,IDCBS 
STOP 11 · 
21 CALL LOCF <IDCB,IERRLIDUH,IDUM,IDUM,ISIZE<1>,lDU",IDUtl,I8IZE<2>> 
IF< IERR ,GE. 0 > ~o TO 22 
WRITE (LI, 122> 
STOP 12 
22 CALL RWNDF <IDCB,IERR> 
IF< IERR ,GE. 0 >COTO 23 
=•OJE 1~LI , 123> 
23 ISIZE<l> • ISIZE<t>l2 
I• • ISIZE<t>•ISIZE<2> 
i, ~ illtl :18: ;t ~ 88 l8 i~ 
24 CALL READF <IDC8,IERR~,NTRLtIL> 
IF ( IERR ,GE, 0 > -ITE LI, 10 .. > • itME~ii,, ii > 1[,ltfNti 26 
25 CALL WRITF <IDCB,\ERR~CNTRLtIL> 103 > f~ l lf:I .cE. o t cft1f6 2t1' 
WRITE CLI, ii~> IL,LEM,NUM 
STOP 15 
26 CALL CLOSE <IDCB,tERR~0> 
IF< IERR ,GE, 0 >~OTO 27 
WRITE (LI, 130 > 
STOP lb- - - ---- -·-· ... 
27 RETURN 
t • e • I • t e I I e I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I 
: Real arra, A being written back and ,orth, 
30 Ci.Li., CODt · • • , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , , , . , . , . , . , . , , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . 
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,~ C ,r., 
0570 
WRITE <IFILE 110) 
CALL OPE~ <fDCB,IERR~IFILE4 IOPTN,ISECU,ICR,IDCBS> IF·< !ERR ,GE, 0 ) i.O TO -,1 
WRITE <LI, 121) IFILE,IOPTN,ISECU,ICR,IDCBS 
STOP 21 
31 CALL LDCF <IDCB,IERR~IDUH,IDUH,IDUH,ISIZE<1>,IDUH,IDUH,ISIZE<2>> 
IF< IERR .GE, 0 > uO TO 32 
~,OJE2~LI, 122> 
32 CALL RWNDF <IDCB,IERR) 
IF < IERR .GE, 0 ) GO TO 33 
noJE2~LI, 123) 
33 ISIZE<l> • ISIZE<1>/2 
IL • ISIZE<l>*ISIZE<2> 
I~ 1 ili~I :i8: ;t \ 88 f8 ii 
34 CALL READF <IDCB,IERRAAtIL> 
IF < IERR .GE, 0 > wR TE <LI, 106) 
IF ( IERR ,GE. 0 > GD TD 36 
WRITE <LI, 128) IL,LEN,NUH 
STOP 24 
35 ~PL~ ~IIIF ~ii~•,iE~Rg:tl~)<LI, 105) 
IF < IERR .GE, 0 > Gil TO 36 
WRITE <LI, 129) IL,LEN,NU" 
STOP 2S 
36 l~Lr 1riiE ~ci~s,iE,•~s,ra 37 
WRITE <LI, 130) 
STOP 26 
3'7 RETURN 
: Error} IWHATA is not d•fin•d. 
41 "6J::tt'CLi''i67~'tWHAtA············································ 
IWHATA • .!tWHATA 
RETURN 
END 
FTN4 CD"PILER1 HP92060-16092 REV, 1926 <790430> 
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D 95 C 























l!fi C ..... 
IPJ C 
Hll E C 
SUBROUTINE RPACE <ADCHNL,PAHO,PAIR,START,INCR,STOP,REP,AVRGE,IPRIN 
*T,.LO> 
f f I f I I I I I f I f I I 4 • I f f I I I I f • f f f I • I I I I I I I t t I I f I I I I I I I I f I I t I I I I I I I I t I I t 
Interlace progra" to trigger HP AID converted throuqh pacer. 
Author: Han~"· Zebner 
Date1 March 20, 1980 
• Detailed prograM description is available in TXCO log. 
149 FOR"AT <<3A2>> 
FORMATS RPACE STOP 
I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I t I I I I I f I I I I f I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I t I. I I I I I I I I I I I 
Check the input variables. If one is out of ranqe, it is 
set to the default value, No warning is displaved, 
Lt·~· CNtRL Ci•; •••• I I I ••• I • I ••••••••• I ••••••• I ••• I I • I •• I • I ••• I • I ••• 
IF ( IPRINT .Ea. a) GO TO Ol wn1 ftf, \Bl\ ADCHNL,PNffJ,PAIR,STMT,INCl,STOP,REP,IPRINT,Ln 
IF < LO ' ,Ea, LI ) GO TO 01 ... Ill ~ts, iaii ADCHNl.,PANO,PAIR,sTMT,INCR,sToP,REP,IP•l"T,LO 
01 ff < ADCh"L ,C.T. 1! .OR, ADCHML ,LT. 0 > ADCHNL • I IF < PANO . GT, • 0.. PANO . LT, 0 > PANO - • 1 
IF ( PAIR ·ET· .OR. PAIR ,LT, 2 > PABT • 1 
IF C START , T, > ST • 0 
IF < INCR ,LT, l > INC • l 
IF< REP ,LT, l > REP • 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I e I I t I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
• Get adjusted START and STOP, depending on selected PM40, 
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co: TO I ( 03. 02) . PANO. I •••••• I •••• I •••• I I I • I •••••• I I I I ••• I I •• I ••• I I •• 
02 START• <~TART+ 256*PAIR> + 1000008 
STOP • <STOP + 256*PAIR> + 1000008 
OJ IF< IPRINT ,NE, 0 >GOTO OS 
ICOUNT • 0 
DO 04 I•START~STOP,INCR 
14 ICOUNT • tCOUNT+l 
IDIFF • ICOUNT 
ICORR • 1 




I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I 
, Start acquisition loop, 
AUliGE' ~  0. I I • I • I •• I ' •••• I •••••••• I •••••••••• I I • I •••••••••• I I • I • I 
WHEREP • 1 i& ioI~~i~lRr~§,o,
1
iNtRWRtTE <LI, 10J> NOLF 
tCOUNT • ICOUNT + 1 
WHERE• <ICOUHT*64)/IDIFF i~ ~ow~;RE .CT. WHEREP ,AND, IPRINT 
WHEREP • WHERE 
~ffAti~kI, 104) <NOLF,J•l,ICORR) 
,EQ, 0 >GOTO 06 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t•t I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I It t It. I I It I I It It t t I 
. R•p•at AID con~•~•ion a~ ••lected point REP ti"••• 
RBUF. ~ · 6 . .............. I I ••• ' ••• I •• I ••••• ' • I •••••••••••• ' ••••• 
BUFR <I COUNT> • 0 
DO 08 .J•l,REPll 
E~tt ,~ts if,1;,tRPN 1 I) 
CM.L EXEC <tt'20~IBUF~1:ADCHNL,O> 
IBUF • IAND< BU~ MASK> 
HUF • FLOAT<IBllr->IJ2'11t8, + RBUF 
IF< tPRINT ,EQ. O >GOTO 08 
WRITE <LI, 105> ICOUNT,I,.J~IBUF>I8UF~R8UF1 8UFR<ICOUNT>,NOLF lF ( LO .EQ, Lt ,OK, LO .~Q. o >GOTO 08 
WRITE <LO, 10S> ICOUNT,I,J,IBUF,IBUF,RBUF,BUFR<ICOUNT>,NOLF 
CONTINUE 
IUFR<ICOUNT> • <<RBUF$FSVLTC)/REP>•10000 
AVRGE • MIRGE + IUFR<ICOUNT> 
IF< IPRINT ,EQ, 0 >GOTO 10 ~!~Ii ~L(tNtltt AVRGE,1C0UNT,t,REP,I8UF,I8UF,R8UF,8UFR(lCOUNT) 
IF< LINES .LT. 20 >GOTO 09 
lfU o, WRITE <LI, 149) <ICLR,K•l,LINES> ~i"f1Lo O .Eq. LI> GO TO 10 -
1'112 
iftl ~ 10 
ifll e 
JJH 
~~t,..:,~o, 106> AURGE,1C0UNT,t,REP,18UF,18UF,R8UF,9\IFR<1CDUNT> 
I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
. ltep data acquisitien l••P• 
I I I I I I' I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
MIIGE • <MHIGE/lCOUNT>/11110 
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PAGE 0015 RPACE 915? P" SAT,, 27 SEP,, 1980 
lF ( tPRINT ,EQ, 0 > GD TO 11 
LINES • LINES•1 0723 0724 
07i'l ,~1~ WRITE <LI 149) (lCLR 1•1 LINES> WRITE <LI: 107> ADCHN(,PANO,PAIR,START,INCR,STOP,REP,AVRGl,IPRINT, •LO 
"U 1; 0 




'"13 07' 4 117' IJ 
11'1. 
!iii 
11 1r'Tir~11NT . E. , 
WRITE <LI 108> 




nN4 COMPILERt HP92060-16092 REV. 1926 <?90430) 
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PAGE GO 16 FTN, 91$7 PN SAT,, 27 SEP,, 1980 
R~AL FUNCTION SCANR <LU,ICHAN,K> 
t I • I e I I t I I I I I I I I I I t I • t t I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I t I 
, Close r•lay ICHAN on scanner LU and read the instruMnt 
lndlcated by K, 
Authors Robert N, Geopfarth 
Dates February 31, 1979 
Detail•d proqraM descr,ption is available in TXCO loqJ the 
vcariables 11rc1 
. LU Lu• of desired scanner <B or 1$), 
ICHAN Scanner channel <integ•r>, 
IC Scanner cnannel <ASCII>. 
K InstruMnt cod•< DVN • l /Counter• 2 >. 
101 
•~~i~i;•i~i~a,;,;.;. ·and· read•· ovit: · c:oi..;,.;.: · ·:. ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • 
881 FORNAT c•c·> 
1001 FORNAT <•TJTJ•> 
1201 FORNAT (•T•> 
1$01 FORNAT. ( •c•> 
IHI ~1l•1lffH 
IC• ICONlICHAN,O> 
WRITE <LU, 101> IC 
GO TO <01,02) K 
01 CALL TRIGR <10) 
~ief r:f8i <1:~ DUN 
!&Afo ~jO' *> SCANR 
02 WRITE (12,1201) sc•NR 
READ <12, *> " 
03 wui1N<LU, 801) 
END 
FTN4 CONPILER: HP92"60-16092 REV, 1926 <790430> 



































sua•ouTINE TINE (I"ON,IDAY,IYEAR,IHOUR,I"IN,ISEC> 
ft I If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I If If t I It I I I I I I I If I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
-~~~~i~·~i;tt~iact~,b~i~~·Ascii'strin,:'. ' .. •,;•• ... ' ..... '.'. '.' .... ' 
INTEGER ITIHE<S> 
tNTEGER CNTRL<2S6> 
901 FORNAT <• ERROR DETECTED IN PRDCRA" TI"E•/ 
• • CALL EXEC <U,ITIHE)"/) 
INON • 2HSS 
IDAY • 2HH 
IYEAR• 2Hst 
IHOUR• 2Htt 
IMIN • 2Htt 
ISEC • 2Htt EaL~0E~~C (11+1000008,lTlNE> 
01 GO TO 03 
02 CALL ABREG <IA,18> 
GO TO 04 
03 lHON • ICON<CNTRL<1>,0> 
IDAY • ICON<CNTRL<2>,0> 
IYEAR • ICON<CNTRL<3> 0) 
IHOUR • ICON<ITIHE<4)~0> 
INJN • ICON<ITIHE(3>,0> 
ISEC • JCON<ITIHE<2>,U> 
RETURN 
D4 WtfiiN' b, 901) IA,18 
END 
FTN4 CO"PtLERt HP92060-16092 REV, 1926 (790430) 

























SUBROUTINE WAIT <TWAIT) 
• I 'I • It •• I I I I I t I I I I ••• I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Cau•• a defined Ti"• delay of TWAIT•to "illiceconds, 
Author1 Hane N, Zcbner 
Dene: Februar1,1 13 1 1980 Becau•• of the si"Plic1ty of th• progra" The prograft 
d••c~iption is included 1n this box. 
TWAIT ,,, Des1red ti"e delay is <TWAIT*l0> ftllli••cond•, 
TNOW Present ti"•• 
T"(S) InpuT ti"• buffer <required for EXEC call), 
TSTOP Final tiMe, 
*icititt,~t~it!~~•?~tl~.·deiav:··········G•opfarth;·z.bner''''''''' 
01 ,ft&bRE~ElH~1f,TH) 
TSTDP • TH(l) + TH<2>,1oa + TM<3>*&000 + TWAIT 
02 CALL EXEC (11 TM> 
TNOW • 1H(1) 1 + TH<2>*100 + TH<J>*6000 
IF ( TH<4> .NE, THOU~ >GOTO 01 
IF< TNOW ,LT. TSTOP >GOTO 02 
:A:&URN 
FTN4 COMPILER: HP920&0-16092 REV. 1926 <'190430> 
II NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM• 0008'1 COH"ON • 06000 
2S8 
,... , __ _ 
! 
8. DATA REDUCTION PROGRAMS 
Three data reduction programs can be initiated from 
within the TXCO system. They are the following: 
(i) Program REDAB (Enter 9) 
This program was written to reduce data from the 
A-B Kulite probe system following the method given in 
Ref 2, and outputs distributions of velocity magnitude 
and flow angles. 
(ii) Program REDCO (Enter 10) 
This program reduces survey data taken with the 
combination temperature-pneumatic probe and outputs 
distributions of pressure rise, temperature rise, Mach 
number, flow angle and losses. 
(iii) Program REDST (Enter 11) 
This program reduces data taken from fixed in-
strumentation and outputs the steady-state performance 
of the compressor. 




9. CONCLUSrONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The large quantity and variety of instrumentation used 
in the transonic compressor test facility required that data 
acquisition programs be provided for the different types of 
data. This was achieved using a particular program structure. 
Data reduction programs were strictly separated but geared to 
the acquisition modules through the use of standard data ar-
rays. The data acquisition programs TXCOl, TXCO2 and TXCO3 
have been described in detail and the operator commands are 
explained. The reduction programs are to be documented sepa-
rately. 
The need for easy-to-understand program control leads 
to a conflict. If interactive messages which explain the pro-
gram flow and offer menus giving a selection of next logical 
steps are included, this introduces extended I/O operations 
and leads to long programs whose speed in execution is slowed 
considerably by the I/O's. On the other hand the I/O's may 
be kept to a minimum, which speeds up execution, but this may 
also lead to communication gaps between the program and the 
operator. Since the research on the transonic compressor 
test rig is carried out in large part by visiting researchers 
and postgraduate students, it was decided to program closer 
to the first alternative. However, a very useful compromise 
was achieved through the introduction of the program control 
array. Should experience in using the TXCO-system show that 
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the interactive messages, error processing, or the checking 
for erroneous operator input are too extensive, then the 
programs should certainly be trimmed. 
At the time the programs were written, a graphic soft-
ware package was not present in the operating system and 
therefore original plotter software was generated. The 
switch from "home made" to HP-supported graphics is recom-
mended. 
Finally, if the instrumentation system is changed, 
corresponding changes can be introduced into the appropriate 
program module, or a new one can be added. Also, the same 
or a similar program system can easily be adapted for use on 





APPENDIX A. DATA ACQUISITION WORR SHEETS 
A.l. Data Locations 
A.2. Steady State Data Array 
A.3. Program Control Array (CNTRL) 
A.4. Paced Data Array 
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. 
A. l. DATA LOCATIONS 
WORK SHEET: DATA LOCATIONS 
Port Scanivalve ill Scanivalve 112 Scanner Ill Scanner 12 Ch 
Advance S/V Ill Tl A/C nozzle 0 
1 PA-PA PA-PA It II 112 T turb in 1 
2 PCAL-PA PCAL-PA II II 113 T turb out L 2 
3 Pl nozzle-PA Pl comb pr-PA II II 114 T turb out R 3 
4 Pl noz th-PA P23 comb pr-PA It II 115 Tl comp noz D 4 
5 Pl noz fl-PA P4 comb pr-PA Reset S/V Ill Tl comp noz W 5 
b PBM-PA PT2-PA II II 112 Tin sta 00 6 
7 PTOO-PA PTl-PA II II 113 T A4 7 
8 Sl-PA PA-PA II II #4 T B4 8 
9 S2-PA K eq-PA II II 115 T C4 9 
10 S3-PA p alpha-PA Transducer S/V Ill T cell 10 
11 S4-PA C7-PA II II 112 11 
12 S5-PA Al-PA II II 113 AT turb L 12 
13 S6-PA Bl-PA II II #4 AT turb R 13 
14 S7-PA Cl-PA II II (15 AT A4 14 
15 S8-PA A2-PA RPM A/C AT B4 15 
16 S9-PA B2-PA RPM TTR AT C4 16 
17 S10-PA C2-PA RPM TCR 17 
18 SU-PA A3-PA RPM TTR Tin ref pr 18 
19 S12-PA B3-PA Blade pass frequ T comb ref 19 
20 S13-PA C3-PA TTR AXF 20 
21 S14-PA A4-PA TTR CLAF 21 
22 S15-PA B4-PA TTR N-Mv 22 
23 S16-PA C4-PA TTR DyTQ 23 
24 S17-PA AS-PA TTR StTQ 24 
25 PA-PA B5-PA p barometric 25 
26 PCAL-PA CS-PA Pl nozzle comp 26 
27 S18-PA A6-PA P nozzle comp 27 
28 S19-PA B6-PA Pl nozzle turb 28 
29 Hl-PA C6-PA P nozzle turb 29 
30 H2-PA A7-PA rad pos comb pr 30 
31 HJ-PA p bearing-PA yaw comb pr 31 
32 H4-PA P thrust-PA rad pas 'A' pr 32 
33 HS-PA PT turb in-PA yaw 'A' pr 33 
34 H6-PA P st out L-PA rad pos 'B' pr 34 
35 H7-PA P st out R-PA yaw 'B' pr 35 
36 H8-PA PT ro out L-PA Torque TCR 36 
37 H9-PA PT ro out R-PA KUL ref pres 37 
38 HlO-PA p ro out L-PA 38 
39 Hll-PA p ro out R-PA 39 
40 Diff Tl-PA PA-PA wall kUL K6. 40 
Port Scanivalve #1 Scanivalve 12 Scanner Ill Scanner #2 Ch 
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Port Scanivalve lll Scanivalve #2 Scanner ill Scanner #2 Ch 
46 Diff T7-PA wall UJL KlO. 46 
47 Diff T8-PA II II Kl0.5 47 
48 Diff T9-PA " " Kll. 48 
49 II II Kl2. 49 
50 50 
51 51 
52 I A I KUL pr 52 





























~· TW S 
A.2. STEADY STATE DATA ARRAY 
WORK SHEET TO DECODE THE DATA 
ARRAY FOR THE STEADY STATE DATA 
File name convention: raw steady state data T4RRSS 
reduced steady state data T9RRSS 
RR= ASCII converted run# 
SS = file sequential# from this run 
Note: In some cases the letter T (which stands for Transonic 
compressor) may be changed to any other character in 
order to prevent overwriting an existing data file. 
Example: T40503 is the third data file from test run 15, that 
contains steady state data. The data reduction pro-
gram REDST (Reduction steady state data) creates the 
file T90403 to take thereduced data from this run. 
Due to interface bus problems the data acquisition 
program STOY sometimes has to be aborted, but may 
already have produced some valid raw data files. 
When the program is restarted, it tries to write 
to data files, whose names already exist. To avoid 
purging these files, the operator then interactively 
changes the first character of the data file name to 
040503, e.g. The reduced data of course are in file 
090503. 
By the way, T40503 contains good data. You will 
find this file in cartridge 29 and can use it to 
get acquainted with REDST. 
DATA (48,4) 




...... ...... co ...... 00 co co ..,. ..,. ..,. ..,. .... -- --,-1 N M ..,. 
0 0 0 0 
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I CHl(I) CH2(1) CH3(I) CH4(I) I 
1 PA-PA PA-PA p barometric n/a 1 
2 PCAL-PA PCAL-PA Pl nozzle compr n/a 2 
3 Pl nozzle-PA Pl comb pr-PA P nozzle compr PRTT 3 
4 Pl noz th-PA P23 comb pr-PA Pl nozzle turb TTlT 4 
5 Pl noz fl-PA P4 comb pr-PA p nozzle turb TT3T 5 
6 PBM-PA PT2-PA n/a DTTT 6 
7 PTOO-PA PTl-PA rad pos comb pr MFLT 7 
8 S1-PA PA-PA yaw comb pr HPT 8 
9 S2-PA K eq-PA rad pos 'A' pr HPM 9 
10 S3-PA p alpha-PA yaw 'A' pr PRCT 10 
11 S4-PA C7-PA rad pos 'B' pr TTlC 11 
12 S5-PA Al-PA yaw 'B' pr TTJC 12 
13 S6-PA Bl-PA n/a DTTC 13 
14 S7-PA Cl-PA Tl A/C nozzle MFLC 14 
15 S8-PA A2-PA T turb in HPC 15 
16 S9-PA B2-PA T turb out L PRCTR 16 
17 S10-PA C2-PA T turb out R RPMCR 17 
18 S11-PA AJ-PA n/a MFLCR 18 
19 S12-PA B3-PA Tl comp noz D TORQCR 19 
20 S13-PA CJ-PA Tl comp noz W HPMR 20 
21 S14-PA A4-PA T in sta 00 HPCR 21 
22 S15-PA 84-PA Tout A4 HPTR 22 
23 S16-PA C4-PA Tout B4 EFF0 23 
24 S17-PA A5-PA Tout C4 EFFl 24 
25 PA-PA B5-PA T cell EFF2 25 
26 PCAL-PA CS-PA n/a EFF3 26 
27 S18-PA A6-PA AT turb L n/a 27 
28 S19-PA B6-PA AT turb R n/a 28 
29 Hl-PA C6-PA AT A4 n/a 29 
30 82-PA A7-PA AT B4 T in ref pr 30 
31 HJ-PA p bearing-PA AT C4 T comb ref 31 
32 H4-PA P thrust-PA n/a n/a 32 
33 HS-PA PT turb in-PA KUL ref pres run# 33 
34 H6-PA p st out L-PA wall KUL K6. test I 34 
35 H7-PA P st out R-PA " II K7. point# 35 
36 H8-PA PT ro out L-PA " If KS. day 36 
37 H9-PA PT ro out R-PA II 11 K8.5 month 37 
38 HlO-PA p ro out L-PA " " K9. year 38 
39 Hll-PA p ro out R-PA " "K9.5 machine code 39 
40 Diff Tl-PA PA-PA " 11 no. n/a 40 
41 Diff T2-PA P diff 1-PA wall KUL Kl0.5 n/a 41 
42 Diff T3-PA P diff 2-PA " " Kll. n/a 42 
43 Diff T4-PA P diff 3-PA If II K12. case angle 43 
44 Diff TS-PA P diff 4-PA " " K13. n/a 44 
45 Diff T6-PA p diff 5-PA " " Kl4. n/a 45 
46 Diff T7-PA n/a n/a RPM 46 
47 Diff TS-PA n/a 'A• KUL pr Torque 47 
48 Diff T9-PA n/a 'B t KUL pr n/a 48 
I CHl(I) CH2(I) CHJ(I) CH4(1) I 
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A.3. PROGRAM CONTROL ARRAY (CNTRL) 































Month of the test run. 
Day of the test run. 
Year of the test run. 
Test run II. 
Test# of this run. 
Point II of this test. 
Machine Code. 
LUii of the standard interactive input device. 
LUii of the standard output device. 
LU# of the optional output device. 
LUii of the plotter. 
Cartridge reference# for data files. 
Security code for dat~ files. 
First and second character of data file name; IFILE(l) 
Third and fourth character of data file name; IFILE(2) 
Fifth and sixth character of data file name; IPILE(3) 
Initializes fast steady state data reduction run, 
if set to 1. 
Suppresses printing of heading in subroutines FREER 
and PACER, if set to 1. 
Suppresses creating/opening and closing of·files in 
subroutines FREER and PACER, if set to 1. 
Suppresses analog output of just acquired paced run 
data to terminal, if set to 1. 
lOO*Factor to vary size in X-direction of a drawing. 
lOO*Factor to vary size in Y-direction of a drawing. 
Indicates the son program to be scheduled and the 
subroutine to be called therefrom. 
01 ••• Schedule TXCOl and call ABSRV 
02 " 11 11 11 CALIB 
03 11 11 11 11 FREER 
04 11 11 11 11 PACER 
05 Schedule TXC02 and call COMB 
06 II II II II STOY 
07 Schedule TXCOJ and call CHECK 
08 11 11 " 11 CHNGE 
09 Schedule REDAB 
10 Schedule REDCO 
11 Schedule REDST. 
Number of S/V controller #I. 
Number of S/V controller #II. 
Number of S/V controller #III. 
Humber of S/V controller IIIV. 
Number of S/V controller #V. 
LU# of scanner #1. 


































Accounting variable subroutine ABSRV: output page#. 
11 ABSRV: current file II. 
11 CALIB: output page C. 
11 CALIB: current file ii. 
11 FREER: output page II. 
11 FREER: current file II. 
11 PACER: output page #. 
11 PACER: current file fl. 
Blade pair (1 - 9), if Pacer is operated in Mode 2. 
Start count for data acquisition using Pacer encode. 
Increment for data acquisition using Pacer encode. 
Stop count for data acquisition using Pacer encode. 
# of repetitions at each location in blade passage. 
Total D of high speed data acquisitions either in free 
or in paced run mode to be taken. 
A/D input channel for KULITE type 'A' probe. 
II " II II II 'B' probe. 
11 11 11 wall KULITE K6. 
11 11 11 11 11 K7. 
II II " " II K8 • 
II II II K8. 5 • 
II II K9. 






II II II " 11 Kl4. 
Character used for analog display in subroutine PICTR. 
# of multiples of lOms for S/V controller time delay. 
Total# of free run measurements (max. 1664). 
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APPENDIX B. LINEAR APPROXIMATIOH BY 
METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES 
y 
~: xi and Yi; i • 1, ••• ,NPNTSI 
Equation: Y • c1 + c2 •x 
Y • f (X) 
X 
Difference for Each Data Point: Ri =- Yi - f(Xi) ; i•l, ••• ,NPNTSI 
Sum of Squares of Differences: 
NPt1TSI 
R - l Ri2 -
i•l 
NPNTSI 
[t Yi - (C1+C2•Xi) )2 
i•l 
The value of R depend• on the value• of the coefficient• c1 
and c2• In order to determine a minimum value for R, the 
expresaion for R is partially differentiated with respect to 











L 2 • [Yi - (Cl+ C2•Xi>] • (-Xi) 
i=-1 
Setting each expression to zero, 
NPNTSI 
· L (Yi - c1 - c2•xi> = a 
i•l 
NPNTSI 
tCYi•Xi - c1•Xi - c2•xi
2
) = 0 
i•l 
This gives two equations in which c1 and c 2 are the only 
unknowns. Omitting the limits of summation for simplicity, 








'!'he components of the matrix Care obtained using 
a11 • MPN'!'SI 
•12 • 4 21 • LXi 
•22 • rxi2 
bl• tYi 









a22bl - a12b2 
all al2 alla22 
al2 a22 
allb2 - al2bl 





•LYi - 1.xi•1.<Yi xi> 
NPNTSI•1.xi
2 - clxi> 2 
- al2 
C2 = NPNTSI•L(Yi-Xi) - rxi•!Yi 
NPNTSI•1.Xi
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